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Abstract 
 
This master thesis is intended as a contribution to the understanding of the influence 
structural changes has on urban transformation in housing domain, by focusing on 
mechanisms behind the upgrading as accidental model for regeneration of the collective 
housing. In particular, the aim is to do so in relation to a comparison between different 
operational scales on which process is carried out. The process is investigated at the city, 
neighborhood and street/square scale. With the use of qualitative methods, such as 
interviews, in depth analysis of policies and regulations and observations, differences in 
manifestation of the regeneration on different scales are discovered. It is suggested that 
undefined strategy, indifferent attitude of local authorities, inconsistent legislative 
environment, disconnection between the operational scales and presence of the market as 
essential driving force of the process, results in asymmetric outcomes of upgrading, both in 
physical and social terms. But on the other hand, in respect to wider political and economical 
environment in which regeneration happened, it is acknowledged that considerable housing 
stock is renovated and living standards are improved. The most critical issue in the process is 
proved to be the uneven awareness of the importance of the regeneration among the actors 
at different scales and consequently their performance in respect to it. Furthermore, 
influence of upgrading on the community life and social relation in the regenerated 
neighborhoods are totally neglected, which has for its consequences decreased use of 
common space between the buildings and  erosion of existed communities. It is proved also 
that fully market driven regeneration has rather regressive consequences on urban 
transformation in context of Nis but in same time gives valuable lessons for improvement of 
the future upgrading as regeneration model for collective housing. Based on these lessons, 
adaptive policy changes are suggested and platform for further studies in system or process 
oriented urban regeneration and design is established. Thesis is organized as follows: first 
methodological approach is explained, second it situate problem in wider regional and local 
context in respect to urban transformation and housing trends, third thesis discuss analysis 
of operational scales and conclude with final cross-scale discussion and potentials for further 
research.  
 
 
Key words: upgrading, regeneration, urban transformation, structural changes, transition 
countries, free-market economy, Nis, Serbia. 
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Preface  
 

In last two decades region of Central and Eastern Europe 
has undergone intense and dramatic structural changes. 
Brake down of socialism, political democratization, 
reintroduction of market principles, the state’s fiscal crisis, 
massive privatization and commercialization cause 
decade’s long economical rescission and crisis of national, 
regional and local identity among CEE countries. Under 
the constant pressure and without prepared institutional 
infrastructure, urbanization of the cities in the CEE has 
been considerable exposed to short-term vision 
development, through day to day planning solutions.  
 
In trying to follow the rhythm of dynamic change on the 
global scene, fast solutions for complex spatial 
intervention became a usual practice. It is needles to say 
that such approach has been articulated through numerous 
spatial patchworks, privatized public spaces and 
asymmetric development at all urban scales. Urban growth 
has been exposed to a new market oriented approach, 
subjected to establishment of good business climate and 
therefore new economic policy in order to optimize 
conditions for capital accumulation.1 Thus, driven by 
market logic, due to rapid development of tertiary sector, 
projects that generate profit such as offices, commercial 
facilities, trading, logistic, hotels and light industry have 
been prioritized at the cost of unprofitable sectors. 
Consequently education, health and above all housing 
sector remain at the periphery of post-socialist 
development agenda.  
 
After the wholesale of public housing in 1990s, most of 
the CEE states have withdrawn noticeably from all 
matters related to housing production and distribution, 
and by large, absolved themselves from the housing 
problems. As a transformation leftover, massive housing 
stock across the ‘post-socialist’ world has continued to 
deteriorate. Financially highly demanding, out of public 
accountability and not in focus of investor and developers, 
housing regeneration issues have been neglected in 
transition period and remained out of planning frames. 
This trend also has for its outcome total neglecting of 

                                                 

 
1
 Harvey D. 2003, Spaces of global capital: Towards a Theory of  
Uneven Geographical Development,  London: Verso, pp.25 
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social reality of decaying neighborhoods. Largely absent 
from the mainstream debates on housing trends in post-
socialism, the conceptualization of revival of aging 
collective housing stock, inherited from the socialist and 
pre-socialist time, becoming burning issue in the post-
socialist discourse.  
 
However, in some cases such as Serbia, as marriage of 
urgent need for renovation of collective housing owned 
by impoverished households on the one side, and pursuit 
for quick profit of expanding private sector in the housing 
production, after withdrawal of the state from the same, 
on the other side, and supported by uneven legislative 
frame, regeneration through upgrading emerged as self 
organize process from the scale of the single house to the 
city scale. In spite the fact that based on personal interests 
and maximization of individual benefits, and short term 
vision, it created various challenges as a consequence, in 
general, many neighborhoods have been renewed, 
equipped with new assets and infrastructure that would 
otherwise remained with unpredictable future and perhaps 
would reach critical condition.  
 
Housing stock across the CEE countries, produced 
between 1960 and 1990 comprised between one half and 
two thirds of total housing production in the region.1 
Adding to that account, number of people that are waiting 
for or in coming years will be in need for regeneration of 
their homes, is perhaps close to 100 millions. Therefore, if 
regeneration is to be improved as a strategy and its modes 
developed, any revival model that demonstrates certain 
potentials has to be thoroughly investigated and in that 
way make a platform for further research.  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 Decaying high-rise in Boulevard Zorana Djindjica  
(photo PV) 

                                                 

 
1
 Stanilov K., 2007 Housing trends in Central and Eastern European cities 
 during and after the period of transition in The Post-Socialist city: Urban  
Form and Space Transformation in Central and Eastern Europe after Socialism 
eds.  Stanilov K. , London: Springer, pp. 177 
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Chapter One:  
Aims, Objectives & 
Methodology 
 
 
 

Aims & Objectives  
 
 
The aim of this research is to study the emergence and 
development of the upgrading as accidental model for 
regeneration of collective housing and different modes of 
its manifestation and understandings and how it is carried 
out in Serbian context with focus on the city of Nis as a 
study area. The thesis investigates the upgrading as self 
organize regeneration process in respect to political and 
economical trends in period of post-socialist 
transformation. Investigation compares how the upgrading 
projects have been formulated on different operational 
scales in relation to actors and legislative frames. The 
comparison is based on assumption that multi perspective 
on the phenomena across the scales can help better 
understanding of its mechanism and provide constructive 
knowledge in the discourse of regeneration. 
 
The informal development period for this work has been 
several years drawing from my architectural practice in 
which I worked with upgrading and the experience living 
in Nis where upgrading was ultimate housing revival 
model in last fifteen years. More focused period of 
research is first half of 2012. The final proposal identifies 
the following key research questions: 
 
 
How structural changes influenced emergence and 
development of the upgrading  
as regeneration model?   
 
How upgrading change urban experience in the 
upgraded areas?  
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In order to achieve the best understanding of the process 
and causal relation between the operational scales 
following sub-questions are formulated to shape 
investigation:  
 
 
How do the parties involved in the upgrading formulate 

their strategy to achieve their interests along the process? 
 
In what way legislative environment, in terms of legal 

rights and control over the process influences power 
relation and management of the process? 
 
What factors shaped financial construction and in what 

way it influence performance of the process? 
 
 
Thus, the objective of this research is to accumulate 
knowledge about the dynamics between planning and 
policy making in respect to political and economical trends 
as a precondition for emergence of the urban regeneration 
models such as upgrading, on the one side, and its 
influences on urban experience on the other side, with 
intention to provide inputs for planning and policy making 
for further developments as well as to provoke proactive 
behavior among wider population regarding urban 
development.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4 Nis, city center (photo PV) 
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Methodology  
 
This chapter gives an overview of the methodology that has been used in this study. The 
research was carried out as comparative study between three operational scales of the 
upgrading process. Investigation relied on interviews, observation and study of laws, policies, 
literature and other material.  
 
 
Research design  
 
As a departure point for research design critical position towards current planning and 
analysis practice will be discussed and research model will be presented. Analysis of the city 
is today carried out using certain tools and at certain scales which ignore many realities that 
influence urban areas and the people living in them. This practice has for its outcome total 
neglecting of social realities on the ground and harmful development that has no deeper 
understanding of citizens need, habits and attachments to place. The use of the land use 
map, general and detailed regulation plans that addresses just basic building codes in current 
planning processes in the city, both for analysis and for proposals in urban planning and 
design projects also contributes to such development and limits the advancement of the 
practice itself. Plagued mostly by static representation techniques municipalities have 
numerous times been guilty of reproducing generic work undermining human communities. 
The first step if planning process is to be improved is the incorporation of additional 
methods of analysis in order to improve the chances of success of the proposals arising out 
of the culmination of the process. Urban planning and design in practice operate at different 
scales: city, neighborhood and street/square scale accordingly analysis needs to be done at 
different scales in order to evolve platform for workable proposals.  
 
For instance in current analysis practice, a large shopping mall, open air market and local 
souvenir shop will be recognized as retail or commercial zones; or for example university 
campus and high school will be recognized as education. In spite of program and function 
wise similarities of all those mentioned instances have very different effects on the lived 
urban experience. This categorization loses sight of important indicators for the quality of 
space such as accessibility by different section of society to a certain programs or diversity of 
actors that operate and manage particular area. Thus, various problems that occur at 
different scales as matter of distribution, implementation or management of the place 
remained overlooked as well and treated wrongly or not treated at all.  For instance, at the 
city scale provision of adequate plateaus for garbage containers for newly built or upgraded 
housing is seen as technical issue of marginal concerns, while, at neighborhood scale, 
exposed garbage in the common yard can attract street dogs and cats and negatively affect 
quality of outdoor space and consequently activity patterns in the area. Undervaluation of 
diverse scales and information they contain prevents objective analysis and consequently 
needed intervention as well. Therefore a finer distinction becomes necessary.  
 
Urban planning and design practice in Nis don’t recognize such approach. Disconnections 
among scales, in all phases of development, has been reflected through uneven urban 
landscape that with shift towards market oriented urbanization increasingly remains as 
random unplanned patch work such as the case with accidental housing revival which is the 
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central theme of this research. Considering circumstances elaborated in chapter two, under 
which urbanization in Niš happened in past two decades, practicing day to day strategy and 
intervention there were always lack of time for analysis of ongoing developments, as more 
then necessarily part of planning process if urbanization is to be improved.  
 
In order to evaluate process of collective housing revival through upgrading, as any other 
urban development project, it is necessarily to understand process from different 
perspectives, but not just static related to various scale of built environment and juridical 
frames but dynamic of the process on different levels taking into account all actors involved 
in it as well. Because for instance city institutions, urban designers, planners, city officials, 
architects, inspectors as legislative body, developers, real-estate agencies, construction 
companies, banks as executive body and existing and new residents and citizens as recipient 
body most likely have different interests, expectations and benefits from the same process 
and its manifestation has different meaning for each of them.  Understanding of causal 
relation between them and its spatial articulation is of great importance for advancement of 
the process and urbanization in general, because it contains valuable knowledge that can’t be 
assumed by planners and urban designers.   
 
In that respect for this research threefold analysis is designed. It has for its objective cross 
scale investigation with intention to build knowledge platform for improvement of the 
revival of collective housing and further research in housing studies as well as merging scales 
in which planning operates and city works with the intention of achieving accountability, 
transparency and innovation in future planning and urban design practice in the city of Niš 
and planning and urban design in general. In that sense investigation processes will be 
elaborated on three scales, having in mind that they can overlap in certain instances: city, 
neighborhood and street/square scale, with focus on the upgrading as a process and as a 
product. For the analysis of the street/square scale Stara Zeleznička Kolonija (Old Railway 
Colony) neighborhood was used as study area (in further text SZK). There are three reasons 
why particularly this neighborhood is relevant as exemplary site for investigation of revival 
of collective housing. Firstly, because it is one of the most recently done revival project and 
in that sense give fresh insight to research problematic. Secondly, it is neighborhood that 
undergone the most dramatic transformation in respect to scale of built environment and 
social structure and accordingly reflects potential extremes of the process and complexity of 
issue. And third reason is that SZK is one of the oldest neighborhoods in the city, with 
traditionally strong community life and therefore offer historical perspective of 
transformation both physical and social.  
 
 
Case Study 
 
Case study methods involve systematically gathering enough information about particular 
phenomena, that permit the researcher to effectively understand how it operates or 
functions.1 It is a methodological approach that is used when a matter of the research is to 
capture the complexity of a single case or phenomena. Regarding very nature of upgrading 
phenomena in the case of Nis, in respect to specific local political and economical 
                                                 

 
1 Berg, B. 2001, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, 4th Ed.,  by Allyn & Bacon, Boston pp.224 
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circumstances under which it occurred, as well as dynamic of the process and multiply actors 
involved in, case study is chosen as the adequate methodological frame for the investigation. 
Case study can easily serve as the platform for insights and even hypotheses that may be 
pursued in subsequent studies. However, the objective of this research is not to develop 
theory or new theoretical explanations but intention was better understanding of constitutive 
aspects of the upgrading process. Therefore, this investigation falls into a group of intrinsic 
case study according to Stake’s classification. 1 Accordingly, as study aims to develop 
understanding of the upgrading, as the specific model of housing regeneration, research had 
an exploratory approach.  
 
For case to be an object of study certain issues has to be considered. According to 
Johansson, case has to be a complex functioning unit, to be investigated in its natural 
context with a multitude of methods, and to be contemporary.2 Furthermore case study 
usually involves methods for developments of concepts, causal interplay of the research 
object or phenomena in focus and the given context.3 
 
Upgrading of collective housing in Nis, in absence of defined strategy had rather 
spontaneous developmental dynamics dependent more on micro social and economical 
variables then legal frame, and it was implemented across the city in clusters and single units 
creating in that way complex functional unit in terms of revival as process and as product. 
Thus, upgrading as a revival model in focus can only be investigated as context dependent 
phenomena. Because of the very nature of the topic, it is obvious that there cannot be a 
single approach to encompass the complex subject. Therefore, for the investigation 
triangulation was used as a methodological approach. The important feature of triangulation 
is not the simple combination of different kinds of data, derived from different methods 
being used for their collection, but the attempt to relate them so as to counteract the threats 
to validity identified in each.4 Theory triangulation consists of using multiple rather than 
simple perspectives in relation to the same set of objects5 as the way of increasing the validity 
of the final findings. Investigation of this revival model using various methods, gives better 
opportunities for comprehensive understanding of the operational mechanism of the 
process. Upgrading is ongoing process and fits into discourse of the urban regeneration and 
therefore is contemporary phenomenon.  
 
The case of upgrading is selected as a research topic because it has been carried out as self 
organizing revival project over seventeen years and still is ongoing, and because it was 
shaped more horizontally with dominant market influences than from the top down.  
Therefore, I believe that it can offer valuable lessons for advancement of strategies for 
regeneration of collective housing. In order to get maximum of variables that are essential 
for the upgrading model, process was dissected on three operational scales: city, 
neighborhood and street/square scale.  

                                                 

 
1 Stake, R. E. 1995, The Art of Case Study Research. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 
2
 Johansson, R. 2003, Case Study Methodology: Methodologies in Housing Research. Stockholm, KTH p. 2 

3
 Yin, RK. 1984, Cases Study Research-Design and Methods, Applied Social Research Methods Series, Vol. 5, Sage 
Publications, California, USA  
4
 Fielding, N. G., & Fielding, J. L. 1986, Linking Data. Newbury Park, CA: Sage pp. 31 

5
 Denzin, N. K. 1978, The Research Act. New York: McGraw-Hill. pp. 295 
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Empirical methods 
 
 
Interviews  
 
Interview subjects have been selected in respect to operational. According to scales actors 
were clustered into there following groups’ for interviews: at the city scale, legislative body, 
consisted of planning officials, urbanists and construction inspectors; at the neighborhood 
scale, executive body, consisted of investors, architects, contractors and real-estate agencies; 
and at the street/square scale, recipient body, consisted of existing residents and new 
comers. Attempt behind this interview design was to generate multiply perspectives on the 
question matters from the different scales on which process was shaped, and in contrasting 
those perspectives through analysis develop understanding of the mechanism behind.  
 
The people that I was interviewed were purposefully chosen according to their knowledge 
on subject. But in all three scales were used ‘snow-ball’ selection as well as additional 
method. This method were intentionally used as instrument for indicating the strength of the 
social network within the community, whether we are talking about officials or business 
network within the executive scale or to contrast social networks between existing and new 
residents in the neighborhood.  
 
Interviews were semi standardized with different question for different target groups, 
according to their role in the process, but with partially overlapping questions where certain 
issues were present at all three scales. This type of interview considers a set of predetermined 
questions. These questions were typically asked in a systematic and consistent order, but the 
interviewers are allowed freedom to digress; that is, the interviewers are permitted to probe 
far beyond the answers to their prepared and standardized questions.1 
 
In the case of SZK interview was organized as a threefold. Firstly, each apartment received 
invitation letter for the interview with possibility to answer the questions online or to have 
interview in person.  Apart from that, as it was already mentioned, a snow-ball method was 
used and random interviews on the street. Mix interview methodology is perceived as 
beneficial, because based on the willingness to contribute to the research and overall 
response in the upgrading part and old part of the building, certain conclusions were made 
regarding the consequence of the upgrading process on the social relation in the 
neighborhood. Rate of the interview are shown in (Figure 5). 
 
Any evaluation has human, ethical and political ramifications. The interviews were done with 
(selected) key actors involved directly and indirectly with the overall upgrading issues that 
touch upon illegal practices and its investigation in process. Confidentiality is the active 
attempt to keep the respondent from being identified with the supplied information. Thus, it 
is important (as it was case here in the interviews) to provide subjects with a high degree of 
confidentiality. This by no means presents a conflict between ethical demand for 

                                                 

 
1
 Berg, B. 2001, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences, 4th Ed.,  by Allyn & Bacon, Boston pp.70 
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confidentiality and the basic principles of scientific research (inter-subjective control and 
reproducibility of findings by others).1 
   
 

 Participants asked 
for interview 
 

Response Comments 

City scale / 
regulatory body 

Officials from IFU 
(1), CPO (2), CCI 
(2),  
 

100% / 

Neighborhood 
scale/executive 
body 

 real estate 
agencies(2), 
developers(6), 
architectural 
firms(4) 
 

100% / 

Street-square 
scale /recipient 
body 

Existing (old) 
residents (96 
households out of 
104) 

29% 8 apartments were not 
accessible. 85% of the 
interviews were arranged 
on direct 
recommendation (‘snow-
ball’)  

 New residents  
(181 households) 

4.4% Total number of 
apartments in the upgraded 
part is ~200. Due the fact 
that some are under 
transition from loft to 
apartments one can’t 
confirm the right number. 
Accordingly No. of 
household is unknown. 
Recommendation rate 
(‘snow-ball’) was 0% 

 
Figure 5  Rate of interviews 
 
 
The analysis of the interviews plays important role in understanding the generated materials. 
In order to generate meanings from the material two methods has been used: condensation2 
and ad hoc method3. Through condensation long expression by interviewees has been 
arranged into shorter workable formulation. Afterwards, interpretation of meaning is done 

                                                 

 
1 Berg, B. 1995, Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences (2nd ed.). Boston: Allyn and Bacon.; N.J.Salkind, J.Neil 1997,  
Exploring Research , third ed., Prentice Hall,New Jersey & Kvale, S. 1996,  InterViews: An Introduction to Qualitative Research 
Interviewing, Sage,  California, US 
2
 Kvale, S. 1996, Interviews: An introduction to Qualitative Research Interviewing, SAGE, California,US pp.193-196 

3
 Miles, M.B. & Huberman, A.M. 1984, Qualitative data analysis: A sourcebook of new methods, SAGE, Beverly  Hills, California, 
US,  pp.245-246 
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using tactics such as generation of patterns, clustering, making contrasts, noting relations 
between the variables and building logical chain of evidences.  
 
Observation  
 
As an additional way of gathering data, observation on site was carried out. Observation 
were focused at the city scale on design issues in terms of forms and relation to surrounding 
context, quality of materials in terms of conditions of facades, roofs etc. and consequences 
of the upgrading on the common space in terms of its use (Figure 6) The later issue play 
important role in the process due the fact that common space experienced as much dramatic 
changes after upgrading as the buildings themselves. In order to investigate more in depth 
consequences of the causal relation between them detailed observation were carried out at 
the neighborhood and street scale.  
 

 
 
Figure 6 Spatial disposition of the upgraded buildings 
 
Consequences of the upgrading on the common space in terms of its use were observed 
more in detail in the neighborhood of Stara Zeleznicka Kolonija. The main focus of 
observation was on how people interact and the way they use the common space between 
the buildings in respect to emerged changes caused by upgrading. Choice of observation 
points is based on interviews with existing residents from the old part of the building. They 
pointed out places that were core for social interactions before the upgrading took a place in 
the neighborhood (Figure 7) Observation approach departs from concept of causal relation 
between quality or content and capacity of outdoor space and the rate of occurrence of 
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outdoor activities.1 Due to fact that outdoor space has been changed or it use has been 
changed, consequently it was assumed that activity pattern is changed as well.  Activities that 
are observed are optional and social activity and their duration.  
 

 

 
Figure 7 Stara Zeleznicka Kolonija with observation points 
 
Area didn’t change its residential character after upgrading process. Accordingly necessary 
activities (going to school, shopping, waiting for the bus etc. ) are excluded from the 
observation because there isn’t any working places, shopping areas or schools, so most of 
necessary activity takes a place out of the neighborhood and do not affect directly social 
interaction within the area. Area is observed as whole but with a focus on the places that 
residents pointed out. These observations have been made by one observer during April 
2012. The activity observations were made during approximately one hour between 12.30 
and 13.30 and between 17.30 and 18.30 in the afternoon. These hours has been chosen 
according to school shifts and after working hours that has been identified as peak time for 
activities in the neighborhood and therefore it would provide the most significant empirical 
data.  
 
 

                                                 

 
1 Gehl J. 1980, Life Between Buildings: Using Public Space, Bianco Lunos Bogtrykkeri, Denmark, pp.11-14 
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Materials  
 
In order to capture development of the upgrading and its implementation logic as a 
underpinning material I have used articles, laws, policies, plans for detailed regulation and 
general urban plans, surveys, contracts and tenants agreements and other official document 
related to problematic of the upgrading. Materials were chosen from different phase of the 
process in order to get coherent understanding of its development. Other than that, for 
establishing comprehensive background scientific peer reviewed journals and articles, books, 
reports and web sites were used.  
 
Objectivity concerns 
  
In case of conducting qualitative creativity, subjectivity of the researcher play very important 
role. Therefore it is necessary to take into consideration researcher’s position in relation to 
the investigated subjects. The fact that I have been living in Nis, and in the neighborhood 
next to SZK, imply that I might have possible bias towards phenomena and this context. In 
the same time knowledge of being familiar with the context was advantage for its better 
understanding. Having a time and space distance in last three years, while I was studying 
planning and urban design in different context and being exposed to different perspective 
towards urban development, noticeable influenced my critical perspective towards given 
context. However, continuous awareness of the bias along the research process, helped in 
minimization of its effect on the analysis and interpretation of the material.  
 
Ethical consideration 
 
Research took into account ethical consideration regarding all participants involved in the 
research process. For every phase, all involved actors were acquainted in advance that 
research is scientific analysis. They were informed about content, strategy and purpose of 
research as well as about their role in collaboration on project. In that way, research avoided 
possible misunderstandings and expectations from participants.  
 
Delimitations 
 
The geographical delimitation for the empirical study is Niš. Investigation will touch upon 
different neighborhoods across the city, but with main focus on the neighborhood of Stara 
Zeleznicka Kolonija as research field for neighborhood and street/square scale. Because of 
the time frame allocated for this research, just case of one neighborhood has been carried 
out in depth. Additional comparison with other upgraded neighborhoods would be 
beneficial for further research. The time perspective is from 1995 until today, since process 
is ongoing. This is when the upgrading process was taking the place. However, more 
extended time frame is considered during research for the contextualization of the specific 
aspects of the problem. Response for the interview from tenants recently moved in the 
upgraded part of the neighborhood was very low. Therefore findings related to their answers 
will be taken as informative. Even though author is aware of the importance of the 
community participation in the process the theoretical frame excludes discussion on 
participatory planning because the central theme of the investigation is on the system level, 
participation comes in the later stage, but it is very relevant as continuation of research and 
further studies more oriented towards social issues.  
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Chapter Two: Contextualization  
 
This investigation depart from the premise that in order to advance any inquiry it is 
necessary to contextualize the case, framing it within an appropriate theoretical perspective 
in relation to housing trends, urban transformation, political economy and governance. In 
order to underpin the understanding of the phenomenon, main forces that influenced 
changes in urbanization patterns and development in Serbia in past two decades will be 
presented: post-socialistic transformation and shift towards market-oriented planning. 
Through those lenses, urban transformation in post-socialist world, housing trends in CEE 
region, as well as transformation of governance and housing challenges in Serbian context 
will be discussed, with intention to build causal relation between the scales and forces that 
influenced emergence of accidental housing revival and to position city of Nis in wider 
context. 
 
 

Niš - urban brief 
 

Niš is one of the oldest city in Balkan. It is third largest in country. With population of 
391.000 in the city county and about 1.000.000 in the city region, it is social, political, 
economical, educational, center of central and south-east Serbia. It is situated at the cross 
road of main Balkan and European highways, which connect Europe and Middle East 
(Figure 8). Due to its geographical position, it has been exposed through the history to 
turbulent events that determined its development to a great extent. Namely up to year 268. it 
became the biggest city in the northernmost Roman province of ‘Moesia Superior’. From 
then on it had been under the rule of Dardani’s, Thracian’s, Iliric’s, Celt’s, Roman’s, 
Mongolian Huns, Avar’s and Slavic tribes and Bulgarian, Austro-Hungarian, Byzantine, 
Ottoman and German empires. During 1852 years being under the transitional governance, 
Nis many times experienced demolition and devastation of its urban fabric. All those 
historical events left noticeable trace in cultural milieu, mental life and especially in spatial 
organization. 

 
 

 
Figure 8 Niš in European and Serbian context 
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First considerable urban changes Niš underwent after liberation from the Ottomans in 1878 
when it officially became constitutional part of Serbia. Under new national urbanistic 
ideology, with prominent abandoning of inherited urban tissue from Ottoman period, it 
carried out intense creation of new street network, widening the streets, establishing squares 
and parks and welcoming pro western architecture. With 80% of the plan that was realized 
in 10 years, it was the fastest urban development in history of the city. Because of new 
mentality settled in urban area, after Ottomans emigrated from the city, new wave of 
changes had been very slow in compare with rest of the country. In spite of the state 
attempts and subsidized to develop the city of Niš, ownership turn and contest for leading 
position in local government was the main obstructer of the urbanization process. However 
it was stopped 1885, because of Serbian-Bulgarian war and impoverished country after the 
liberation war. Afterwards, Niš was acknowledged as “war capital of Serbia” and it housed 
Serbian Government and Foreign Ministry. In order to secure its south-east border, state 
increased administrative and political role of Niš and in 1930 it became the seat of Moravska 
District. This political shift was background for further investments and urbanization of Niš.  
 
Second intensive urbanization wave happened after the World War II with constitution of 
Yugoslavia and intensive creation of socialist identity. Shaping of urban space and identity in 
socialistic cities were very important elements of the socialist project for the creation of new 
forms of society based on ultimate collectivism and progress. Before the war, city economy 
started with development of textile, mechanical and tobacco industries. But it experienced 
accelerated development in period between 1960 and 1990, when local industries such as 
‘DIN’ (Tobacco Factory Niš) and ‘EI’ (Electircal Idustry Niš) became leading in Balkan 
region. 
 
Increased industrialization stimulated migration from rural area into urban core of the city. 
Demographic trend in this period shows noticeable increase in migration from rural area and 
population growth. In period from 1970 to 1990 population has been more then doubled. 

1
 

Consequently demand for housing increased. Housing production followed the growth of 
industry. Namely, 70% of total housing stock in Niš was built in period from 1960 to 1990, 
and 50% between 1960 and 1980, after which production decreased. 2 As the city center was 
occupied by inherited housing stock built before 1945, new production activated areas at the 
outskirt of the city.  In period after war started mass development based on montage 
construction. Prefabricated socialist neighborhoods were built on free location far from the 
city center in many instances without necessary services. Along with that, periphery of the 
city, also started to grow family housing areas, accommodating large unauthorized building 
stock. This kind of urban practice had for its consequence irrational use of land with high 
costs of infrastructural supply for distanced areas.  
 
On the other hand, with rapid development, surrounding villages has grown as well. Up to 
1990 most of them were considerably urbanized and merged with the city creating very 
dense urban network, consisted of 74 settlements (city villages). In total, city county reached 
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 Municipal Housing Agencies Niš 2006, Public Profile of the city of Niš-draft , by SIRP  (Javno Preduzeće ‘Gradska Stambena 
Agencija’ Niš- Stambeni Profil Grada Niša 2006 - SIRP program) pp. 23 
2
 City of Niš 2009, Community Profile, by Office for Local Economical Development (KLER Niš),  pp 40  
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urbanization level of 86% that was 30% higher in comparison with state average.1 
Accordingly, density increased as well. Intense migration finished in the beginning of 1990.  
However, as legacy of socialistic planning, Niš today have very compact urban form without 
suburbs and consequently without mass commuting. Furthermore, there aren’t prominently 
segregated areas.  
 

 
 
 
Figure 9 Urban development of Niš between 1971 and 1991 source: ‘Nis City Case Study’ Yugoslav 
National Habitat II Committee, Nis 1996   
 
 
But on the other hand, city economy and development were rooted in heavy industry 
without much developed other sectors. Therefore, as many other socialist city experienced 
after collapse of socialism and demolition of state enterprises and industries, poverty level 
increased rapidly and unemployment reached historical level. In less than decade after 1990, 
from former industrial giant, Niš became the capitol of the poorest region in Serbia. 
Ongoing growing importance of the region of south-eastern Europe, with the highest 
growth in Europe, 2brought slight economic advancement in Serbia and its cities. But 
economic efficiently not consider automatically spatial efficiency too. Recovery attempts 
occurred in Niš, under the flag of free market in years after 2000, followed by quick rise of 
tertiary sector, pushed growth of small-to-medium private enterprises and the entry of large-
scale trading and market chains. In order to welcome any investments, in the area with 
extreme negative economical trend, city authorities allowed occupation of some of the best 
open spaces, that remains from the socialist time in favor to potential developers, while in 
the same time vacant industrial facilities keep decaying. Accordingly, waterfronts, parks and 
squares gave a way to hotels, light industry and office buildings while in the same time public 
institution such as hospitals, university buildings, schools and above all housing being 
pushed at the bottom of the list. Thus, urbanization in post-socialist period, took direction 
towards asymmetric development and growing polarization both in spatial and social terms, 
prioritizing privatization and market efficiency at the cost of distribution.   
 
 

                                                 

 
1
 City of Niš 2009, Community Profile, by Office for Local Economical Development (KLER Niš), 2009  p. 1 

2
 City of Niš 2009, Community Profile, by Office for Local Economical Development (KLER Niš),  2009  p. 69 
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Post-socialist urban  
transformations in CEE 
 
In past two decades, the region of the Central and Eastern Europe has experienced complex 
post-socialist transformation. The transformation in its nature, considering the role that both 
government and private-sector institutions play in it, directly influences changes in urban 
planning1, and consequently in urban development. In order to position transformation 
process binary determinism seems inevitable. Planning and policy making involve interplay 
between market and government actions, and the balance between the two differentiates 
state socialism from democratic capitalism.2 In fact, “the central issue in the long debate 
between socialism and capitalism is often characterized as one of planning versus markets”.3 
Furthermore, transformation or transition naturally suggests starting and end point of the 
process. In the case of post-socialism, obviously it is evolutionary road from ‘socialist’ to a 
‘capitalist’ city.  
 
There is a divided opinion on the notion of ‘socialist city’ and its legacy regarding urban 
form. Some assert that ‘socialist city’ is not a distinctive urban model but rather part of 
European modernity and process of twentieth-century industrial urbanization that get 
beyond the capitalist-socialist boundary4. Others argue that by reducing the role of private 
ownership of land, housing and the means of production, socialism produced a truly unique 
urban category.5  
 
However, as through intensive post-socialist change pass close to three hundreds millions 
people, which live in the CEE region, importance of the analyses of the urban 
transformation in post-socialist countries is obvious. It is important to point out that social 
system in these countries has undergone turbulent changes from the society that established 
grand scale socialism and notion of collective to the society that rush towards capitalism and 
individualism. Thus, this period of transition from the former socialist regime towards 
capitalist democratic society, through the years in the social evolution of CEE are rendered 
as perfect laboratory for exploring the fundamental relationships between market, politics 
and history.6 In last decades the main focus in literature on the issues surrounding the 
transformation of the CEE region was on the political and economical restructuring and 
social reforms while studies related to urban changes have been rare.7 But during transition 
period, new spatial patterns have been introduced as an answer to new political and 
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economical system. They occurred rather as reflection of radical brake with the former 
socialist system than its transition towards new capitalist system, and consequently rather as 
superimposition then interpolation of new forms over inherited one. Furthermore, these 
patterns that have been established during short period of time in transition, which in some 
cases happened under dramatic circumstances such as in the case of Balkan states, will 
greatly influence direction of the future development of the cities in the CEE. Therefore, 
investigation of their evolution is of great importance.  
 
One of the most important issues for urban growth of socialist city was the state ownership 
over the land. Consequently there was not a platform for establishing any market mechanism 
and accordingly role of urban rent was almost totally neglected.  In short land was of no 
economical value. This had a crucial role in development of main characteristics of socialist 
city. Most socialist countries had no privately owned, market-oriented businesses, although 
Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Hungary permitted them to a limited extent.1  So, for 
transformation to suite market efficiency, considerable adjustments in the spatial 
arrangements of urban activities were required2, that were not necessarily implemented in 
progressive way, in terms of use of space a spatial efficiency.  
 
After the break down of socialism, CEE cities had undergone considerable changes of the 
urban fabric. Even though market-led prescription for transformation was the same for all, 
distinct institutional and cultural infrastructure inherited from socialist system on which 
those cities relied, influenced adopting of such model and created variations between 
socialist states. While in Central Europe one can trace quasi-capitalist changes of built forms 
even back to the 1970s in the Southeast Europe such changes didn’t exist until 19893 and 
their occurrence in 1990s were inconstant, specifically in the case of former republics of 
Yugoslavia where transition was more radical and discontinuous. Consequently, delayed and 
still uneven transformation, with unpredictable economical prospect for the future 
development, kept post-socialist cities at the bottom of global urban hierarchy.  
 
However, in order to catch up with the contemporary urbanization trends, socialist cities 
undertook intense changes from autocratic socialism to privatization hegemonism with 
demolition of state enterprise and its supporting systems and with intention of quick 
democratization that was supposed to be reinforced with capitalism. Reform of socialist 
central planning system, in CEE countries that do not have the long experience in 
decentralization and territorial development,4 had been challenged by pressure of EU 
regulation on the one side, and logic of new liberal economy on the other. Thus, former 
socialist institutions had to give a way to a new legislation framework. The shift from 
‘managerial government’ to a ‘participatory governance system’ places the municipal  
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government as the key player among many other agents in promoting local advantages, 
negotiating investments in urban development, and implementing urban plans and policies.1 
Although effective responsibility for urban planning and spatial development has shifted 
from the state level to the level of local governance, the real scope of the local authorities 
actually remained relatively weak. This happened on the one hand, because of tight budgets 
of most local governance and the general mistrust among the population at large of 
planning, and on the other hand as a reflection of the as yet unaccustomed and therefore 
protracted processes in the new political balance of power within the cities.2 Planning has 
become weakened and with the lacking of capacity to coordinate effectively urban 
development. Thus, it often produced incomplete solutions.  
 
The main characteristic of developments in transition was balance of initiatives from the 
public to the private sector as a result of the reestablishment of private property rights and 
real estate markets.  In respect to local legislative differences, privatization process had 
considerable variation in its spatial manifestation. Thus, as Stanilov exemplifies, while in 
Belgrade and Moscow most of the land is still publicly owned, in Sofia, the laws favoring 
individual property rights in the process of land restitution have resulted in a rapid 
disappearance of parks and open spaces. Furthermore, he put it forward that introduction of 
use of partial area plans, under specific circumstances over the general plan, which become 
mass practice in CEE, undermine the development regulation and stimulate ‘haphazard 
patterns of urban development, subverting the implementation of unified plans, overloading 
existing infrastructure, and creating tensions between new and old uses’. 3  
 
The lack of clear vision about how cities should grow was used by many private developers 
to capitalize opportunity and maximize their profits. In absence of developed spatial 
strategies any type of growth that promised to bring in new investments, jobs, or services 
was welcome. Quickly adopted free-market policies as a revival strategy has been reflected in 
the commercialization and privatization of sites vacated by industry and an increasing 
number of hypermarkets, wholesales, shopping malls in peripheral areas of large cities. At 
the same time, the co-modification of urban space and the diffusion of extra-legal 
construction have led to growing infill urbanization, often through the construction of office 
and commercial buildings.  
 
In many post-socialist states, reestablishment of private property rights and privatization 
were carried out in controversial condition, which had as it outcome imbalanced 
acumination of wealth, as for instance is the case with Bulgaria’s population where the 
wealthiest eight percent of population has the spending power of the bottom 75 percent.4 
Hence, with gradual transfer of power form public to private sector in urban development, 
danger from dominance of the preferences of minority and neglecting of environmental 
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needs of wider population increased along the transition with numerous legislative 
imperfections and unauthorized practice and illegal construction. After being abused by the 
socialist and other authoritarian governments for many decades, “people no longer perceive 
it as morally wrong to exploit any system (socialist, capitalist or ‘transitional’)”.1 
 
However, over the course of the last fifteen years, several successive legislative acts have 
been passed allowing the legalization of already constructed illegal projects.2 Even though 
those acts have decreased illegal stock on the one side, on the other they created a 
commonly shared notion that all illegal construction will be sooner or later legalized through 
eventually inconsistence in laws and policies. For instance, regulations that were adopted in 
Serbia in 1997 under the Law on Urban Planning and Construction, intended to make the 
process of getting building permits more transparent and efficient, considering illegal 
construction a criminal act while, at the same time, it simplified the procedure of 
legalization.3 While legislative environment will be improved along the time, the physical 
legacy of illegal development will remain as permanent part of the urban landscape in CEE, 
‘exacerbating the existing urban problems and contributing to the general sense of chaos 
characterizing the zeitgeist of the post-socialist period.’4  
 
Unfortunately transformation process increased unemployment in most of the country in 
CEE region, as result of macroeconomic changes and continues to be exponentially high in 
Bulgaria, Poland, Slovakia and the countries affected by civil war, with extremes such as 
cities Sarajevo with 20%, Tbilisi 31% 5 or Niš with 39%. To that account, among 
impoverished part of population there is the effect of betrayed expectations from transition, 
which, to a certain extent, accounts for citizens’ resignation and political passivity.6 Along 
with that, heavy socialist legacy, due to which citizens lack information about their rights, 
while the political elite remains unaccustomed to considering public opinion had tremendous 
consequences on establishment of power relation in decision making in post-socialist urban 
development. This situation fits well with what Friedman said that urban development cant 
be smooth process towards an imaginary equilibrium state but it rather lunches from the 
imbalance to imbalance.7  
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Housing challenges  
in the CEE after socialism 
 
Among the others, one of the most highlighted imbalances that happen during the transition 
period was in domain of housing reforms. Quick withdrawal of governmental and state 
subsidies for public amenities and housing sector resulted in deep crisis shock that seal 
waves through Eastern and Central and Southeastern Europe1. This trend has had noticeable 
consequences on current housing condition in post-socialist cities and indirectly on social 
cost of transformation process. 
 
As the most of the reforms that had been carried out during the post-socialist 
transformations, housing sector as well accepted binary socialist-capitalist converging 
approach as ultimate reformation model. Locked in the frame of binary determinism, it 
seems that evolutionary housing process rooted in principles and trajectories already 
established in socialist system, has been totally neglected in an ad hoc response to new pro-
capitalistic ideology. Following the radical logic and inspired by neoliberal agenda and 
privatization strategy, CEE countries choose to windrow from the housing domain as main 
actor and let the market define the future trends.  
 
Under these circumstances, as Stanilov define it ‘privatization, deregulation, and cuts in state 
funding became the three main principles of housing reform.’2 Whole sale privatization of 
collectively owned public housing became a trend in CEE. Due to variation in local 
legislative environment and political and economical situation, this reform had different 
dynamic. While in Serbia, the full privatization of the socially-owned housing were mostly 
done by the 1993, in Moldova, the buildings remained under public ownership until 1997, 
even though dwellings were privatized earlier, while in Bosnia and Herzegovina privatization 
was came 1998.3 This process was used “as a shock absorber,” turning many households into 
homeowners at below market prices and, thus, lowering the negative social impacts of the 
transition period4, enabling households to acquire a stake in the market economy.  
 
Radical housing reform contributed to a sharp drop in housing production and maintenance 
of existing housing stock. Crisis of housing production was already noticeable in the end of 
1980, but it reached its critical point around 1993 in all Central and Eastern European 
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countries.1 Considerable drop in production was in Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria and Serbia.2 By 
the year 2000, none of CEE countries had reached their levels of production in 1990  
(Figure 10). 
 

 
 
Figure 10 Housing output in CEE countries, 1990 and 2000 
Source: UNECE (UNECE, Environment and Human Settlements Division, Housing database, 
available at:http://w3.unece.org/stat/HumanSettlements.asp) /results for Serbia: Economic 
Commission for Europe, 2006, ‘Country Profiles on The Housing-Serbia and Montenegro’ United 
Nation New York and Geneva 
 
In opposite to drop in production of collective housing, construction of single family 
housing during transition time increased in many countries. Even though this change in 
trends production of housing started during the 1980s when in Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria 
and Czechoslovakia production for private purchase rose from 34 to 46 percents3 it came to 
the highest during the 1990s when for instance in Estonia construction of single family 
housing has increased five times while in Prague it has increased ten times by the 2003. 4 
Although it compensate to a certain degree negative trends in production of collective 
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housing, there is another phenomena that took a place in the housing market. Namely, there 
has been produced surplus space in family housing that can hardly enter rental market and 
accordingly, ‘in spite of the existing surplus of housing the census data indicate that the 
capital cities in the region experience housing shortages’. 1 That further led to overcrowding 
of the apartments where few families lives together.  
 
Thus, housing production in general can be considered as a limited. According to Tsenkova, 
there are six main constraints for new housing development: 1. subsidies for new housing 
construction are being eliminated, 2. the lack of serviced land has resulted in high land prices 
in major cities, 3. there is an absence of financing (both financial intermediaries and 
mortgage markets) due to high inflation and the lack of market-driven prices, 4. cash 
payments have become the basis for financing home construction in the absence of 
alternative financing and the unattractiveness of mortgages financed at market rates  
5. private builders are servicing mainly the upper end of the housing market and little 
capability is being developed to serve the general market and 6. the private development 
industry for moderately-priced housing is unlikely to evolve on any appreciable scale until 
legal, tax and financial incentives are introduced.2 
 
However, with whole sale privatization and increasing construction of family housing 
homeownership in CEE countries has been improved dramatically. On the other hand, 
former public housing, both one that has been built during socialist time and collective 
housing from the pre-socialistic time continue to deteriorate over decades. Taking into 
account that in most of the CEE countries share of public housing in the market remained 
marginal after privatization, governments of those countries have no interest in the 
renovation of the large housing stock. But in the same time they are facing progressive aging 
of their urban fabric.  
 
At the forefront of regeneration is Germany, which undertook comprehensive ten year 
reviving plan in Berlin. By 2002 ~75% of the housing has been renovated. But important 
factor is that German government has high share of publicly owned units and other than 
that it is a Berlin, while in the same time other cities in the country with same problem didn’t 
receive the same attention.3   
 
Largely absent from the mainstream debates on housing trends in post-socialism, and in the 
same time presenting one of the highest challenges, strategies for regeneration and upgrading 
of aging collective housing inherited from the socialist and pre-socialist time becoming 
burning issue in the post-socialist discourse.  
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Nobody’s responsibility: 
Housing trends in  
Post-socialist Serbian state  
 
In comparison with the rest of European socialist countries, that had communist model 
imposed by Russian army, Serbia as well as the rest of former Yugoslavia had more liberal 
and advanced socialist constitution based on self-management model, and higher living 
standard. Considering this, it had better potential for adopting new market-led system and 
transform it self into the contemporary capitalistic state. But in contrary, due the series of 
circumstances such as: brake down of former Yugoslavia and civil war in the 1990’, long 
international isolation and development under the economic and political sanctions, 
nationalism as a political option in years after the war and Kosovo conflict in 1999, 
transformation has been blocked and slowed down .1 All above mentioned helped ruling 
socialist’s elite to keep key position all along transformation process constantly developing 
new strategies of converting their political capital into economic capital transforming itself 
from political authorities into leading entrepreneurs in the country. Such behavioral pattern 
has been followed by practice of informal activities and high level of corruption. 2 This has 
as a consequence slow institutional transformation and organic rather then comprehensive 
entrepreneurial city development, together with high social costs due to rapid and 
unbalanced economical transformation. 
 
Transition greatly influenced changes in all planning domains, but the most affected one was 
housing sector. Left by state and not profitable enough for investors in the time economic 
recession, housing entered decade’s long status quo. Without any long term politic, housing 
problem in Serbia become one of the most critical post-socialist legacy.  
 
 
Housing trends in Serbia in post-socialism 
 
The old socialist system of state enterprise for provision of housing in Serbia has collapsed 
in the beginning of 1990s. Growing housing demand, alongside with additional pressure on 
housing market caused by internally displaced persons and refugees from Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Croatia and province of Kosovo, as well as delayed institutional reform 
necessary for providing an adequate framework for regulating new private initiative and 
strategies, has led to boom of illegal construction and emergence of a great number of 
unplanned settlements in larger cities in the country. At the same time, limited public 
support for the maintenance and management of the existing multi-unit housing and 
incapacity for capital investments on the side of households and tenants associations has 
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resulted in a further deterioration of the housing stock. Such circumstances led towards 
different strategies and patch work intervention both by the state, cities and households 
themselves.  
 
According to census from 2002 the population of Serbia (~7.5 millions) relied on a total 
housing stock of 2.96 million dwellings which is 2, 5 people per unit or an average 394 units 
per 1000 people. But despite the obvious availability of dwellings that this data suggest real 
housing consumption and distribution do not necessarily concur. Namely, out of total 
amount of dwellings ~1.9 million is located in rural area where housing demand is very low, 
and housing condition doesn’t meet contemporary living standards. Furthermore, 
considering consumption of housing by number of persons per room 2 720 627 live under 
the standard condition, 1 or less person per room,  3 504 728 live under normal condition, 2 
or less persons per room. 1 345 666 live in overcrowded dwellings with more then 2 persons 
per room, while the rest 587 272 live in extremely overcrowded housing with more than 3 
persons per room. 1  
 
Another substantial aspect of housing consumption was the useful floor space per person. 
Measured by the accepted EU standard of over 25 m² useful space per person, only 38 per 
cent (923,936 units) of the occupied stock would qualify. Another 32 per cent (767,391 
units) could be considered acceptable, with 15- 25m² useful spaces per person. The 
remaining 30 per cent has an extremely low standard of space consumption.2  
 
Summing up the abovementioned, in decisive transformation years around 2000 when 
socialist system officially collapsed, nearly third of total Serbian population lived in extremely 
overcrowded apartments with considerably low standard of space consumption. This reflects 
blocked transformation and state inability to adopt new institutional model and amortize 
dramatic housing trend in transitional period. Ironically, even after state retreat from public 
housing sector and the stock as whole started to suffer from continuous insufficient 
investment and maintenance, majority public maintenance work in bigger cities was still 
under the state responsibility.  
 
 
Privatization, affordability and illegal practice in housing market  
 
In Serbia, like in most other CEE countries in transition, social housing activities were 
almost non-existent. The privatization of the public housing stock left very few units at the 
disposal of public sector to accommodate needs of vulnerable social groups.3 The difference, 
compared to other countries in transition, is that the owner-occupancy of housing units was 
high already during the socialist period. The Law on Use of Apartments (Zakon o Upotrebi 
Stanova) introduced the ‘right to buy’4 according to which public rental units, or socially 
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owned housing, were sold to sitting tenants at below-market prices, determined on the basis 
of current average monthly salaries in the economy (in average at third of their market value 
on highly favorable loan terms) . Namely, as Djordjevic points out, as little as between 2- 5 
per cent of housing was left in public hands by 1993 and up to 2000 only 2.1 per cent public 
units left un-privatized. Those who benefited principally, alongside the political elite, were 
urban dwellers, and in particular professional, managerial and other members of the middle 
class but not the most vulnerable societal group who remained out of the frame of public 
accountability. And as she continues ‘Housing privatization acted as a shock absorber that 
gave impoverished middleclass households the impression that they were not among the 
“losers” in the transformation’. The symbolic role of housing privatization, therefore, was to 
preserve social peace against the odds while enabling some market mechanisms to 
function—especially in the secondary housing market.1 To that account state undertook 
minor effort regarding the investments in new housing units. Production of new housing 
declined from 250 000 units in the period from 1985 to 1990 to 115 439 units in the period 
from 1991 to 1995 constantly decreasing onwards reaching a rate of 1.4 units per 1,000 
people or 0.4 new units per 100 existing dwellings in 1998. Compared to EU countries (with 
an average of 5 units/1,000 people), the rate of new construction in Serbia was rather low.2  
 
Considering severe circumstances under which transformation of socialist system in Serbia 
has happened with constant negative economical trends with decrease of GDP (Figure 11), 
privatization of publicly owned dwelling wasn’t enough to absorb alarming crisis in the 
housing sector. Serbia’s GDP today is half that of pre-reform levels: 10.3 per cent of 
households live in poverty, and 19.5 per cent are at risk of falling below the poverty line.3 
Due to high unemployment rate which is ~30 per cent and huge hidden underemployment 
that encompass employees kept on payroll waiting the privatization of public enterprises 
along with insufficient housing supply new problematic homeless group emerge, that is not 
covered by official statistic. Namely many young couples with or without children, who do 
not own their own apartment and can’t afford one, are forced to live in overcrowded 
apartments with their parents or to reserve more than half of their monthly income for the 
rent of a modest apartment. This is particularly a problem in the larger cities such as 
Belgrade, Nis, and Novi Sad.  
 
In absence of promising policy or governmental housing program, illegal options were more 
than logical outcome and suitable solution for households left alone to develop individual 
housing strategies. Estimates suggest that the number of illegally constructed dwellings could 
reach a million. During the campaign for the legalization of buildings, by the end of 2003 
more than 400,000 applications were submitted.4, If privatization of publicly owned flats can 
be considered as primary shock absorber, as Djordjevic defined it, than immense growth of 
illegal settlements can be consider as secondary shock absorber but for those who couldn’t 
fit in the first round.  
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Figure 11 GDP development in Serbia and Montenegro (Indices, 1989=100), Note: From 1999 
without Kosovo and Metohia, Source: UNECE, Economic Survey of Europe, 2004, No.1. 
 
Taking into account above analyzed, in contrary with what can be arguably expect, extremely 
low purchase power, there is noticeable activity in transactions on the housing market. For 
instance transaction in Belgrade rose four time between 2001and 2004, with average prize of 
EUR 1200 per square meter. This further indicates that housing market reflects to the great 
extent capacity of gray economy, which is estimated to be approximately between 30-50 per 
cent of official economy.1 To that end, apparent chaos in the domain of housing production 
as Petrovic argues provided an opportunity for the conversion of political capital to 
economic capital. Since the elections in September and December 2000 in Serbia, when 
political control changed at all levels of government, many cases of manipulation in the field 
of housing have been revealed as the most significant examples of corruption, rent seeking 
behavior and other kind of abuse of political power.2  
 
Housing in general has not been a political priority in the transformation process; just a 
minor intervention has been driven by concerns for integration of refugees and internally 
displaced persons. Nevertheless, there were some attempts in addressing the question of 
housing poor and other social groups in need of affordable housing. One of those, apart 
from the National Housing Policy, is the Serbian governments’ mortgage lending system 
program in 2002 that supported commercial banks for giving housing loans to individual 
citizens. Namely it was the establishment of National Corporation for giving guaranties for 
housing loans, providing initial capital from the national budget. Another project launched 
the same year was more on the local level, considering besides the Belgrade metropolitan 
region, some other bigger cities in Serbia such as Nis, Novi Sad and Kragujevac. Program 
was related to non-profit housing construction for employees in the public sector 
considering education, courts, health centers, artist, distinguished sportsmen etc. Flats were 
financed from the city’s budgets and additional bank credits. Even though these projects 
secured certain percentage of those in need for housing, in comparison with objective 
demand for social housing in Serbia the numbers of new flats provided by it  were negligible. 
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Post 2000 transformation on political scene, governance and policy level didn’t embrace 
housing problems to necessary levels leaving it out of mainstream political debates. 
 
 
Post-socialist housing trends in Niš  
 
In respect to post-socialist transformation Niš, taking into account its regional, political and 
industrial role in socialist time, can be considered as an extreme example. With the crash of 
productive sector, public economy rapidly went down in 90’ and continues with negative 
trends onwards and face situation in 2004, when public economy deficit was 5.2 time bigger 
than profit.  The unemployed level of active population in 2006 was 39% and it was 18% 
lower decade ago. Privatization process in the city is still unfinished. The overall number of 
workers in the enterprises that are waiting to be privatized was in 2006 more than 20 000, 
which was one forth of all employed in the city. That meant that in years after 2006 
unemployment increased and cause additional transitional loses. With average salary of RSD 
14 147 (~EUR 140) Niš is at the end of the republic list. In wider context the city region has 
the biggest number of poor citizens 16,6 % and 56% that are under the high risk to fall in 
this category and in comparing the whole population 22% are poor. 1 
 
In respect to its housing capacity Niš had over last three decades almost stable demand-
supply ratio. Number of flats in Nis since 80’ is higher than number of households with 
more or less constant average of 1.12 dwelling units per household. But in fact this ration 
doesn’t reflect real situation. Because of rapid privatization of public collective housing on 
the one side, on the other side, for those who didn’t have a chance to get apartment in 
privatization process, in order to secure social peace and to give opportunity to residence to 
save their capital in the time of hyper inflation, urban housing politic allowed mass 
unauthorized development of family housing P+1 in the peripheral neighborhoods. After 
the years of such trend Niš faced contradicting housing situation. In 2006 on each apartment 
in collective housing there are 2, 3 apartments in private housing.2 The problem is that 
occupancy rate in private housing is very low and in the same time its share on the rental 
market is marginal. In that way considerable housing stock is locked in private housing and it 
will most likely stayed as such and extremely hard enter rental market. So the paradox is that 
there is surplus of space that can’t be used and in the same time demands grow.  
 
Additional problems have arisen after Yugoslavian separation and the Kosovo conflict. 
There has been considerable inflow of refugees from Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina. 
One of the main problems was to trace them statistically and follow their houses conditions. 
Because after acquiring Serbian citizenship they were not any more threatened as refugees 
and therefore they are not any more considered as vulnerable group in need for housing 
help, and respectively they are out of any state and city accountability. But acquiring 
citizenship doesn’t automatically mean acquiring a place to live. Accordingly there isn’t real 
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insight of how many refugees still solving housing problems in their own scenery using 
various strategies.  
 
Additionally people who moved from Kosovo and Metohija 17 1591 up to 2001 are 
considered as Internally Displaced Persons and according to national politic they are not 
considered as refuges because they are expected to return back to Kosovo in undefined 
period of time. They stayed out of any housing politic and majority of them had to solve 
their housing problems themselves.  Some of them has sold out their properties and invested 
in local housing market or  built houses in the peripheral neighborhoods in the city, in many 
cases with suspicious or without building permits and in that way contribute to illegal 
housing trends.  
 
Because of the blocked transformation and impoverished population and consequently very 
low purchase power newly produced flats has been conditioned to average 40m2.  In that 
way many new dwellings can be considered as neo-socialist housing according to its 
standards. Taking all that into account, occupancy rate in Niš has still noticeable 
disadvantages and is very close to the republic average. Standard flat occupation, which 
means one person per room, has 47.9%, ‘normal’ occupation or two persons per room 
23,6%, while 19,6 % live in overcrowded dwellings more than two persons per room. 
Accordingly Nis is lacking 38 625 rooms or close to 20 000 new apartments of average size. 2 
 
Considering such housing trends, without any clear production strategy for prominent deficit 
in housing market, already neglected problem of decaying large stock of collective housing 
has been marginalized even more in the last decade. It is evident that those households that 
belong to category of very low and low economical status which is close to 63% of total 
population are unable to pay off their running housing costs, and far from even thinking 
about capital investments. City municipality dealing with extremely negative economical 
trends and with many other higher priorities that came along structural changed caused by 
transition, couldn’t invest in revival of collative housing. Consequently, future prospect of 
regeneration of collective housing in Niš remained as marginal concern of planning 
authorities.  
  
 
 

Structural changes and  
shift towards market oriented urbanization  
 
 
General note 
 
While the western planning practice has been deregulated because of welfare state crisis and 
Right wing emergence on political scene in developed countries since 1980 hither, on the 
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East it has been considerably deregulated with the socialist system that brake down. In both 
cases, however, common deregulation ground is contestation and perturbation of political 
balance regarding the understanding of public interests which supposed to be accepted from 
the majority of key public actors.1 Crisis of agreement on notion of public interest was 
prerequisite for emergence of new political subjectivities and means of economic and social 
reorganization.  As correcting mechanism efficiency is prioritized at the cost of distribution, 
in domain of public interests, and is intended as a means of placing neoliberal urbanization 
on the trajectory of growth and development.2 Even though market oriented development in 
general follows default pattern, it generated different institutional and spatial outcomes in 
respect to differences in regional context. In this sense, it would be mistake to exaggerate 
just a crude binary distinction between East and West because there are noticeable 
differences in local circumstances that affect to a great extent transformation process. To 
that account, as it mentioned in previous chapter dramatic changes that have affected Serbia 
from 1989 until 2005, juxtaposed extreme political, cultural, economical and social mutation 
that led to unpredictable model of neoliberal governance and urbanization in Serbian cities.  
 
Extreme developing conditions in Serbia including civil war, refugee’s pressure, constant 
denationalization, spatial fragmentation and devastation of the built environment, intense 
internalization and Europeanization, governance decentralization and democratization were 
more than fruitful backgrounds for penetration of neolibreal ideology in any urban order. 
Serbian cities were not prepared to face this situation and soon were unable to keep up with 
urbanization process, as their regulatory ability was limited on the one side, to existing 
construction codes, and on the other side, to constantly state of emergency over fifteen 
years.  
 
In Serbian, as well as in many other cities that have seen an intensive shift towards market 
oriented development, urban planning that relied on the legacy rooted in the welfare state or 
socialist ideology, is perceived as a limiting factor that impedes the growth of the business, 
opposes market forces and puts freedom of the individual risk.3 However, despite the 
difference between the cases and distinct political-economic regimes of which those cities 
are a part, they have in common new approach that strongly expresses the fundamental 
mission of neoliberal state and which Harvey defines as establishment of good business 
climate and therefore new economic policy in order to optimize conditions for capital 
accumulation.4  
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Urban governance and development  
 
In a newly born economic democracy, without well prepared institutional infrastructure, in 
last fifteen years Serbian cities have been developed almost by default, according to short-
term vision whose only parameter for evaluation was the maximization of individual and 
momentary profits. Planning as discipline operated rather as enabler of ‘zoom in’ 
architecture and market servant then proactive actor in strategic urban development. Such 
professional environment, rooted in static regulatory frame without any consideration of 
possible negative spatial consequences of rampant capitalistic process, was more than fruitful 
ground for advancement of market driven urbanization.  Accordingly, urbanization of 
Serbian cities in past two decades became an instrument of devastating neoliberal agenda. 
Thus along the transition process from socialist state ‘to wild Balkan capitalism’, there has 
been drastic reorganization of the planning and policy-making and rise of new modes of 
intervention, planning goals, tools and institutions.   
 
Fall of authoritarian Serbian state didn’t bring immediately the expected advancement in 
planning practices and governance. On the contrary, hidden behind democratic rhetoric, it 
enforced even more socialist authorial management, exclusion and client formations. New 
democracy didn’t bring the level of governance as Patsy Healy defined it, as ‘morass of 
complex networks and arenas within which power dynamics are expressed and deployed and 
democracy is practiced’, 1  but rather it has just allowed replacement of elites that still remain 
as totalitarian and in the very same homogeneous state apparatus as socialist elite was.  
 
Among the first demonstration of new planning was the Law on Territorial Organization and 
Local Self-Government 2 that made municipality as a basic territorial unit for local self-
government with enlarged responsibility such as: making decisions concerning development 
programs, urban plans and programs for developing public land, protection of the 
environment, budgeting, maintenance and development of communal activities but without 
adequate institutional and financial infrastructure to support such restructuring. Furthermore 
considering fall of GDP for 50%, collapse of industry and dying agriculture in last two 
decades, instead of creating more efficient regional governance the outcome were 
impoverished municipalities unable to support itself and amortize transformation pressure. 
Consequently without established institutional body local authorities have developed survival 
strategies to great extent connected to gray economy. Namely this new system of urban 
governance or more precisely quasigovernmental institutional framework that is based upon 
fostering synergies between the public sector and the elite fractions of civil society justifies 
the adoption of discretionary forms of management. Accordingly, interplay of lobbies, family 
ties, business connections, clientelism and nepotism became dominant model of urban 
governance in the past two decades. 
 
This ‘Alice in wonderland’ planning environment left a room for emerging of various 
alternative governance structures. Informal networks consisted of relatively small numbers 
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of individuals or democratic despots, become very prominent especially in medium size cities 
such the city of Nis.  Using partiocratic employing mechanism, they occupied key position in 
public administration, planning offices, influential business networks, or in design and 
architecture domain and form a new field of power and operational governance directed to 
individual interests.  As Vujosević argues, planners or more is right to say those who are 
titled as planners, tend to neglect radical changes in economical and political systems 
happening in past two decades and transforming notion of public interest, and continue their 
professional role legitimized as public good albeit in fact literally implementing their political 
parties goals and operating in favor of various partial interests1  mostly using market oriented 
guidelines for that purposes. In doing so planning become inferior ‘backstage’ mode for 
neoliberalization, seconded by mostly second-and third-grade foreign and domestic experts, 
and mutating according to momentary needs as he named it: ‘planning-as-crisis-
management’, ‘planning-as-supporting-privatization-and-marketization’, ‘planning-led-by-
projects’, ‘planning-for-europezation’, etc.  
 
Additionally, same as in many other CEE cities and countries, the state withdraws from the 
inclusive distribution based policies and from demand-led intervention and replaced them 
with polices that support indirect promotion of entrepreneurship, mostly via selective 
deregulation and investment partnership.2  After 2000 faint effort have been done to depart 
from this atrophying mode in Serbian planning to a more strategic thinking and purposes, 
mostly unsuccessful as yet.3 It is needles to say that such urban governance, using market 
oriented policies, is articulated spatially and through build environment. Its inconsistency, 
transitness, exclusion and clientalism are reflected in numerous spatial patchwork, privatized 
public spaces, asymmetric development and informal construction through projects that are 
implemented without respect to existing physical but social settings as well and without even 
a minimum involvement of general public.   
 
 
Niš, structural changes and urbanization 
 
Market neoliberal policy has a tendency to enlarge spatial differences at the expense of 
undeveloped and more neglected regions, with unintentional polarization on all spatial levels. 
European countries and their cities face a vast number of very complex developmental 
problems and many challenges in the process of repositioning themselves in respect to 
contemporary political and economical trends. In comparison with the rest of Europe 
territorial differences in development of Serbian regions are among the largest.4 Much of its 
present day morphology and most of its urban problems are direct result of nonexistent clear 
urban policies and institutional body. Thus, advent of free market ideology has just 
incremented the speed of uneven development. Due to the externally imposed contest for 
                                                 

 
1
 Vujošević M. Petovar K. 2006,‘Javni Interesi I Strategije Aktora u Urbanistickom I Prostornom Planiranju’ /’Public Interests and 
Actors Strategies in Urban and Spatial planing’  SOCIOLOGIJA, Vol. XLVIII , N° 4 pp.359 
2Swyngedouw E. Moulerat F. Rpdrguez A. New Geography of Power, Exclusion and Injustice: Neoliberalization in Europe: Large-Scale 
Urban Development Projects and New Urban Policy  in Antipode Blackwell Publishing 2002 543-577 
3 Vujošević M. 2010, Collapse of strategic thinking, research and governance in Serbia and possible role of the Spatial Plan 
of the Republic of Serbia (2010) in their renewal, SPATIUM, No 23 pp22-29 (28) 

4 Vujošević M., Zeković S. Maričić T. 2010. ‘Post-socialist Transition in Serbia, and its Territorial Capital; The Current State, Some 
Future Prospects and Predictable Scenarios’ / Post-socijalistička tranzicija u Srbiji i teritorijalni kapital Srbije. Stanje, neki budući 
izgledi i predvidljivi scenariji. Institute of Architecture and Urban & Spatial Planning of Serbia,  
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piece of international market, in order to survive in unmerciful neoliberal arena, not all cities 
succeed to transform themselves into global service, commercial or distribution hubs 
suitable for investment of foreign and domestic capital. As a consequence, intra-regional as 
well as disparity between cities has increased.  
   
The case of Nis, as former regional industrial giant, in order to find alternatives to urban 
revival models imposed by neoliberalism, demonstrates difficulties to reposition itself after 
the rise of information industries and service oriented urbanization. It suffers from 
continuous decline since the mid 80,’ when major industries started to fall apart and 
economy went down. Since then Niš didn’t succeed to establish strategic vision for its 
development and consequently it has experienced identity crisis decades long, which is very 
readable on its urban face. Furthermore, centrifugal developmental trend at the state level, 
that is very characteristic for market-led urbanization, prioritized growth of Belgrade as 
competitive national brand value in global market at the cost of demonizing rest of the 
country.  
 
There were continuous efforts on the side of local urban governance to diminish spatial 
inferiority on the regional level and resurrect Niš as a strong regional center. Old forms of 
organization of space had to give a way to a new urbanity that would stand as a test to new 
visionary liberal world. Investments that focus on property development, in purchase for 
profit and quick returns such as huge shopping centers, hotels and office building 
dominated. In this period (1989-2010) Nis underwent an intense transformation process to a 
great extent subjected to momentary economical and political decisions instead of objective 
demands and rational development. Most of these interventions, offered within the 
neoliberal opus that aimed to construct new city identity failed to contribute substantially to 
the wider population.  
 
Namely, after failing to compete with other cities and foster strategy for development of the 
city of Niš, local authorities continue inter-municipal contests, within the metropolitan 
region further fragmentizing governability to the extent where capital projects were based on 
private and party’s connections and lead by profit and building of personal business and 
political career. Those projects captured the segment of the city with intention to turn it into 
the symbol of transformation. Those symbolic landmarks are intended to transmit powerful 
image of innovation, creativity and progress. Instead, they were neither innovative nor 
creative but rather blind replication of not yet evaluated examples of their predecessors both 
local and international one and in the most of cases implemented without respect to the local 
context and financed by private capital.   
 
Thus, this kind of urbanization reflects rising tendencies for transferring of the control of 
the economy from public to private sector. Such power relation over city development is a 
consequence of increasing fragmentation of competences and responsibilities, which is one 
of its most striking aspects of market oriented urbanization. It can be defined as democratic 
deficit and privatization of urban governance.1 Thus, indirectly private sector started to be 
more influential in shaping the city and its role constantly increases. Maximal utilization of 
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 Swyngedouw E. Moulerat F. Rpdrguez A. 2002, New Geography of Power, Exclusion and Injustice: Neoliberalization in 
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land and real estates was exactly initiated by private, in many cases foreign 
capital.1Consequently position of local government has been drastically changed over time. 
The politicians’ impatience and preference for short-term results can be considered as 
additional stake in those changes.  
 
Namely the influence of the local government in the city of Nis, to determine land-use and 
re-use, decreased in this period to the extent where the vision for the future of the area has 
been highly influenced outside the sphere of the local government, within the informal 
network of local businessmen. It is named informal, because there is not legally established 
cooperative type of planning with business association on the one side, and local 
government on the other. Here instead there are strong individuals that own capital and 
planning decisions that have been molded according to their intensions. This type of the 
power relations on the local level, in the sphere of governance is very similar to ‘Thatcher 
Style’ market-oriented planning. 2 Its characteristics are summarized below (Figure 12). The 
financial position of the local government isn’t as important in this case as it has lost control 
over the area in question.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rights are not as weak as they are flexible to the extent where their relevance is 
matter of negotiation out of legal frame. 
 

Figure 12 Market-oriented Planning: Thatcher Style, Source: Lind H. 2000. ‘Market-Oriented Land-Use 
Planning: A Conceptual Note’ in PLANNING & MARKETS, University of Southern California LA 
 
Main problem with urbanization of this style, mainly relaying on private capital is 
distribution of the capital itself. It had and still has very selective implication on urban 
development and it is time and program wise dynamically inconsistent and unpredictable. 
Furthermore this type of planning has elements of what has been called ‘trend planning 
approach’, where its proponents expect public planning not to interfere with the amount, 
location and timing of commercial projects3. But in the case of Niš ‘trend planning approach’ 
is not just the matter of commercial projects but as well this approach is present in domain 
of light industry and the especially noticeable in housing projects, where private developers 
are very interested also in controlling design issues as these could affect the attractiveness 
and profitability of the project which further emphases unevenness in urban landscape, 
controlled and produced by individuals. This trend had critical influence on urbanization of 
Niš, and raises many concerns regarding its future development.  
                                                 

 
1 Backovic V. 2005, ‘European Cities in Post-socialist Transformation’ in ‘ Izvorni naučni članak UDK: 323.28(100), 
SOCIOLOGIJA, Vol. XLVII, N° 1, Beograd 
2 Lind H. 2000, ‘Market-Oriented Land-Use Planning: A Conceptual Note’ in PLANNING & MARKETS, University of 
Southern California Los Angeles 

3 Mäntysalo, R. 1999, "Learning from the UK: ‘ Towards Market-oriented Land-use Planning in Finland ‘  in Housing, Theory and 
Society, 16, 179-191 
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Due to the constant economical decline, the purchasing power of citizens decreased rapidly 
and became critical or almost insufficient to enable constant turnover of capital invested in 
commercial projects.  As a testimony of neoliberal failure in the case of Nis there are many 
examples of almost half empty, ghost-shopping malls such as ‘Kalča’, ‘Dušanov Bazar’, 
‘Gorča’, unfinished hotel-mall ‘Srbija’, abandoned former trade center ‘Beograd’, hotel ‘Niš’ 
etc.  Those projects portrayed accountability, planning capacity and controllability of local 
governance over the urban growth. Intentionally or not planning authorities were 
instrumental in shaping and organizing such exclusive growth providing the extraordinary 
regulatory environment in which anyone who wants to legalize its capital can operate outside 
of system of public accountability or at least to keep it on minimum.  
 
As it was mentioned above, in parallel with commercial sector such entrepreneurial planning 
behavior has been transferred gradually on housing production as well. Namely, not seen as 
profitable and able to attract capital investments, housing sector stayed out of primary focus 
of mainstream urbanization. But on the other hand, due to periodical increase demand for 
housing, many smaller developers and entrepreneur beginners have seen good chance for 
entering real-estate market running, the business in flexible regulatory environment. In the 
lack of legislation, aside from regular developments many alternative production of housing 
emerge such as: upgrading of any available housing from two level up to high-rises, adding in 
many cases critical numbers of floors, reuse of commercial space transforming it into 
dwellings, building family housing and after acquiring usage permit selling it as collective 
housing without proper infrastructure necessary for it, designing mostly low quality living 
space but affordable for wider population etc. Regarding this notion it is important to point 
out that such housing is far from meeting the contemporary housing standards but instead 
remains at the level of socialist type of housing – satisfying basic needs and provision of 
dwelling in many instances.  
  
Even sub-standardized in many respect this type of housing has been supported to a 
considerable extent by planning officials. Lack of state support and local financial incapacity 
for production of housing and in need for it, local planning authorities were forced to 
welcome anyone who is willing to invest in the housing sector. In most of the cases it was a 
mutual benefit agreement both for local developers and for the planning authorities and 
local government. Namely, similar to ‘common-interest development’1 local governance 
favored exceptional investment ‘scheme’ for developers: they permitted above mentioned 
housing scheme with very high profit margins, regardless of the price tag each dwelling units. 
On the other hand, these developments are beneficial for local government as they are 
solving the problem of the housing at minimal public expenditures. Taking into 
consideration that in the city were very few building companies that were able to invest in 
fully new housing projects, upgrading model became a dominant housing alternative in last 
fifteen years. 
 
Considering above presented analysis we can agree that the market-led economical 
transformation with its influence on power relation in the local arena, and establishment of 
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new type of urban governance and decision making process, laid ground for emergence of 
contemporary but in many respects retrofitting models for production and regeneration of 
housing in the city of Niš. What is the most critical is that this model is an example that 
transcendent impasse of contemporary neoliberal urbanization that operates with complete 
disregard for the present and future urban and social needs of the inhabitants as it will be 
elaborated further in the paper).  
 
 

Problem statement 
 
Before the analysis of the case of accidental housing revival in Nis, based on above discussed 
issues, main problems from the wider political, economical and planning context are 
identified and used as a background for investigation of the phenomena. Problems that 
derived from the analysis of the context are listed below: 
 

-lack of coherent regulation  
-lack of coherent ownership structure 
-municipality’s lack of sanction to enforce existing regulations 
-increase of exclusive legislative frame and corruption 
-decrease of architectural quality 
-decrease of technical quality 
-absence of strategies for affordable housing 
-no responsibility for public space 
-disruption of social networks 
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Chapter Three:  
Accidental Housing Revival  
 
In this chapter analysis of the upgrading will be 
elaborated on different operational scales and 
performance of actors involved in the process.  
 

 City scale  
 
The main motive on city scale to run upgrading of 
collective housing was obviously their rehabilitation. 
But in the legislative act declared for that purpose, 
planning authorities demonstrated intentions to stay 
out of the process, as it will be explained further in the 
text, and therefore smoothly delegated process to 
private sector and market. In that way city decreased 
any higher expectation on its side, from the rest of 
actors involved in the process, with hope to carry out 
revival on minimum of public expenditures. The 
financial position of the local government isn’t as 
important in this case, as it lost of interest in control 
and management over the process and areas in 
question. This consequently led to total disconnection 
with street/square scale and relatively weak connection 
with operation on medium neighborhood scale, 
regarding how process has been manifested on 
different levels. Main problem with this is that 
deviation and anomalies related to city scale such as 
parallel work of institutions, legislation gaps, issues 
with control etc. are mostly visible in other two scales 
on small instances, mainly at street/square scale. Thus 
many of those threats have been overlooked and 
chances for advancement of the process missed. It is 
arbitrary to claim was it intentionally or not?  
 
 
Decaying of housing stock and need for 
renovation  
 
Whole sale privatization of public housing in the 
beginning of 90’ and withdrawal of governmental and 
state subsidies for public expenditures resulted in deep 
crisis of housing sector. The only continuously 
maintenance work over the years has been carried out 
by local city agency ‘Niš Stan’ that was and still is 
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major agency for maintenance of public housing in the city. Nevertheless, due to limited 
assets, mainly dependent on its clients, it has had marginal role in maintenance works over 
past two decades. Namely monthly taxes that agency collect from residents for running costs 
are approximately one euro per household.1 With this extra limited budget agency is 
accountable for elevator servicing, cleaning entrance and sidewalks, painting of the common 
hall etc. On the other side by Law of Maintenance of Residence Buildings and Apartments from 1993 
tenants’ assembly become juridical body responsible for organizing capital maintenance 
program for their buildings.2 But after privatization, tenants didn’t accept seriously 
responsibility as collective owners of the buildings to organize them selves and plan capital 
investments and renovation in advance. This mainly happened because of constant 
separation of the country over fifteen years followed by constant economic crisis and 
extreme fall of GDP for 50%. Under these circumstances impoverished households were 
unable to invest in building maintenance. Therefore, collective houses faced critical 
conditions over time. The most usual and the most urgent problem were related to flat roofs 
and roofs in general. But facades, windows, halls, and installations were not in much better 
condition.   
  
City it self on the one hand didn’t have enough financial capacity to intervene with renewal 
strategies and on the other hand there was clashing interest: why should city allocate money 
from the taxes to renovate private housing? But in the same time, if local planning 
authorities stay aside, there will be nobody to initiate the process and in coming year’s 
problem would reach another scale when renovation costs will be much higher. Finally in 
1995 they launch renewal process based on upgrading of existing housing stock. The strategy 
was to involve private developers in the process offering them possibility to make profit and 
in turn, for the city it supposed to be the easiest and the cheapest way of providing new 
space, mainly residential and in the same time to revive decaying housing with minimum of 
public expenditure. But still it can be considered as totally accidental process because there 
wasn’t any strategic document and plan regarding regeneration of aging housing, except the 
act for the renovation of the flat roofs.  
 
 
Upgrading as accidental strategy for revival of collective housing   
 
Even though upgrading started as a plan for roofs reconstruction, it continued to operate 
almost as fully self organized business, ad hoc managed by mixture of stakeholders both 
from public and private sector (Figure 14). Planning authorities kept their involvement at the 
minimum and continue to operate as indifferent mediators along the process. Semi-
structured regulations that have been designed ad hoc to start the process as soon as 
possible, consequently allowed multiply interpretations, parallel work of public institution 
involved in infrastructure supply and low level of control over process in all its phases. 
Additionally, there wasn’t any attempt for process to be improved along the way, even 
though it showed particular anomalies at the very beginning.   

                                                 

 
1
 Municipal Housing Agencies Niš 2006, Public Profile of the city of Niš-draft   
by SIRP  (Javno Preduzeće ‘Gradska Stambena Agencija’ Niš- Stambeni  
Profil Grada Niša 2006 - SIRP program) pp.13 
2
 Law of Maintenance of Residence Buildings and Apartments form 1993 article 14 in "Службени гласник РС", бр. 43/93 
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Stakeholders Role in the process Scale on which work  

 
Institute for Urbanism Provision of general and 

plans for detailed 
regulations according to 
which upgrading is 
permitted 
 

All scales 

City Planning Office Issuing building permits 
and dealing with related 
legislative affairs 
(interpretation of policies) 
 

All scales 

City Construction 
Inspection 

Control of regularity of 
constructions and 
urbanistic regulation 
 

Neighborhood and 
street/square scale 
(building scale) 

Public Parking Service Responsible for control 
and provision (labeling) of 
parking 
 

Neighborhood and street 
scale  

Municipal Communal 
Agency 

Responsible for 
maintenance of the public 
spaces  
 

Neighborhood and 
street/square scale 

National Water Company 
NISUSS 

Provision of water supply  
 
 

All scales 

Electro –Distribution EPS Provision of electricity 
 
 

All scales 

‘Nis Stan’- Housing 
maintenance company 

Responsible for minor 
maintenance of collective 
housing 
 

Street (building scale) 

Real-Estate agencies  Marketing and trading of 
apartments  

Neighborhood and 
street/square scale  

Developers Finance and management 
of the construction and 
trade  
 

Neighborhood and street 
(building) scale 

Architectural firms Design  Street /Square scale 

Existing residents Co-investors Street scale 

 
Figure 14 List of stakeholders involved in the upgrading process 
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Contradictions and ambiguities  
 
Local authorities have been challenged to fix rising problem with decaying housing stock and 
provision of new dwellings in the same time but without any state support. In ‘Službeni List 
Grada Niša’ (Official Legislative Journal of the City of Niš) from 1995 city of Niš allowed 
upgrading of collective housing. As it stated in the act: 

 
‘On the existing objects for collective housing apart form running costs and capital 
maintenance it is possible to do following interventions: 
- Upgrading one floor or loft with pent-roof 
- Exceptionally more floors if appropriateness for it is proved …’ 1 

 
With this act, planning authorities intended to stimulate tenants associations to undertake 
basic and necessary revival investments. They were allowed to undertake reconstruction 
works weather by them selves or in cooperation with private construction companies and 
developers. 2 City didn’t have financial capacity to do be involved as direct operator in the 
process and indirectly private developers has been encouraged to do so. In that way city 
planning authorities actually supported ‘private-private’ partnership keeping themselves as 
third party involved just as legislative body. It meant to be for mutual benefits for all 
involved parties. It supposed to give opportunities to residents to renovate roofs and facades 
of housing estates giving in return possibility to private developers to upgrade one floor and 
compensate investment selling the apartments and solve the problem of decaying housing 
stock at the city level.  
 
But within the document, except from the act above stated, it doesn’t exist neither 
clarification what the criteria’s for approving are needed for additional floors nor what type 
and what size of apartments are allowed to be designed. First ambiguity has been partly 
solved by Plans for Detailed Regulation (in further text PDR) but it was rarely respected and 
controlled. While on the other hand second ambiguity was not clarified by any additional 
documents. This act remained almost unchanged over the years and its ambiguity caused 
unexpected outcomes in certain areas especially in those where the whole neighborhoods 
were upgraded.   
 
Buildings that are allowed for upgrading were defined by PDR particularly developed for 
each city zone. PDR predict possible numbers of floors that can be added and average 
density indicators for particular area. But in reality developers didn’t strictly follow 
densification plan using mentioned ambiguities. In order to maximize their profit using lack 
of regulation that supposed to define standards for size of the apartments, they mainly 
produced smaller apartments bellow 60 sq.m. and in most of the cases one room apartments.  
Accordingly, it is arguably to say that considering upgrading process, density and standard of 
living have been literally ruled by market demands and not implicitly according to strategic 
plans for it. 
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 Službeni List Grada Niša 1995, br 13, pp 180 

2
 Law of Maintenance of Residence Buildings and Apartments  article 17,18 and 21 published  in "Службени гласник РС", 
No 44/1995;  46/1998 and 88/2011 
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Another ambiguity is related to definition of aesthetic codes and regulation of explicate rules 
how upgrading has to be done and additional floors designed in respect to existing building. 
In PDRs, in general, one can find guidelines such as:  
 

‘newly built and upgraded objects have to be interpolated by its appearance, size, 
height, materials and disposition in respect to regulation and building line into urban 
matrix and have to have positive ambient and architectural characteristics of 
contemporary architecture’.1 

 
Similar as it is the case with density and size of apartments, here as well, there is not a single 
criterion that defines neither how architect supposed to fulfill mentioned expectations nor 
criterions for evaluation of proposed design, and above all it is not stated what institution is 
in charge of controlling mentioned issues. What actually means ‘positive ambient and 
architectural characteristic of contemporary architecture’ is totally unclear, especially in the 
context or reconstructions of old buildings. This undefined act allowed more than flexible 
interpretations in favor to developers. Literally part of the urban face of the city has been 
subject of personal preferences. This regulation gap left noticeable trace in the urban 
experience of Niš today.  
  
One contradiction that aroused conflict of interests and brought public institutions directly 
into upgrading process is question of ownership over the land and building and related rights 
and obligations. Namely, collective owners of the building are tenants themselves. 
Accordingly, they are allowed to undertake any intervention on the building they find out 
necessarily. But they are not the owners of the lot and common space between the buildings. 
The city municipality owns the lots. Within the aforementioned acts, planning authorities 
initiated renovation of the buildings that is expected to be done by residence and developers. 
But what act didn’t explained is who supposed to do adaptation of common space in respect 
to increased number of residents in the upgraded neighborhoods. By adaptation I mean 
necessary parking lots, sidewalk, greenery, benches, playgrounds etc. It supposed to be under 
the municipal accountability. But question that arises is for instance: why municipality should 
provide parking for private users? In that case it means than one who lives in private house 
actually will pay for the parking lot of other person living in collective housing. On the other 
hand developers avoided to provide required parking lots..  
 
This ownership gap made a platform for many problems that emerged after upgrading 
process and that will became bigger over time. Thanks to fragmented responsibility in public 
institutions for maintenance of municipal land that work without coordination among each 
other, municipality postponing maintenance as much as it possible and transfer 
responsibilities from one institution to another or intervene in some cases with minimum 
investments. Developers are not obliged to do it by the law, while residents are left to 
themselves to solve the problem of common space. Accordingly this issue will most likely 
remain permanently unregulated.  
 
                                                 

 
1Plan detaljne regulacije bloka ‘ Stara Železnička Kolonija’ 2004, (donešen na sednici skupštine grada Niša 10. Juna) clan 
1.5.2 Posebni zahtevi, uslovi I propisi koje je potrebno ispuniti za izdavanje odobrenja za izgradnju (PDR for SZK from 2003 under the 
article 1.5.2 within sub-clause 1.5 about Specific Requirements, Conditions and Regulation that has to be accomplished in 
order to get building permission  
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Parallel work of public institutions 
 
Instead of bringing more transparent and simplified 
governance system democratic re-systematization of 
socialist institutional system and inherited heavy 
administration apparatus just fragmentized it into numbers 
of new public departments, agencies, sectors and make 
decision making process inefficient, doubling of operations 
and diminishing responsibility and efficiency. When it 
comes to upgrading process, it contributed to asymmetric 
development and indirectly stimulated quasi-regular 
urbanization because of delayed intervention when 
irregularities on site happens and secondly, because with 
shift towards market oriented policies, public institutions 
started to operate as private companies competing for the 
customers on the market.  This trend influenced negatively 
monitoring of the process and synchronization of the work 
of public institutions, which further lead to deviation in the 
process and regressive outcomes. Commenting upgrading 
process in respect to its management from the Institute for 
Urbanism (in further text IFU) regarding possible 
correction if it doesn’t operate as it is expected to, in 
accordance with detailed plans, BC, higher official from 
IFU, pointed out usual difficulties that are sometimes 
based on pure triviality:    
 

 
‘Changes and adaptation of comprehensive plans and 
regulation can take some times a few years and within 
that period various anomalies occur on the field. 
Because of extremely high professional vanity and 
inadequate professional background, preclusion of 
phenomena and momentary reaction in terms of 
adaptation of plans and decisions, doesn’t exist. On the 
other side, there is extremely bureaucratized decision 
making process strongly influenced by political party on 
power or precisely by individuals from ruling party that 
slow down and obstruct any healing intervention 
because of personal gain. The biggest problem is 
because spatial politic is governed not by professionals 
from the field but by random politicians instead.’ 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Parking over common spaces and sidewalks, 
‘Rasadnik’, Oblacica Rada st. and Ucitelj Milina st. (photo PV) 
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Here will be exemplified two of the most prominent and problematic examples in upgrading 
process caused by parallel work of public institutions, without any major attempt for process 
to be improved over seventeen years, since upgrading revival of collective housing officially 
began.  
 
As a direct consequence of uncontrolled density in upgraded neighborhoods side walks are 
almost fully transformed into parking which in many cases use full length of sidewalk and 
doesn’t leave even a minimum needed space for pedestrians to pass. Green space is not 
spared from cars as well. In lack of organize parking lots, residents are forced to find 
solution (Figure 15). Consequently common space or ‘nobody’s land’ is used in many cases 
as parking space. Public Parking Service (further in the text PPS) that is in charge of 
organization and regulation of parking on the municipal level is not involved in process at 
all. Most likely it doesn’t have enough economical interest to build parking and on the other 
hand, it is not obliged by the law. Addressing situation in which developer showed new 
parking lot in the project over the existing one and has consequently been refused, I.I. from 
the City Planning Office (in further text CPO) explained: 
 
          ‘Well, probably there is a lot of problems with parking but this is a under the 

accountability of controlling body which operate separate from us. Basically we can’t 
do much about it. The last word is said in detailed plan and by inspecting 
commission. But there were suspicious cases where we didn’t want to give building 
permission because of doubling of parking lots by ignoring parking of existing 
residents. But we failed after higher court decided to let developer built and it 
resulted with high level of occupation of the common space.’  

 
Another anomaly that occurred by default is that developers apart from the law that forbid 
transferring lofts into apartments almost without exception design loft apartments or 
formally build illegal housing with intention to be legalized afterwards(this will be explained 
more under controllability issues). Sometimes, those flats wait over the years to be legalized 
and considerable number stay on black market.  The paradox is in the parallel work of public 
Water and Electricity Company (NAISSUS and EPS) and the CPO. Even though, those loft 
apartments are by the law recognized as illegal (as long as they don’t pass legalization 
process) NAISSUS and EPS doesn’t recognize them as such. Both companies required as 
sufficient document for provision of water and electricity supply just building permit that is 
being given for the beginning of construction works, instead of using permit that proved 
regularity of the project and recognize it as legal entity. 1  Ironically a phenomenon that 
occurs is illegal housing within urban revival project with legal water and electricity supply!   
 
This parallel operation of public institutions reflects entrepreneurial behavior that emphasis 
public private antagonism in favor to market forces. In competition for customers public 
enterprises act as corporation neglecting common interests that supposed to be considered if 
institution is titled as ‘Public’. Instead of acting together in the upgrading process and 

                                                 

 
1
 ‘Elektro Distribucija Jugoistok-Zahtev za izdavanje resenja o odobrenju priključenja objekta na pojedinačni priključak 
QF-B-001. (Electro Distribution South-East- Application for permission for connection of object to single supply 
connector) ; ‘Naissus Niš- obrazac za potrebnu dokumentaciju opriključivanju na vodovodnu i kanalizacionu mrezu 
(Naissus NIs-application form for documentation necessary for acquiring permission to connect to water, derange and 
sewage system) May 2012   
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prevent illegal trends, it seems that public interest in this case has been privatized and 
priorities subordinated to maximization of individual institutional profit, which furthermore 
created positive manipulative environment for developers, based on undefined responsibility 
and delayed sanction for illegal construction.  
 
 
Controllability 
 
One of the weakest aspects of the upgrading, as all actors involved in interview pointed out, 
is control of the process caused by ultimate bureaucracy. The main problem is again parallel 
work of institutions in charge of the upgrading process and building affairs in general. 
Namely, IFU provides PDRs upon which developer starts with design and acquires building 
permit. But, IFU is not in charge of giving building permits, this is responsibility of CPO. In 
practice plan produced by IFU is subjected to individual interpretation of officials from 
CPO. They are the ones who give the final word if certain project is in accordance with 
plans and eligible for building permit. The process on site is controlled by third institution 
City Construction Inspection (in further text CCI). But paradox is that construction 
inspectors control just elementary urbanistic parameters such as building height or distances 
between buildings. Apart from that, they control quality of the building construction and is 
project being proceed according to detailed designs and plans. So the rest of indicators such 
as density, size of apartments and similar stay without proper control. Additionally non of 
this institutions collaborate or control above mentioned NAISSUS and EPS works, as well 
as communal department that each city municipality has and that is responsible for 
maintenance of public land or common space between buildings. Considering ambiguities 
and contradiction within the law, it is not clear who is responsible for what. At the end 
developers goes back to CPO for acquiring permission for use. At this level, simple is too 
late to correct anomalies happened along the process.  
 
This administration labyrinth is double edge sword for developers. On the one side there is 
objective danger of prolonged process because of administration works. But from the 
perspective of the officials, such legislative environment without efficient control and fully 
fragmentized responsibility, leave enough space for manipulation, subjective interpretation 
of law, corruption and illegal construction that is suitable for developers involved in 
upgrading of collective housing, in terms of possibility to operate within semi-legal 
regulatory frame.   
 
As D.DJ. pointed out elaborating on parking issues: 
 

‘..Basically developers are obliged to show sufficient parking lots in their projects 
which they do. But afterwards they somehow get permission for use even without 
built parking. It supposed to be collaboration between parking service and 
communal inspection under particular municipality but there is not. Control part is 
extremely weak…’  

 
Or as he continues criticizing current inefficiency in executive process for illegal 
construction comparing it with previous system: 
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‘Accusation and defenses last forever. It is pure Kafka process. And at the end of 
the day using corruption and other mechanisms developers usually got the 
permissions for use, weather building has been done legally or not.  Back in socialist 
time it was momentary demolition for illegal construction. But now it is sort of 
blurring responsibility. So it is easy to avoid sanctions.’  

 
In her interview construction inspector L.I. emphasis unfavorable working condition and 
absence of internal collaboration within the CCI and external with other institutions:  
 

‘Whole building process is controlled by just one construction inspector per project, 
there isn’t a cross control. So the case remains semi-closed and exclusive to a 
considerable extent……..Working conditions are very bad. Constructions inspectors 
don’t have protection when they go for demolition. Just in case of being threatened 
by physical attack, which is usual situation, we get support from police.’ 

 
M.V. from the CPO identified extreme failure of control ability: 
 

‘I can guaranty that majority of upgraded apartments, especially one in the loft space 
still don’t have permission for use. But ironically are being sold and used.’ 

 
These comments communicate superficial concerns regarding management and control of 
the upgrading process. However, among many other critical phases there are two major 
critical issues in the process when inspection and control of the project is crucial. First is an 
attempt of developers to turn loft space into apartments which by the law has to stay as fire 
evacuation hall and second is to avoid provision of parking lots. Using weak governance 
position, informal business and family ties, exclusive regulatory frame based on 
contradictions and ambiguities in policies, investors developed various tactics and strategies 
to fool inspectors and planning officials in order to maximize their profit and acquire using 
permissions. Some of those tactics are rough and banal while others are more elegantly 
covert into legislative envelope. Out of many, following are the most usual one. 
 
Namely upgrading in practice is being done in two phases. First phase consider construction 
work according to plan and acquiring permission for use. Then in the second phase many 
developers continue to design loft part, making additional apartments that in this phase stay 
illegal. Critical point is transition phase. In order to continue work in loft apartments they 
must provide extensions for water, electricity and heating supply that are visible both in 
project documentation and physically at the building site. L.I. described what type of tactics 
they are using when it comes to control: 
 

‘Very usual situation is that whenever inspection come to a building site workers 
doesn’t have complete project with them. Instead they are using copies or parts of 
the project. It is common strategy where inspectors get confused and unable to 
comprehend whole construction and possible irregularities. The same case is with 
building diary and inspection book that are necessary for continual control of 
construction process. Furthermore pipe extensions are always covered with heavy 
construction material and not visible at first. On request for moving coverage they 
find numerous excuses…’ 
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Without permission for use flats in the upgraded part of the building can’t be officially 
registered as a property or immovable estate. They stay in the developer ownership without 
possibility to be regularly sold on the market. Instead when potential customer wants to buy 
a flat, it sings basically ownership agreement with developers, not real contract. Problem 
occurs when owner wants to sell flat again. It can be sold just on black market as it was 
bought and price goes down because of unsecured investments. There is no mechanism that 
can back those flats in regular real-estate market except legalization process.  
 
So the only remedy for this apparent chaos was legalization process. It started as state 
attempt under the pressure of EU for legalization of huge illegal building stock out of which 
housing present major part. New planning law in 1997, the Law on Urban Planning and 
Construction, focused primarily on the procedures required for a massive legalization  declared 
illegal construction a criminal act while, at the same time, it simplified the procedure of 
legalization. 1It is meant to be stimulus for all who has illegal housing to legalize it but it 
ended up mostly as tool that support, among other real estates, upgrading boom. Essential 
problem, beside the fact that same institution that forbid something by the law right after 
legalize it, is that communal taxes per square meter, that include supply connections are 5-6 
time lower in legalization procedure than in the regular one. One who benefit in this game is 
particular some of the officials highly protected from the higher political levels who declare 
in many cases very subjective interpretation of regulation, which contradictions in the law 
allowed, for the sake of private monetary compensation, and many developers who are ready 
to play aside the rules and build in advance illegal properties that will be sooner or later 
legalized and in that way save considerable capital.  
 
The other strategy is intention to avoid required number of parking lots. Investors begin 
with project that shows unusually big size of the apartments for local housing market (130-
150 m2) or duplex flats in order to get building permit with minimal number of parking 
places. After acquiring building and afterwards using permit, they simply divide flats on two 
or three smaller flats and sell it as such. In that case in phase of applying for building permit 
they show sufficient parking lots in the project documentation that are two or three times 
lesser than objective need. In the case of bigger upgrading projects, when same developer 
work on few building in the same lot, another tactic has been used. Namely if parcel is two 
small to accommodate sufficient parking places and next parcel is free, developers use fictive 
agreement tactic with owner of the neighbor parcel. It is trade off agreement where they 
make fictive selling contract. Developer legally extend his parcel and show parking in the 
project paper, acquire building permit and after that give back parcel to its owner, while 
owner of the parcel gat monetary compensation for a good turn. 
 
These remarks vividly illustrate not only apparent irreconcilability when it comes to control 
but evident transparency of it, which further raise the question: why there is not attempt of 
improving control process if deviations are obvious? It can be matter of discretionary forms 
of management on mutual benefits for both sides of the process or democratic surplus in the 
institutional work. To this end, it is possible to argue that upgrading is not revival model that 

                                                 

 
1Vujovic, S & Petrovic, M. 2007, Belgrade’s post-socialist urban evolution: Reflections by the actors in the development process in The Post-
Socialist city: Urban Form and Space Transformation in Central and Eastern Europe after Socialism, eds.  Stanilov K. 
London: Springer, p. 365    
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is rooted in strategic urbanization of the city but more a model for gaining quick profit in the 
time of transition, using weak governance system.  
 
 
Role of profession  
 
Taking into account overall process architects didn’t play important role in upgrading 
process. As most of interviewed architect agree upon, considering economical circumstances 
and institutional chaos in which upgrading of collective housing has been undertaken, 
fighting for professional ethic and maintaining professional enthusiasm was very hard.  
 
It is more correct to say that architect has marginal role in the upgrading process. During 
transition period, production of young architects and civil engineers exponentially increased. 
Thus, job market in architectural field became overloaded. Purchase for practice in severe 
economical crisis resulted in enormous decrease of price of architectural service to level 
where on the market one can get full project for approximately EUR 6 per sq.m. 
Additionally the decline of jobs in the industrial sector caused that much of the labor force 
has been redirected to the construction industry, which consequently led to a certain level of 
“de-professionalization” in construction industry that was reflected in the quality of recent 
urban development.1  
 
Conditioned with such pressure, in order to survive in the market, medium and small size 
architectural offices as well as fee freelance architects were not in the position to refuse any 
job offer. Regarding that developers were the one who took full control over the upgrading 
design, defining typology of neighborhoods, form of buildings, typology and size of dwelling 
units and indirectly density, color code etc. usually based on subjective personal preferences 
and often using black mail behavior to confirm their superiority in negotiation process, role 
of architects was totally diminished.  
 
As architect N.M. commented: 
 

 ‘Very common situation is that developer changes the project on its own in the 
final building phase, mainly facades. He finds cheaper color and there you go, we 
got red building instead of white. And what you can do. Defend your self that you 
are not one who did design.’ 

 
Architects were considered literally as technical logistic in this process who are accountable 
for functional disposition of apartments and façade openings and for the construction 
projects and nothing more than that. Monetary demonized and professionally degraded, 
designers had no room for any counter discussion with developers in behalf of professional 
ethic, integrity and future of the ‘city face’. Professional frustration, of those professionals 

                                                 

 
1
 Vujovic, S & Petrovic, M. 2007, Belgrade’s post-socialist urban evolution: Reflections by the actors in the development process in The 
Post-Socialist city: Urban Form and Space Transformation in Central and Eastern Europe after Socialism, eds.  Stanilov K. 
London: Springer, pp. 375 
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who were able to feel it in respect to their dedication to architecture and destiny of the 
cityscape, has been and still is canalized within informal discussion. On the other hand, there 
is a number of them who are far from being frustrated but in contrary, appreciative for a 
chance to work on any project, again because the economical issues, with less resistant 
attitude towards quality of build environment and indirectly, made already bed position of 
architects even worst. In that sense, taking into account role of architects melted down in 
economical efficiency of wild local market. Thus, upgrading that happed quite chaotically, 
will remain as a testimony of deep professional crisis in during post-socialist transition  
 
 
Attempts and discussions  
 
There were minor influential public discussions or at least not considerable one regarding 
the advancement of the upgrading process among professionals in the city, mainly run by 
Architects Association. Although marginal, still they are minor seminars and round table 
discussions, where professional from the field of urbanism and architecture try to persuade 
city officials and mayors that establishment of institution of city architect and city aesthetic 
committee are essential for balance city growth. But as B.C. from the IFU pointed out: 
 

‘Ruling party never positively responded to those requests from the simple reason: it 
will diminish possibility for manipulation and flexible governance in favor of 
personal benefit.’  

 
Accordingly, the whole process happens chaotically. Before the law for reconstruction were 
on power there was plan and discussion that upgrading suppose to be organized and proceed 
by the city it self; to be run publicly or at least to be strictly controlled by city institutions 
regarding the aesthetic and form. But it never got operational form. There was postponed 
attempt in 2003 when local government established the institution of the city architect who 
suppose to be responsible for the aesthetic of the city or harmony in development. But it 
failed because of inadequate legislative frame that gave city architect more representative 
than executive role, and after short period of time city municipality abolished this institution, 
assumable because of aforementioned reasons.   
 
 
Upgrading as a product  
 
Today almost each city block or neighborhood in Niš has some of its building upgraded. In 
spite of arguments on the side of officials form IFU that overall percentage of upgrading in 
comparison of total building stock is not bigger then 2-3%, impact on the cityscape and 
urban experience of upgrading as whole can’t be neglected (Figure 16).But if we consider 
just collective housing and its disposition across the city, then this percentage is much higher 
and effect is bigger then it can be assumed based on mentioned percentage (in the research 
area 235 upgraded objects were identified) . What I mean by that is that clusters of collective 
housing are mainly located in proximity to city center and constitute important part of the 
city image. Accordingly their transformation plays noticeable role in construction of city 
identity, weather we are talking about single buildings or totally upgraded neighborhoods 
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.  
 
Figure 16 Intensity of upgrading; high intensity-whole neighborhood is upgraded, medium intensity-
cluster of few buildings are upgraded, low intensity-single upgraded building  
 
 
However opinions on how upgrading changed city image among actors, are different. On 
question how they will describe effects of upgrading process on the city image interviewed 
commented:  
 

How would you describe the effect of the upgrading on the ‘city image’? 
‘Upgrading ruined city image and it has good potential 
to continue to do it so, since nothing is done over 
decades for process to be improved.’  

D.DJ. 
from CCI 

‘It is needless to say. It hasn’t been done strategically 
and negative effects are obvious. There is not 
coherence on the neighborhood level.  But still some 
of them look nice and helped out with renovation 
process.’ 

I.I. from 
CPO 

‘Still upgraded building stock doesn’t represent 
considerable percentage of city building stock and it 
doesn’t have noticeable effect on the city image.’ 

B.C. from 
the IFO 

‘It is the worst thing that could happen to the city 
image. There are hardly a few examples of well done 
upgrading.’ 

N.M. 
architect 

 
 
Even though discussing aesthetic aspect can be highly subjective there are two critical issues 
that are noticeable as pattern when it comes to upgrading of collective housing. In lack of 
clear aesthetic guidelines and control of it, both are subjected to market demands. First is 
prominent color code of facades of renovated housing that are not common for the city 
architecture. Very usually, facades are highly saturated and in many cases implemented 
without respect to surrounding context, especially in the case of single buildings.  
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Second is often disrespect of form and style of existing 
architecture of the building. In order to maximize 
profitable area developers in general used every technical 
and legislative option to do so. In doing so, in many 
instances they don’t respect continuity of existing façade 
but rather they were using horizontal extensions and 
robust roof windows that violated existing form in many 
respect. It is typical trend planning attitude where all 
possible tactics are being use for increasing attractiveness 
of the project and capacity for profit. (Figure 17)  
 
On the city scale such behavior is reflected through 
majority of upgraded housing projects that are not 
aesthetically incorporated into existing environment. 
Additional problem is that usually even within one 
neighborhood always operate more then one developer. A 
present of competitors is even more stimulating for 
manifestation of individualism, materialized through 
‘signature architecture’ in order to attract potential 
customers. Accordingly, a phenomenon that started with 
upgrading and became common practice is that developers 
literally use facades of upgraded buildings as private 
billboards and advertisement space painting their logos 
and phone numbers. This is grotesque example of what 
Kelbaugh call inventive paradigm or post-urbanism1 and 
neoliberal starchitecture, but instead of star architect here 
the stars are developers. (Figure 18) Such trend goes 
beyond the problematic of urban discontinuity and 
ambient disharmony but rise critical democratic discussion 
on notion of public-private space for which there is no 
room in this research.   
 
What is highly problematic with afore presented 
comments and discussion regarding upgrading as a 
product, is that main concerns stays on the level of plastic 
aesthetics, while, how increase of population impacted 
communal problems and how upgrading of housing in 
general affected social life in the upgraded neighborhoods 
remain out of scope, considered as natural transformation 
that will take care of it self.  
 
Figure 17 Discontinuity with existing forms, Decanska st., 
SZK, Nikole Pasica st. (photo  PV) 

                                                 

 
1
 Kelbaugh, D. 2007, Toward an Integrated Paradigm: Further Thoughts 
 on the Three Urbanisms in Places 19(2), College of Environmental Design, 
 UC Berkeley p.15 
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As B.C. explained: 
 

‘I can’t say that it use of space has been directly affected 
just by the upgrading, even though it has noticeable role 
in displacing some activities from the neighborhoods 
because increased number of cars parked over the part 
of greenery and sidewalks. But it is more natural 
process of mixing, different demographic profile meet 
each others, young and old generation, it just takes 
time…’   

 
As it was mentioned in introduction part of this chapter, 
plagued mostly by static representation techniques 
architects and urbanists responsible for city development, 
in this context for upgrading, lack understandings of social 
issues in respect to urbanization and consciously or not 
neglect their own role in transformation of social realities 
of local communities that has been subjected to changes in 
built environment. I am not arguing against natural 
process of development of certain  neighborhood but 
what I want to point out is that professionals involved in 
production of built environment have to be aware that our 
personal and professional attitude materialized either 
through design, control, policies or implementation do 
have tremendous impact on social life in our cities.  
 
However positive outcomes of regeneration through 
upgrading of collective housing have to be acknowledged. 
Neighborhoods and individual buildings that has been 
upgraded got fresh look and become more attractive, 
many of them got central heating system and elevators in 
certain buildings and that further lift prices up of the 
existing apartments; social milieu become more diverse 
and mixed. Considering the city scale, problem of decaying 
of collective housing seems that is on the good way. But to 
what extent it will be more elaborated in following parts of 
research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18 ‘Signature architecture’, Knjazevacka st. and Branka 
Radicevica st.  st. (photo PV) 
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Neighborhood scale   

 
 
Actors on the neighborhood scale are positioned between 
two scales: city and street scale or legislative and recipient 
realm. Thus they are inevitably forced to play directly on 
the both scales city/public and recipient/private. 
Accordingly their role as a mediating body is of 
tremendous importance for the upgrading process. But 
because of the very nature of how process was designed 
position of actors that operates on this scale, regarding 
their interests and expectations, are quite different from 
the ones form city and street scale. As upgrading of 
collective housing has been initially started as market led 
self-organizing process, executive body is fully structured 
out of private developers, banks and private construction 
companies and expectedly their motives are profit driven. 
Operating in such market framed process, where the only 
parameter for evaluation is economic efficiency, there was 
little or marginal concerns for the objectives of other two 
scales. For instance why should they care of city identity in 
general, or about adjustment of the common spaces 
between buildings if on the one hand, city on the higher, 
overarching scale doesn’t and on the other they are not 
oblige to do so on the square scale. Consequently 
entrepreneurial behavior of the executive body directly 
influenced both scales constructing city image and defining 
quality of social life.  
 
 
Upgrading as a business opportunity 
 
While upgrading on the city level has been considered in 
general as strategy for urban revival of decaying housing 
stock, at the neighborhood or executive scale, it was 
perceived just as business opportunities, attractive mostly 
for emerging and small developers. Larger construction 
companies and leading architectural studios haven’t been 
noticeably involved in the upgrading process, mainly 
because of its very nature. Namely, upgrading is small scale 
project from their perspective with limiting factors. Taking 
into account that building sites in this case are existing 
buildings, design and utilization of workable space is 
conditioned with existing structures. Furthermore  
 
 
Figure 19 Branka Radicevica st. (photo PV) 
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negotiation with fragmented and not well organized tenants association makes the process 
more time consuming, additionally limiting and unpredictable. And finally, in comparison 
with regular housing or commercial projects, profit turn over is much lower because there 
wasn’t policy in PDR that can provide that upgrading of one neighborhood has to be 
conducted by single developer, with intention to secure constancy of implementation, and 
consequently upgrading process ended up to operate as renovation ‘from building to 
building’. In that way possible profit has been cut in peaces and participation of the most 
experienced firms in the process was prevented.   
 
However, on the other side, it was more than inviting for small, local developers and 
construction firms both from Niš and from surrounding towns. For them, upgrading was a 
way to run business in building industry and hope for good career. In opposite with large 
companies, construction site at the scale of single building was advantage for them. On the 
one hand, such pre-conditions require lower initial investment in comparison with building 
of regular housing. Lower investments are conditioned by three main factors: firstly, 
upgrading doesn’t require high starting investments necessary for preparation of 
construction site, which consider foundation and groundwork’s; secondly, land ownership is 
already regulated, i.e. there is collective ownership over the building by tenants association, 
which supposed to make administration process easier; and thirdly, all necessarily 
infrastructures such as: water and electricity supply, matched sidewalks etc. are already 
provided for existing households and just need to be extended for upgraded flats. And on 
the other hand, respectively to investment, risk of negative financial outcome is very low, 
and in many cases it has to do with finance strategy that will be elaborated further in the text. 
Thus, it is suitable for accumulation of sufficient capital necessary for investment in bigger 
projects and entering real-estate market on a larger scale. 
 
Even though there is no clear evidence and particular argument on following, commented by 
all interviewed, based whether on assumptions or fact that from security reasons can’t be 
transparently displayed, it is important to mention that upgrading was exceptional canal for 
legalization of gray economy. Weak control, insufficient and over-flexible regulation and 
indifferent governance decision making process influenced by high level of corruption, and 
threatening behavior, created extraordinarily manipulative environment in which developers 
with suspicious capital could freely work with upgrading operating on smaller, neighborhood 
scale, where illegal practice were not instantly visible at city scale. For that purposes, they 
were usually opened temporary firms for the time construction works reach its final stage, 
mainly registered in surrounding villages because of lower running costs taxes. As soon as 
apartments were sold out regularly or on the black market, firm has been shut down. 
Consequentially, any illegal activities that were in many cases fictively administrated through 
out firms would vanish even before they were controlled and evaluated by institution 
accountable for that matter. Commenting on this, developer V.Z. said:  
  

‘There are a lot of my colleagues developers that worked without building permits 
and without proper agreement with existing residents, usually using various banal 
tactics including even threatening behavior to conduct the work, who after selling 
the apartments in advance, and sometimes the same flat to few clients in the same 
time, moved out from the city and never come back…’ 
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Accordingly upgrading revival didn’t served just as medium for legalization of gray economy 
but as platform for its further expansion. Because of lack of arguments this issue will stay 
just as a note and won’t be elaborated further in the research.  
 
Even already inconsistent and porous regulatory frame according to which revival of 
collective housing was organized, its elasticity made it totally market unresisting. Namely as it 
was elaborated in previous part related to city scale final word in process has PDR. But also 
there is option that one can order new PDR for certain location with particular adaptations 
that can allowed him/her to mold existing one if it doesn’t permit particular(desirable) 
interventions, or if it contains obvious mistakes. As developer G.A. explained:  
 

‘I had a big problem with one of the building in the neighborhood where I was 
working on upgrading projects. Namely one of fourteen buildings was by mistake 
omitted in the textual part of PDR that declare buildings that are allowed to be 
upgraded. I had to pay EUR 13 000 for new PDR in order to correct that mistake.’  

 
This remark further implies that this stage of city development, which supposed to be final 
regarding legislations, is indirectly subjected to individual will. Furthermore it reflects how 
deep neoliberal agenda penetrated into public affairs. This sort of commodification of city 
planning, matters to democracy, and can have detrimental consequences for a democratic 
society’s health. It is highly questionable if this, as officials from IFU call it ‘demand based 
flexibility’, has positive or negative effect on upgrading process, but as well on urbanization 
of the city in general. On the one hand, it is efficient if city has to intervene in the areas 
where development happened antithetic with existing city plan, albeit these interventions can 
be solved within the accountability of IFU and CPO instead became, not necessarily, to 
open. On the other hand, this type of planning based on surplus democracy, subjected to 
market demands, gives wide range of possible PDR interpretations and subjective decision 
making that can affect quality of city development as whole. Furthermore, it directly creates 
clientelism and selective regulatory frame based whether on political influence or financial 
capacity and informal ties. Consequently, it arise tension between developers in competing 
for locations, because some actors are privileged due to unbalanced working environment.    
 
Thus process was fully framed by momentary market conditions because, as it can be 
concluded from the so far analysis, governance and city authorities had very marginal 
influences. Accordingly without any other supporting strategies, intensity of revival of 
collective housing was directly dependent not just on economical situation but on state 
politics that influence regional and local development such as internal conflicts, 
democratization and regionalization of governance, massive privatization of state enterprises 
etc.  
 
Although revival of collective housing officially started in 1995, most of actors agreed that it 
really began 1998/99. Due to economic circumstances, there was almost four years of 
vacuum because market was locked. On the one hand after years of international isolation 
and drop of national GDP many potential buyers who were in need for flats could not 
afford it, and on the other hand, production of housing was slow because of unsafe profit 
turn over. However process has been triggered in waves when most of the upgrading 
projects started. According to interviews, first wave was in 1999 after Kosovo crisis when 17 
159 of internally displaced persons from Kosovo settled in Niš. Many of them have sold 
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their houses and properties in Kosovo how they can secure them selves and invest in new 
housing. Second boom was after national tobacco factories DIN-Niš and DIV-Vranje have 
been privatized. Many of those people from both groups’ in order to secure their capital in 
severe economical environment invested into real estates, out of which considerable amount 
of that capital ended up into apartments in upgraded buildings. It is a question what would 
happen with revival strategy if there wasn’t such unexpected financial charging? Housing 
would most likely stayed untouched and enter critical phase in which it would be question if 
more efficient is the renovation or demolition and building from the ground.    
 
 
Financing strategies of upgrading  
 
As interviews with developers indicate, they entered process without any deep insight in 
housing shortage and housing issues in general, as at least informative background. Mostly 
they entered upgrading business without long term vision build upon the real demand for 
housing but rather based on ad hoc decisions and momentary, local demands and real-estate 
situation.  
 
Even though it happened in waves, upgrading process kept continuity over last decade and 
becomes prominent model for production of housing.  It was used across the city randomly 
as patch work over the existing housing in some cases even high-rise buildings have been 
upgraded. Because of the high profit rate, in this case revival of collective housing didn’t face 
typical closed loop debtor system where banks finance via credit both developers and buyers 
crating dept on both sides. Banks didn’t stimulated upgrading directly. There was 
opportunity for credits but under very unfavorable condition. Because of economic crisis 
and low housing production, banks couldn’t earn investing in housing sector. Consequently, 
in order to secure their investments they had aggressive credit politic. Namely as developers 
pointed out in order to get credit for building, banks required hypothec over all flats in 
advance, with exclusive rights to sell them as soon as they are finished. That meant that flats 
will be sold under any price that pay back developer’s loan as soon as possible. Additionally 
because of inflation contracts were linked with foreign currency and with 7-8% interest.  
  
Rough estimates shows that housing mortgages cover only one per cent of total housing 
investments. The main flow of cash-investment comes from the savings of ‘economic 
migrants’ abroad or as aforementioned financial booms that appeared randomly after capital 
public (state) enterprises has been sold out and employees has been paid off.1 So majority of 
investments rely upon private capital of developers or capital of future tenants.  
Later finance strategy has been intensively used in upgrading projects. Namely flats have 
been sold in advance where first payment has to be paid on project and the rest along with 
progress of construction works. As a stimulus for those who wanted to buy flat in this way, 
price was lowered for 10-20% in comparison with regular price. In that way actually 
developers were using resident’s money for upgrading and personal profit.  Due to extra 
profit, generated after selling the apartments, developers were able to continue further 
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 Economic Commission for Europe 2006,  ‘Country Profiles on The Housing-Serbia and Montenegro’, United Nation New York 
and Geneva, pp. 52-53 
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reinvestments of surplus capital. These conditions were more than inviting for many to run 
business in building industry. But this strategy was not always efficient and in many cases 
end with harmful outcomes.  
 
Namely, the main problem with relying on private capital is possible investment gap and 
accordingly time inconstancy in work progress. It happens when along the construction 
period there was not sufficient number of pre-paid buyers to sponsor finalization of the 
project and developer had no back up financing plan. Entering unplanned investment gap, 
developers whether prolonged the process as long as they don’t find enough money to finish 
the project or transfer their business to another developer or simply move out of the city 
leaving behind unfinished construction and desperate residents; both existing one who’s 
building remains as everlasting building site and new one whose money has been stolen.  
 
At the city scale this consequences are not very visible. But when it comes to neighborhood 
level discontinuity of financial supply is extremely obvious. For instance, if neighborhood 
undertook upgrading works and in the certain moment financial supply has been cut, what is 
left is unpleasant neighborhood environment with construction material left over and often 
unfinished facades, that is fully dependent on market to decide when it will be finished. In 
some cases such as in SZK, it last five years while, in other such as in Prijezdina st. and in 
boulevard Zorana Djindjica that is already more then 5 years, and seems as it will last forever 
(Figure 16). 
 
Going back to legislation, there isn’t law that obliges developer to finish his/her project 
within particular period of time. They are only conditioned by contract, made between them 
and tenants association, which in many cases overlook this fact. As well, there is not 
preventive requirement or insight in developers’ budget before they get building permit, in 
order to prove sufficient financial capacity for finalization of the project. Accordingly, nether 
existing and future residents nor city it self are protected from market tyranny and 
developers will. 
 
However, with high profit margins and lower initial investments in comparison with the 
regular housing development, the upgrading becomes profitable business especially favorable 
for many who wanted to make a career in building industry. 1  
 
 
Negotiations as a way to maximize personal profit  
 
While negotiation between investors and tenants associations, has been rarely discussed at 
the city level, mainly considered as part of the process that will work itself, at the 
neighborhood and street level it played crucial role for how upgrading process will be 
implemented. In this phase two scales meet and determine quality of the revival outcome. It 
is ridiculous that strategy such as revival of decaying housing stock, which is of great 
importance for the city, formally neglects decisive phase of the process. In fact the only  

                                                 

 
1
 Average price per sq m to be built was approximately 300-350€ and selling price vary from ~800 €, so profit 
sometimes reaches 200%.  According to Office for Local Economical development from 2009 www.kler.ni.rs 
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legislation related to negotiation is concerned with percentage of tenants’ signature 
necessarily for acquiring consensus for the beginning of the process. There is no law that at 
least, provides guidelines and suggestions for both tenants association and developers how 
to carry out negotiation and indirectly achieve if not equal than balanced quality of revival of 
collective housing considering the city scale.  
 
Therefore instead of being carried out as form of participatory process, as it was slight 
intention from planning authorities, negotiations, due to absence of mediators, were 
managed by two unprepared parties driven by maximization of personal gain which resulted 
literally in ‘fly-market haggle’. Thus such negotiation form had as a consequence uneven 
outcome both in physical sense, considering quality of upgrading intervention, and in social 
sense, considering how negotiation process affected social relations between tenants and on 
the other hand, interest of developers to keep investing in such housing scheme. Those 
asymmetries are visible in all scales.    
 
According to Law of Maintenance of Residence Buildings and Appurtenants from 1995, decisions 
related to capital investments and maintenance of the building was dependent on consensus 
achieved between tenants. Namely, decision was accepted if association members who own 
more then 51% of total area of the building agreed about it.1 Therefore, based on mentioned 
consensus tenants association can decide if they want to undertake renovation of the 
building through upgrading or not. The same Law requires additional document which is 
agreement between two parties on mutual rights and obligations. It has to have defined 
conditions under which tenants association allowed developers to use common area of the 
building for building new apartments, deadlines for finishing of construction works, deadline 
for using existing installation for construction works and additional agreement with 
particular tenants, mainly one who live in the top floors whose apartments are directly 
exposed to possible damages during the construction period.     
 
Crucial part of this act is part of agreement in which tenant association define under which 
conditions developer can use common area for additional building. Even though demands 
that existing tenants asked for, in order to give permission for reconstruction, vary from case 
to case, to a certain degree, as most of interviewed actors agreed upon, it can be concluded 
that they are relatively universal. In general they ask for façade, common entrance hall and 
staircase renovation, installation of cable TV and internet, plus monetary compensation per 
household that vary from EUR 500 to EUR 3000, deepens on how many new flats 
developer wants to add and according to building location regarding city center and 
surrounding services. Additional demands are different from case to case such as new 
windows, balconies, security doors etc. Special case is installation of central heating system 
where it is defined by PDR.  
 
Among all tenant’s demands accent was on maximization of monetary compensation. As all 
interviewed developers (A.G., Z.P., G.R., A.P., S.P., Z.V., N.P.) answered simply on 
question: is there any general strategy for obtaining tenants permission? : 
 

                                                 

 
1
 Law of Maintenance of Residence Buildings and Apartments  article 17,18  published  in "Службени гласник РС", No 
44/1995;  46/1998 and 88/2011 
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‘There is not a special strategy, just give them more money’. 
 
In some cases residents were ready to sacrifice the quality of reconstruction in order to 
increase momentary financial compensation. By default, compensation they get was usually 
below the value of reconstruction works have been offered to them. The most usual 
example is case with thermo insulation, where tenants don’t recognize need for it and give 
up possibility for proper renovation of their buildings. In that way the whole building end up 
with low quality of reconstruction, because half of the building (added floors) get insulation 
and the rest (existing part of the building) stay without it. In the long run, discontinuity of 
thermo insulation creates thermal bridges, which further create wetting of walls and erosion 
of façades. As developer A.G. pointed out, elaborating on his experience from his last 
project: 
 

 ‘I simply couldn’t believe that they are ready to give up a unique chance to do a 
proper renovation that happens once in 80 years for momentary and insufficient 
monetary satisfaction. I tried to convince them how it is important but it didn’t 
work.’  

 
But negotiation just formally ends after first agreement was achieved and developer has 
acquired building permission. Aforementioned law that poorly defined negotiation frame 
creates tension on the one side between developer and residents and on the other side, 
among the residence themselves. Namely according to this law tenants who own more then 
51% of total area of building, have right to bring decision upon which common part of the 
building can be changed. This has for it consequences that owners who own minor part of 
the building are abridged for their property rights and force to accept the will of majority, 
even if it is not in according with their own will. 1   
 
This legislative discrepancy usually caused misunderstanding about common interest and 
potential for its utilization for maximization of mutual benefits of all parties involved in the 
process. For developers it means prolonged negotiation process and possible minimization 
of their profit. On the other hand, for tenants this discrepancy creates internal opposition 
and incompatibility in expectations, which results in paralytic effect at the beginning of 
negotiation where tenants in order to keep developer and chance to gain anything from the 
process, instead to maximize potential benefit, in most of the cases they minimize it and stay 
satisfied with basic demands. However, they often had postponed reaction that culminates 
during the construction process and further erupt into conflicts of different types that 
usually finish in the court. Mostly those revolts come from the part of tenants that belongs 
to minor group who were against the way majority defined the contract.  
 
There are two extremes when conflicts to occur. On the one extreme are developers who 
doesn’t respect contract during the construction period or doesn’t fulfill promised part of it 
(for instance the most usual case is transferring lofts space into apartment, unfinished 
parking lots, lower quality of built in material then it was specified by agreement etc). On the 
other extreme there are continuation of profit-seeking behavior of tenants, who were not 

                                                 

 
1
 For more detailed discussion on this issues in relation to European Commission for human rights see Supreme 
Constitutional Court Act from  published in ‘Službeni Glasnik RS’ No  27/2011 od 20.4.2011  
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satisfied with agreement, using sometimes trivial excuses in order to maximize individual 
benefit (for instance asking for monetary compensation for noise or dust pollution caused 
during the construction work, stress, etc). It is not rare situation that even a few years after 
project was finished, some residents ask for more money and services from developer. There 
are extreme examples as S.P. explained: 
 

‘One family has stopped my construction works for four years because they didn’t 
expect that high level of noise during construction work asking for compensation of 
EUR 12 000. At the end I had to pay…… Because of the similar situation, some of 
my colleagues have found different ways of getting permit just to finalize project 
that has been postponed over the years.’ 

 
However, such legislative condition was unfavorable for both developers and tenants and 
created frictions since the very beginning of the upgrading process. This phase of the 
process fully reflect unpredictability of liberal, market oriented development dependent on 
juxtaposition of political, cultural, economical and social mutation on micro level. What I 
consider under those mutations is that one can hardly predict demographic structure of one 
collective house, cultural background, economical status, internal social relation and level of 
political consciousness. In this sense, it would be mistake to assume that base on experience, 
once established negotiation pattern that was successful in one case will be successful in 
another as well. Based on those differences and without clearly defined negotiation rules 
each case led to different outcomes. Just walking through one fully upgraded neighborhood 
it is easy to notice, based on quality of construction work, strength of community live in and 
success of negotiation process. To that account it looks that tenants and developers take the 
responsibility for any undesirable consequences of revival of collective housing and released 
city planning authorities from the same. 
 
 
Regulation changes - behavioral changes 
 
After sixteen years how elaborated legislative act, which regulated mutual rights and 
obligations between developers and tenants, based on consensus of majority, has been on 
power and influenced directly the outcome of revival of collective housing, Supreme 
Constitutional Court abolished it in 2011.1Based on this act CPO has declared new act for 
upgrading projects that requires agreement of all owners or 100% of tenants if upgrading is 
to be undertaken. Intention was that future upgrading project provides equal opportunities 
for all tenants involved in negotiation. And additionally parking becomes ultimate 
requirement.  
 
Both regulations influenced developers motivation to continue working with upgrading. 
Later one, which is by nature more technical, has it objective restriction because in the wider 
city center, even existing tenants don’t have sufficient parking space. Therefore it is almost 
impossible to provide necessary parking lots for newly added flats. The first one related to 
100% consensus for achieving agreement was even harder for them to accept. As S.P. 
pointed out:  

                                                 

 
1
 Supreme Constitutional Court Act from  published in ‘Službeni Glasnik RS’ No  27/2011 od 20.4.2011 
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‘Now CPO requires 100% consensus…To be honest, this is very hard to be 
achieved, because there is always at least one person who won’t be satisfied with 
agreement...Even before, the whole negotiation process was extremely mentally 
demanding, you simple lose all your energy. That is why many developers moved 
out of the business. I would never come back to upgrading especially under new 
conditions.’  

 
 
 
Upgrading as product  
 
As it was elaborated at the beginning of this section, main motive of actors on this scale to 
be involved in upgrading process was possibility to generate extra profit. Architects role has 
been already explained, construction companies are usually in close cooperation with 
developers, and real-estate agencies as mediators in the market are not concern directly with 
aesthetics of the upgrading, but rather interested in additional supply produced by upgrading 
and its spatial disposition that determines the price.  Although all of them constitute 
executive body in the process, just developers give final word for upgrading as product 
regarding its form, style, color code and typology of apartments. Following comments clearly 
illustrate this.  
 

Who decide the form, typology and façades of the upgrading? 
‘Neither city nor tenants have influence on final 
aesthetic decisions. Just us, developers’ 

Z.P. 
investor 

‘Always developers give a final word.’ G.A. 
investor 

‘Even if we (architects) try to influence final design it is 
developer who decides at the end.’ 

A.K. 
architect 

‘Unfortunately nobody asks tenants about it.’ S.P. 
investor 

 
  
Even though architecture of the building played considerable role in increase of 
attractiveness of the projects and consequently influences potential increase of profit, still it 
was undervalued in comparison with maximization of profitable area and stay as marginal 
concerns in the whole process, many times randomly defined. Attitudes vary among 
developers. While some of them are more indifferent regarding this issue, there are still 
others who are more faithful in that respect. 
 

How would you describe the effect of the upgrading on the ‘city image’? 

‘…each new façade is better than old color 
doesn’t really matter…’ 

Z.P. 
investor 

‘…it is developer’s decision. I am very sad because city 
didn’t understand need to protect at least a bit of old 
façade in SZK and protect the spirit of one of the 
oldest neighborhoods in Nis. I tried to convince other 
developers that worked with me in the area to keep the 
same color and roofs but nobody listened to me…’ 

G.A. 
investor 
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‘…I personally prefer pastel colors, but potential 
customers pay more attention on indoor 
environment, so it doesn’t play important role…’ 

Z.V. 
investor 

‘For me color doesn’t play important role, it is 
important to be well incorporated with the rest of 
the neighborhood, which is not always a case.’ 

S.P. 
investor 

 
So it is logical to expect, in absence of any aesthetic regulation, that general outcome of 
upgrading process, both at the city and street scale is out of focus of developers who are 
evaluating success of the product by financial gain. Accordingly, determination of urban face 
and city identity in this case, was the matter of childish game where developers without 
adequate professional background and deeper understanding of complexity of city 
development according to personal preferences defined what used to be called Genius Loci.  
 
However all of them agreed that it would be much easier to work with upgrading if there 
was strictly and clearly defined color code and façade forms through PDR, from the 
aesthetic committee or other responsible institutions. Majority is willing to follow predefined 
regulation, because they are not from within the profession of architecture and urban design 
and defining aesthetic issues for them is more a problem then advantage.  
 
Furthermore, they are calling for better control. Environment that has selective regulatory 
politics created uneven contest and tensions among developers. Better control would 
provide equal conditions for all involved in upgrading business. But ironically in the same 
time many developers who are asking for better control operate consciously out of the legal 
frame. As Z.V. described: 
 

‘…definitely what has to be changed in the legislation, is permission for loft space to 
be designed as apartment space and not as store for tenants. Anyway all of as turn 
them afterwards into apartments and legalize them sooner or later. It is the most 
attractive space, and future residence know that they are buying flat without 
store…even if I personally think that this will cause problem with overcrowding in 
the apartment and affect quality of living…’  
 

Even if majority of them are aware that better control can help revival of collective housing, 
still their perception of better control is very much linear. For majority of them aesthetics 
and form, as well as the negotiation frame of the other party involved in the process and 
their benefits, were of marginal influences on their profit and accordingly control problems 
related to those issues were not pointed out. While, on the other hand, regulatory and 
controlling issues that affect their profit are prioritized in their perception of need for better 
control, such as for instance maximization of profitable area in the loft space. Thus, it can be 
concluded that upgrading from developers perspective has been considered literally as 
business with no concerns about upgrading as urban revival model and only hope for revival 
of collective housing.  
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Street/square scale   
 
Whether certain programs, plans at the city or 
neighborhood scale are considered as marginal or in 
focus, or just as one of many details that have to be 
solved, at the street/square scale all issues are always 
important. At this scale all of them get shaped. 
Street/square scale in general is scale where both scale 
get materialized, experienced and consumed. At this 
scale details that mean everyday life for local residents 
are hardly visible in comprehensive plans, land use 
maps, and business strategies, often remained 
neglected in favor to economical and political 
efficiency means a lot. At the city scale increasing of 
density is equal to more efficient use of space, but for 
residents in the neighborhood where number of 
people increased three time for less then five years, 
increase of density can mean lose of intimacy, social 
tensions or, in contrary expansion of social network, 
liveliness, new services etc. Or for instance, at the city 
scale parking problem is abstraction, usually 
approached through time-space parking zones and 
sanctions, while for one at street scale it means 
occupation of side walk, dust and noise in front of 
his/her window, blocked access to his/her play 
ground or daily friction with first neighbor (Figure 21). 
If city scale is consider as macro geography with many 
micro issues than street/scale can be considered as 
micro geography where always each issue is perceived 
as macro.  At street/square scale all critical issues such 
as parallel work of institutions, controllability, 
legislative contradictions and ambiguities, role of 
actors involved in certain process, informal practices, 
financial strategies, and various manipulations became 
transparent. That’s why if planning practice and in this 
case revival of collective housing is to be improved 
street/square scale has to be taken seriously into 
consideration.  
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                                                                       SZK - context 
 

 
The SZK emerge 1940/41 as one of the first 
modern neighborhood in Niš. It was built as 
residence neighborhood for officials and 
workers employed in Yugoslavian Railway 
Company (YRC). The land was donated by the 
king and YRC financed construction works. It 
was planed as low density multi-family housing 
area consisted of twelve buildings designed for 
YRC employees and two reserved for servants 
and their families in the back part of the area. 
Each building had eight apartments except two 
for servants that had four and smaller size. 
Whole neighborhood is design with typical two 
levels buildings in the spirit of modern 
architecture that time and with large basement 
space and equable façades. (Figure 22) 
 
 
 

Figure 22 SZK site plan from 1940 source Historical archive of Nis 
 
 
At first SZK can be identified with many other typical housing areas (sleeping 
neighborhoods) that companies and industries across the Europe have built for their 
workers. But SZK differs from typical sleeping area for industrial workers because of the 
following. First, regarding social mixture it was designed as socially inclusive neighborhood 
where engine drivers and high officials were living together in the same yard. Second, even 
though if it accommodated different income/social groups in respect to quality of living 
space there was minor differences. According to Building Law from 1931 there was strict 
sanitary regulation for residence building and minimal size of apartments. As Koneski A. 
analyzed, that was the first attempt from planning official to influence building quality 
through regulation or at least regulate the quality of residence.1Namely average size of flats in 
the area was approximately seventy to eighty square meters, whether we are talking about 
apartments for workers or for officials that time. The usual difference is that later had 

                                                 

 
1
 Koneski M. Aleksandra 2011, Uticaj polanskih dokumenata grada Niša na kvalitat stanovanja, specijalisticki rad, Urbana 
obnova-Gradovi u novom milenijumu, Arhitektonski fakultet, Univezitet u Beogradu, ( ‘Impact of the Planning Documents of the 
City of Nis on the Quality of Housing’, in specialistic thesis: Urban revival-the Cities in the new millennium, Faculty of 
Architecture, University of Belgrade, Serbia) pp 32  
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additional room for servant and welcome salon, and common room in the basement for 
preparing food for winter and holidays. With balanced housing standard, arguably class 
differences were diminished to a great extent and consequently, intentionally or not, internal 
social exclusion was avoided to a noticeable level and platform for healthy community life 
was created. And third SZK is located in proximity to city center, that additional increase the 
quality of living to its residents. In that sense, taking into account above mentioned, instead 
of being just one more housing service unit for expanding industry, it become one of the 
precarious neighborhood in Nis, and kept that image over decades.  
  
However, in respect to a wider city context SZK was gated community and partly gentrified 
neighborhood. The whole SZK was even physically enclosed by wooden fence with 
controlled access. At the main gate from the Northern entrance was guardian hut and one 
couldn’t enter the area without specific reason and ID card. Such neighborhoods weren’t 
common in planning practice that time. Exclusive character of SZK strengthened its physical 
but social identity as well. Emphasized identity, balanced quality of living space and socially 
diverse population but still homogeneous in respect to dominated professional preferences, 
eventually create specific environment for one community to grow. 
 
 
SZK and everyday life  
 
In order to evaluate consequences of urban transformation in the neighborhood regarding 
activities patterns and behavioral changes it is necessary to portrait social relation, habits, and 
daily routines that have been practice of everyday life in SZK over decades before recently 
done revival project. 
 
Since it was built SZK haven’t seen any dramatic changes in the neighborhood that had as 
consequence noticeable change in social structure. There were just two noticeable 
interventions. First change happed 1977 and second 1994 when high rise apartment 
buildings have been inserted between existing buildings on the eastern side of the 
neighborhood. Those transformations were first announcement of possible future of the 
neighborhood. But considering their spatial disposition they were more oriented outwards 
and mainly affected directly quality of living of residents in attached buildings while the 
major part of SZK remains unchanged until recent times. Accordingly it can be said that 
community life in SZK has been maintained over almost seventy five years in stable and 
familiar social environment. This relatively constant demographic landscape has considerable 
implication on how community life has been developed in SZK.   
 
Namely, culture of living in multifamily households in Serbia that time and standard of 
housing that SZK provided to its residents, made most of them stay whole life in the 
neighborhood. Majority of apartments were transferred from generation to generation over 
eight decades and constantly kept in family ownership, so indirectly transit character of 
neighborhood was prevented. As outcome of such housing trend, in many cases nowadays 
there are households consisted of few generations live together. Thanks to that, social capital 
has intergenerational continuity. In that way new generations were just continuing to build 
their local social networks based on already established one, inherited from the previous 
generations. Inevitably, social history was more or less transparent and residents knew each 
other very well. Accordingly, even though there were subgroups within the neighborhood, 
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everyday life was built on mutual trust and respect, and even today remains to a great extent 
as such. Many residents, who grown up in the neighborhood perceive SZK as extended 
family. As O.K. describe it:  
 

 ‘…SZK always had a feeling of big and cozy family. There weren’t many people and 
we all knew each other and felt very safe. Mutual trust was that big that we never 
locked entrance door of our apartments…’  

 
or as M.S. said: 
              
             ‘…we even walked in pajamas on the stairs...’ 
 
The strength of network was reflected as well through the interview process. Namely 
when ever I got one of the existing (old) residents to talk with, he/she was willing to 
introduce me to another, while on the other hand situation with newcomers was quite 
opposite. Even when I got someone to carry out the interview, it always ended with 
that person with no further recommendations.   

 
None the less, scale and type of architectural environment and spatial organization of the 
neighborhood contributed to a life style that supported such community life. I am not saying 
that particular architecture or urban design by itself considers particular behavior, but I do 
believe that it provide capacity for particular activity to be developed. With its purity of 
facades SZK stands out as compact ambient whole in comparison with surrounding housing, 
and contributes to its modernistic integrity. But in the same time even though as entity SZK 
can be considered as urban, typology of its buildings was mixture of urban and suburban 
style. Additionally, rather rustic than organized greenery without typical playgrounds for kids 
or organized sitting places that are common for urban housing neighborhoods, create a 
binary atmosphere as many residence describe it, of being in the city center and in the 
periphery/village in the same time. As M.S. pointed out clearly:  

 
‘...always lively but still very intimate…in the city center but still isolated from the rest 
of it…’ 
 

Or how S.I. explains why her family decided to buy apartment in SZK: 
  

‘It was agreement of both. It was somehow romantic and nostalgic. It reminds 
us on village and it had a special spirit. That why we decided to move in.’  
 

Such environment didn’t provide just a possibility to reside in more suburban environment 
but it allowed transitional rural-urban lifestyle and daily customs that are not usual in other 
collective housing neighborhoods in wider city core. It is isolated enough from the busy city 
life to provide peace and privacy, and in same time enough close to all services necessary for 
urban dweller. (Figure 19) 
 
Everyday life in SZK has considered intense social relation. Neighbors were actively 
spending time together. Main place for daily activities was common green space 
between buildings. Kids were playing football there, badminton or other collective 
games while often during the weekends elders were preparing barbeque or cooked 
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some light food, beans, soups, cabbage etc. in the common back yard. Especially, this 
practice were intense in the beginning of autumn when people in Serbia traditionally 
conserve food and prepare woods for winter time. This is not possible in the very city 
center and high rise housing areas. But in SZK, it was natural without any concerns 
that someone will complain about smell or noise. They were helping each other in 
wood storing. Furthermore they organized maintaining of the common space, cutting 
grass and planting flowers and even collecting money when some accident happen or 
someone dies to help family, which build confidence and security in social relation in 
the long run.    
 
Another very important place for social life were big stone entrance stairs in front of the 
southernmost buildings in the neighborhood and self made benches in front of the entrances 
that didn’t have stairs. In the late afternoon, there were self organizing meetings at the 
entrances. It was not necessary to call someone or organize meeting; residents would 
spontaneously foregather on stairs bringing coffee, beer or cookies with them and continue 
chatting with each other long in the night.  It was place where different generations were 
gathered together, solving common problems, making plans for the future and enjoy 
togetherness of so called ‘extended big family’. There was always someone sitting there to 
take care of the kids running around.  Moreover, it was collective gathering point for people 
coming from other neighborhoods. Old wooden entrance door was always half opened, 
leaving the impression of continuous inner space, security and welcome. Especially for 
younger generations that was a symbol of SZK. Based on how residents were using and 
perceived stairs, we can conclude that they were extended collective private space, sort of 
blurred boundaries between public and private. 
 
Obviously considerable level of solidarity was present among the residents. SZK was a good 
example of what Jacobs put it ‘of basic social unit after family or organ of self-
governance.’1One can arguably trace elements of self-managing behavior, with noticeable 
sense for the common, among residents in SZK. But it is highly arbitrary to assume that 
such behavioral pattern has just to do with build environment, in this case small scale and 
transitional rural-urban character of neighborhood. And furthermore that is more relevant to 
suburb or village than for the city scale neighborhood with high density, because there are 
many other influences (political, economical, cultural and wider social context) that 
influenced existence of such social relations. But on the other hand, according to resident’s 
responses to question: Is there changes in everyday life in the neighborhood after upgrading, 
and if, what mainly influenced those changes?, even though some of answers could be 
accepted as highly subjective, many of them even if they acknowledged other influences as 
well, believe that transformation of built environment in fact matters a lot to spirit that SZK 
had before revival and indirectly to way how people behave and use the common space. On 
this issue will be further discussion later in the text.  
 
However in respect to all above mentioned we can conclude that SZK had very developed 
community life before upgrading, based on intense social relation, mutual trust and strong 
social networks and where active use of space play considerable role for it.  
 
                                                 

 
1 Jacobs J. 1961, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Random house, New York, pp 49 
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Management and maintenance  
 
From the very beginning, when SZK was built, 
management of the building stock and common green area 
was under the accountability of YRC. It was based on 
monthly control of apartment’s conditions or indirectly 
control of how households were maintained their 
apartments in order to keep their right to stay in it. But on 
the other hand, management didn’t take into consideration 
periodical capital investment of facades, roofs, side walks 
and infrastructure in general and over time they fall into 
decay, especially after state windrowed from spending in 
public services in early 90’. Over the time, running costs 
were transferred to city maintenance agency. Gradually, 
condition of buildings became very critical. Facades started 
to fall apart and color has been washed out. Old wooden 
roof construction was ready for repairing. Sidewalks were 
damaged. And tenants were unable to undertake 
independently any major reconstruction. Randomly, some 
of them has changed windows or enclosed their balconies.  
 
 
Negotiation as the only chance  
 
SZK was ready for revival but need for it at the city level 
was not recognized almost for ten years, considering the 
time between 1995 when upgrading is officially announced 
and 2004 when PDR for SZK has been finished. That 
implies that there is not comprehension between the 
scales. There weren’t established criteria regarding physical 
condition of building upon which priorities for designing 
of PDR supposed to be organized and reconstruction 
under the revival program allowed. Considering that SZK 
is one of the oldest collective housing neighborhoods in 
the city, it is contradiction that it was one of the latest 
upgraded areas in the city.  
 
In fact, first reconstruction plan for SZK was under 
General Urbanistic Plan (GUP) from 2002 but it has been 
changed right after. I.I. from CPO explained:  
 

‘GUP from 2002 declared demolishing of 5 building 
in SZK and building of three high-rise with large 
underground garage because of lack of free space for 
parking and additionally allowed just one flat to be 
upgraded and not over all buildings in the 
neighborhood. Changes of same plan from 2003 
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allowed upgrading with more than one level, over each building and without 
underground garage and it culminate in PDR 2004.  It is a bit suspicious how and 
on what bases these changes happened but consequences are obvious.’ 
 

This shift won’t be further analyzed because of lack of arguments regarding why it was 
noticeable changed and based on which criterion. But it was important to mention how 
blurred decisions were at the city level and how without deeper analysis and transparency 
such decisions can affect development on neighborhood and street scale. 
 
Considering brief analysis and already analyzed Law of Maintenance of Residence Buildings and 
Apartments (LMRBA) that was on power when SZK started with revival1 we can agree that 
there wasn’t any frame, suggestions or guidelines that clarify the very core of the whole 
process, the negotiation. It is obvious that on the city scale negotiation has not had even a 
marginal role. For developers, who have dominant position in the process, because they are 
not in need to work with upgrading , but in the same time process is full dependent on them, 
negotiations were very much considered linearly. Even though they have particular problem 
with tenants, in general considering high profit margins, negotiation was just the way of 
ensuring its maximum.  
 
But when it comes to tenants’, negotiation was everything for them, both for the community 
on the collective level or for the individuals. For them, basically it is begging and the end of 
the process; the only chance to express their will, and fight for future of their neighborhood. 
And therefore, for them was not linear process at all, as it was for developers, but with many 
interconnected objectives and expectations. Negotiation is process where they can gain and 
lose in the same time. Because for residents their neighborhood is not just another part of 
the city that has to be developed or business opportunity that has to utilized. For them it is 
home. Place of memories, where their parents were living, where them and their kids grown 
up. And any changes even the smallest one, can affect their everyday life in the 
neighborhood. Additionally, they are objectively the only party in the process who are in 
urgent need for revival and consequently their position in the negotiation is very 
disadvantageous in that sense. As P.C. said:  
 

‘We knew in advance that we are loosing our good old neighborhood, peace, 
intimae atmosphere etc. But we had no choice. That was the only chance to 
renovate our homes.’  

 
Despite that PDR for SZK came a bit late in the process considering the city scale, it can be 
assumed that in general, this delay had its positive effects on negotiation process and final 
outcome. Namely, developers working over the years with upgrading acquired certain 
routine in managing the whole process, which is good from the structural side of 
negotiation. But in the same time they became more skilful in finding the way for 
maximization of their profit. On the other hand, over time developers have been filtered to a 
certain degree and tenants in SZK could make a choice based on their previous projects and 
recommendations. Additionally, learning from others residents of SZK became more 
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prepared for negotiations. But having a model from the outside of the neighborhood was 
not always enough for positive outcome of negotiation in respect to desirable objectives, 
especially for those that first undertook renovation. As O.K. explained:  
 

‘Even if we collected information on how others experienced the whole process, 
still it seemed that we didn’t know clearly what our rights are and how far we can 
insist with our demands in negotiation. ‘ 

 
In general, negotiations were initiated on officially organized meeting with tenants 
associations. But to secured and speed up the process, there was informal lobbing with 
individuals that developers found dominant in tenants’ association board. On the other 
hand, there was opposite case as well where some of tenants promoted developer even 
before official board meeting. In the case of weaker associations it caused erosion among 
members and prolonged negotiation process, because such behavior raised suspect that 
individual gain is to be achieved on the cost of collective, in favor of people involved in 
informal lobbing. On the other side, stronger associations took that as advantage to get to 
know developer better or to involved more developers in initial negotiation and increase 
offer and potential benefit. Later was not usual case. 
 
However, based on experience from the others residents from SZK, especially one whose 
building was lastly upgraded, were in the position to optimize their objectives and through 
optimization try to maximize their utility in negotiation. Accordingly, one could expect 
rational choice behavior in this case or at least more rational than in the case of the 
neighborhoods that was among the first in the process without any examples before them. 
But aside from the very fact that having knowledge built on previous experience of people 
involved in upgrading process, having a model had its tricky part that affected optimal 
rational choices to a certain degree. Namely, collective negotiation decisions of tenants 
association, regarding definition of mutual objectives were heavily influenced by experience 
of other associations within the neighborhood and at the city scale. That is tricky because 
their objectives are indirectly dependent on actions undertaken by others in more or less 
different context, both physical and social. This can have for it consequences that certain 
part of space that has micro social and cultural value for everyday life for one community, is 
not relevant for context of others on whose experience objectives have been indirectly made, 
and therefore can stay overlooked in negotiation process. Explaining the nature of 
negotiation and its threats C.S. exemplified one such oversight:  
 

’I still can’t believe how good old entrance stairs that really meant a lot for all of us 
both younger and elders, that were symbol of SZK, in the sea of other objectives 
nobody seriously put on negotiation list. They just decided that stairs has to be 
changed with new one to be incorporated with the rest of the neighborhood. And 
that’s it. We gain some other stuff as others did but they didn’t lose the stairs. We 
lost it.’  

 
Such omission, and particularly this one, affected activity patterns and daily rituals important 
for maintaining of community life. But when is large stake in question as upgrading was for 
the residents of SZK, people systematically deviate from the optimal choices, as it was the 
case here as well. They tended to stick to what previous residence associations actually 
gained from developer with particular additions to it. In their perception, negotiation 
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represent battlefield where they can gain and lose in the 
same time.  Even though objective, pragmatic losses 
didn’t existed, because they didn’t invest anything and in 
turn they received at least minimum of renovation, which 
they couldn’t afford themselves anyway. Losses actually 
represent potential decrease of their desirable objectives. 
So, there was paralytic effect when they start to consider 
demand increase, and in the same time increase possible 

risk of failure in negotiation. Because, as many of them 
pointed out, without clear guidelines and regulation they 
were not aware of their rights and their position in the 
negotiation process. Consequently, many got risk adverse 
and they wanted to secure their optimal prospects and in 
many cases it created cognitive exploiting limits or made 
them play safe and get at least something immediately, 
discounting near future for maximal momentary gain, on 
the cost of more and better later, if they dared to push the 
negotiation limits. In the cases in SZK where tenants 
associations tried to make a choice and stick to rational 
decisions, developer gained because residents sticks to the 
rule, indirectly imposed by developers’ experience. While 
in the cases where irrational negotiation behavior 
occurred, by that I mean that someone dared to go 
beyond the rules, residents increased their benefits. And 
this is obviously reflected in quality of built environment.  
 
Elaborating the nature of negotiation process in her 
building, which was one of the latest upgraded, D.S. 
exemplified very clearly how actually irrational behavior in 
decision making was multiply beneficial for their 
association:   
 

‘Based on the experiences of others we knew that our 
demands limit can be very high. And to be honest, we 
asked as much as we can, sometimes just for sake to 
see what developer is ready to accept to get the 
job…security door for the basement, legalization of 
balconies that we have illegally built, plus balconies for 
the one that have not built themselves, then monetary 
compensation to us who have built balconies our self, 
then to have advantage in buying apartments in 
upgraded part with discount, video security etc.’ 

 
Such irrational behavior on collective level was not very 
usual case. It was more usual on individual scale with two 
extremes. First is the case with very perspicacious tenants 
whose vote was crucial for agreement to be made. Aware 
of it, some of them made extraordinary use of situation 
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and maximized their own benefits playing risky and fully irrational game. One extreme 
example is explained by P.J.: 
  

‘What is interesting is that it was possible to press developer to a great extent. But 
unfortunately we found out really to what extent it was possible when we discovered 
that one of our tenants consciously and unconditionally boycotted upgrading to the 
level when developer was literally offered him free apartment in upgrading part just 
to agree. Of course that this selective trade off become transparent just after 
everything has been finished and happens behind our back’  
 

While the other instance of irrational behavior was at the opposite side of scale. Some of 
tenants that belonged to the minority that had to accept consensus of majority, whether they 
like it or not, took decision to boycott process at any cost, even on their own. Some of them 
didn’t want to accept nothing from developer; they even didn’t allowed part of façade that 
belongs to their apartment to be renovated. Therefore even at the micro scale it can be 
observed unevenness of the revival, totally dependent on individual will, without any 
legislative mechanism to secure consistency of the process. (Figure 25) 
 
Such extreme behavior fueled both by developer’s various simulative strategies used for 
‘pleasing’ tenants for their votes on the one hand, and on the other by LMRBA that 
supported unequal distribution of power in decision making based on 51% consensus, 
caused in some instances social erosion among tenants and weakening of community 
structure. Elaborating on question: did negotiation affected relationship among tenants?  
O.K. explained: 
 

‘In our case yes a lot! Overall atmosphere got worse. Gossiping and trivial 
disputation ‘how it could be’ like are daily preoccupation among tenants.’ 

 
or as K.M. explained situation in his building answering the same question: 
 

‘Unfortunately relations in our case were not that good even before upgrading, what 
he made use of to manipulate and conduct fully his will. This made already weak 
relation even worse.’ 

 
However, taken with negotiation game in order to achieve as much as it possible, arguing 
between quantity and quality, in general at the level of the neighborhood, quantity won in 
the case of negotiation in SZK, especially when it comes to monetary trade-off with 
developers, which will be elaborated later. Consequently, important objectives such as 
common rooms, thermo insulation, parking spaces and respectively occupation of green 
space and sidewalks, containers for increased garbage or the case with old stairs slipped out 
of the negotiation frame. In that way, satisfying lower tenants’ demands developers 
prevented more demanding investments afterwards. That undervaluation of qualitative 
objectives had directly affected experience on street/square scale and determined daily 
activity patterns in the neighborhood.   
 
To that account, even though SZK neighborhood is seen at the city scale as exemplary case 
of upgrading, based on what one can assume that negotiation passed smoothly on mutual 
benefits, there wasn’t a single interviewed who was frankly satisfied both with negotiation 
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and its outcome. In each case developer consciously didn’t respect contract fully, from some 
unknown reason and succeed to avoid control and finalization of the project, maximizing 
his/her profit on the cost of unfinished work. Giving answer to the question: was developer 
fulfilled its contract obligations, through following comments tenants exemplify some of 
much disrespect of agreement, law and professional relation from developer side:  
 
 

Was developer fulfilled its contract obligations? 
 

‘Not really. He didn’t finished a drainage system 
around building, so often our basement get wet, 
ventilation system is not done, roof doesn’t have snow 
barriers and that cause lot of problems, and parking of 
course stayed unsolved. And control body during the 
construction work was very weak.’ 

D.S. 

‘No. Damages that he made during the work on our 
balconies he never repaired, then greenery that was 
attached to the building he ruined during the work and 
never corrected it. Now we are doing it ourselves.’ 

M.M. 

‘Yes, but quality was very low. Even few years after 
façades started to decay.’ 

P.K. 

He didn’t respect part of agreement that don’t allowed 
apartments in the loft space. We took him to the court, 
called inspection but nothing helped. At the end he 
gave us money, and probably them as well and that’s it. 
He got extra space.’ 

P.C. 

‘I would never go for upgrading if we had money to do 
it.’ 

T.S. 

‘He never solved waste problem. We had to by new 
containers. Otherwise we will end up cowered by 
trash.’ 

S.I. 

‘Generally speaking yes, but one of the biggest issues 
parking, wasn’t solved.’ 

S.D. 

 
 
According to their satisfaction with negotiation process many of them regretted missed 
chance to do it better, as they realized that their rights are far bigger than they thought. If 
they have a chance they would change many things in the negotiation such as:  
 

‘I would insist for upgrading to be organized at one time at the level of 
neighborhood, not like in our case each building separately. We were exposed in 
general almost ten years to noise and dust and whole neighborhood looked as 
construction site. It is 10 years!’ A.M. 

 
‘I would add external inspection body elected by existing tenants, who are, even 
thou nobody recognize it, co-founders of the project and they don’t have insight 
into quality of built in materials.’ D.K. 

 
As those comments articulate that negotiation went out of tenant’s control. The biggest 
paradox is that major issues that in fact represent considerable part of their objectives such 
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as: parking regulation, organization of waste plateaus, thermo-insulation, and organization of 
sidewalks were in fact part of PDR for SZK. That further means that one who undertake 
upgrading or any other construction project in the neighborhood supposed to follow 
requirements declared by PDR regulation. The paradox is that tenants were partly negotiated 
with objectives that developer or the city were anyway obliged to fulfill according to PDR. 
Using tenant’s lack of awareness, developers actually had additional elasticity in negotiation, 
pretending that they are willing to meet residents’ objectives and in fact doing what they 
have to do anyway.  
 
 
Tenants between two scales 
 
Namely according to PDR for SZK from 20041, among others, developers were obliged to 
provide following according to: article 1.4.6.5 to enable or not to obstruct indirectly 
pedestrian traffic on the sidewalks (which consequently happened because of insufficient 
parking space); article 1.4.7 provision of plateaus for containers for garbage, visually 
enclosed by wooden or green fence; article 2.8. provision of one parking per apartment; 
article 2.11. all objects design to be harmonized within each other both in general but in 
architectural details as well, in order to create unique and modern ambient. Facades have to 
be with thermo insulation; but in the same time contradiction in regulation allowed 
developer to escape requirements declared by PDR. In that way developer won on both 
sides. 
 

 
 

 

Figure 26 Inconsitance between plans, source Plan for detailed regulation for ‘Stara Zeleznicka 
Kolonja’ from 2004 and Plan for detailed regulation for ‘Stara Zeleznicka Kolonija’ and ‘Rasadnik’ 
from 2007 

 
  

                                                 

 
1
 Plan detaljne regulacije bloka ‘ Stara Železnička Kolonija’ u Nišu donešen na sednici skupštine grada Niša 10. Juna 2004 g.  
Plan For Detailed Regulaiton for SZK from 2004 
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From Konseka analysis of PDR for SZK from 2004 and 2007 it is proved how lack of 
coordination between plans allowed manipulative space for developers’. As she pointed out 
even within the PDR for 2004 there is contradiction for parking requirements, while one 
article demanded one parking per two apartments other demanded one per apartment and in 
PDR 2007 it is changed to ‘as mush as it possible’ and additionally in PDR from 2004 in 
graphic part of PDR parking are positioned over public land which further implied that city 
supposed to built it, while in PDR from 2007 parking are not shown in the plan. As she 
concluded there is a question who is going to provide parking because according to new one 
municipality is not in need to provide parking and according to old one developers are not 
obliged to do so. And in the same time plan forbid parking on the street. 1 It is needles to 
point out that without defined parking and increase density sidewalks, streets and partly 
green space got overloaded by cars, which is again in opposition with regulation that defines 
precisely use of mentioned space. But with lack of control situation will remain unchanged 
for now. (Figure 26) 
 
Furthermore act 2.11. that defines aesthetics or architectural layout of object is pure 
ambiguity. It doesn’t define in what sense new architecture has to be harmonized. Does it 
suppose to be harmonized with style of existing building or new harmonized style has to be 
established at the neighborhood level. Furthermore, what it means ‘unique and modern  
ambient or clearly on what criterion one can achieve such ambient? In first case there are not 
clear guidelines for incorporation with existing style that clearly say for instance if roofs style, 
windows, entrance stairs or color code and materialization of facades has to be kept. In the 
second case, considering that in the area was more than one developer that worked on 
upgrading, it is a question: based on whose design other has to harmonize their own. Is it a 
matter of who started first or who works on majority of buildings in the neighborhood? In 
lack of clear regulation both cases are highly subjective and rise superficial concerns. And 
finally, based on city and neighborhood scale analysis, considering that final word aesthetic 
wise gives developer, it is highly arbitrary, for most of them who are mainly not educated as 
architects, what is definition of uniqueness and modernity in architectural terms. So, this 
issue is left to extremely subjective interpretation and as a consequence asymmetric outcome 
was inevitable. Finally according to same act, thermo insulation has to be done on each 
building. Due to lack of control on the one side, and tenants’ preferences in some cases to 
trade it off for monetary compensation on the other side, thermo insulation jut stayed out of 
list of objectives and neighborhood ended up as exceptional revival phenomena with semi 
thermo insulated buildings.  
  
Furthermore, because of structure of apartments as it was elaborated previously, fully market 
regulated, and additional transformation of loft spaces into apartments, had for its 
consequences  uncontrolled densification that exceeded proposed one to a great extent. 
Within the documents neither number nor type of the apartments per building are defined. 
Accordingly in pursuit for profit, developers tend to maximize number of apartments per 
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 Koneski M. Aleksandra 2011, Uticaj polanskih dokumenata grada Niša na kvalitat stanovanja, specijalisticki rad, Urbana 
obnova-Gradovi u novom milenijumu, Arhitektonski fakultet, Univezitet u Beogradu, ( ‘Impact of the Planning Documents of the 
City of Nis on the Quality of Housing’, in specialistic thesis: Urban revival-the Cities in the new millennium, Faculty of 
Architecture, University of Belgrade, Serbia pp. 39  
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unit. Major part of new apartments is consisted of one bedroom or one room apartments, 
suitable for singles, couples or as it usual case, for students (Figure 27). In that way they 
defined not just density, but future demographic structure as well. There are two possible 
sceneries that can arguable be expected out of this. First is related to lifestyle of 
abovementioned tenants groups singles, couples or students whose housing career can be 
assumed to be shorter, if we consider that as soon as singles or couples run a family one 
room apartment won’t be satisfactory for a long while and later one, students, are any way 
temporary dwellers. In this sense possibility is that upgrading part can become housing with 
transitory character. As second possibility, related to objective demand and supply on 
housing market (see chapter two) and low mobility in housing sector conditioned by low 
standard, it is arguable to expect continuous overcrowding of apartments and further 
increase of density.  
 

 
 
Figure 27 Typology of aprtments in SZK existing and new apartments in upgraded part of the 
building 3 source: Koneski M. Aleksandra 2011, Uticaj polanskih dokumenata grada Niša na kvalitat 
stanovanja, specijalisticki rad, Urbana obnova-Gradovi u novom milenijumu, Arhitektonski fakultet, 
Univezitet u Beogradu, ( ‘Impact of the Planning Documents of the City of Nis on the Quality of Housing’, in 
specialistic thesis: Urban revival-the Cities in the new millennium, Faculty of Architecture, University 
of Belgrade, Serbia pp. 40  
 
 
But raising density means not only increasing physical density of built object and population 
but supposed to mean also increasing density in social relation; in that context housing can 
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no longer be understood merely as provision of dwellings.1 It was essential to provide 
alternatives that allow existing inhabitances to sustain livelihood related to their cultural and 
social production with new residents settled in the upgraded part. But there were not 
initiatives among parties involved in the process to discuss any social component of the 
process.    
 
This analysis gives us understanding of real role of tenants association in the negotiation. 
Even though in some cases they influenced upgrading outcomes, crucial decisions that 
determined character both in respect to build environment and use of common space, as 
well as future social structure, remained out of their power and accountability. So, 
negotiation remains as trivial participatory blanket for ultimate market defined housing 
revival process and tenants association as almost passive recipients of destiny of their 
neighborhoods, defined by others whose commitment to their needs is not even for 
discussion.  
 
It might seems that some of mentioned threats are not very important such as lack of 
containers here and there, bit of common space or sidewalks occupied by cars, some 
buildings partly unfinished, local variation in colors and detailed or few apartments more in 
some of buildings. But when those instances are multiplied on the neighborhood scale and 
take into consideration that local residents face those upgrading left over constantly, then 
issue get importance and become determinate of their everyday life.       
 
 
Upgrading as a new home  
 
It was already elaborated that at the city scale the main result or product of upgrading 
process supposed to be reviving of decaying collective housing while at the neighborhood 
scale final outcome of it was poor profit. As two overarching scales operated with mutually 
exclusive objectives it is logically to expect that importance of the process for the third party 
will remain from those perspectives as marginal concerns. In contrary, for tenants upgrading 
has not have just plastic and pragmatic exchange value that product can generate at the 
market, as it has for other actors, it has use value above all. Measures of efficiency used for 
evaluation of the process such as numbers of renovated buildings, fixed roofs, sold 
apartments etc. overlooked real lives of people who live in these places and may be deeply 
attached to them. An architect or urban planner may decide to change some lines on the 
map or design for some functions to fit better into a particular place and respond to 
particular developer demands; for people on the ground this might mean the loss of history 
and memories and detachment from something that was part of their lives.    
 
In less then five years, considering that first upgrading started in 2004 and lastly upgraded 
buildings are from 2009, SZK undergone tremendous changes in many respects. 
Neighborhood changed its identity to a great extent. The height of the buildings has been 
doubled and that emphasis new color code even more. Once light yellow-gray facades were 
changed for intense in some cases heavy red, orange and brown colors. Old rustic greenery 
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has been removed during the upgrading process and never replaced with new one. Always 
half open wooden entrance doors are changed for security aluminum doors. Wooden shutter 
that gave romantic spirit to whole neighborhood are now mixed with new plastic window 
blinds. Number of people increased more than twice, in some cases even three times. 
Consequently number of cars increased, and once side walks reach with greenery was 
replaced with parking.  All that in sum changed urban experience at the street level and the 
spirit of place. (Figure 28) 
 
Opinions among tenants are different. Tenants that were not born in the SZK, one’s that 
whether recently moved or got married with some of old residents, tend to like more new 
identity:  
 

‘Of course new one is more positive, older one was grey.’ D.S.  
 

‘New is more beautiful.’ P.J.  
 
‘Of course that I liked more new one, it is fresh looking and colors are much nicer.’ 
A.M.  
 

 
Figure 28 SZK before and after regeneration, source Markovic G family album and 
photo PV 

 
On the other hand, people who were born in SZK and who were deeply attached to 
neighborhood and developed strong sense of belonging, without exception are missing old 
atmosphere and hardly accept new identity of their neighborhood: 
 

‘I would like to get back my old SZK.’ Mih.S. 
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‘Definitively I like older one. It was cozy and intimate…New is the same as any 
other upgrading, overcrowded in any sense.’ M.S. 
 
‘Definitively older one, I would never change it if I could. This new facades have 
too intensive colors, and effect is stronger because buildings are much higher.’ O.K. 

 
Abruptly increase of density affects the level of openness, togetherness and privacy. It 
brought phenomena of high density neighborhoods where common behavior 
considers people tendency to isolate themselves from each other. High level of 
individualism that came with new tenants, who are now dominant population in the 
neighborhood, has challenged community life in the area in many respects. The main 
challenges are how local community will continue to maintain their spiritual or ritual 
capacity that keeps togetherness in physically and socially dramatically changed 
environment. Furthermore, how local community will deal with unintentional tendency 
to expand its scale and everyday customs and embrace newcomers in order to secure 
peaces of old spirit. On the other hand, challenge for development of community life 
is matter of what kind of demographic character in neighborhood will be established in 
the long run according to above analyzed possibilities: transit or constant. Now is too 
early for conclusion and any claims are highly tentative, but so far it seems like there is 
clear demographic cut between old and new tenants.1 
 
Based on experiences of old tenants’, relations between them and new comers, after 
several years living together are still in many instances at the very superficial level. 
Following comments are portraying their relations. Addressing the question if they 
know new tenants and what kind of relation they have, some of them said:  
 

‘Bigger part I don’t know.’ M.S.  
 

‘We don’t have any contacts. And of course students are making lot of 
noise.’ O.K. 

 
‘I tried to call some of them for café, but it stayed without response.’ D.S. 
 
‘Insignificant. They don’t have residents culture. They are very loud, and 
impolite. And we actually don’t know how many of them live there. Always 
someone is coming and going.’ P.J. 

 
What is interesting is that new residents that moved in after upgrading but not in the 
upgraded part but in the old part of the building, which is not usual case, are more 
willing to take a part in local community life. In his comments on relationship among 
new and old tenants P.C. has explained:  
 

‘I want to point out those just recently moved tenets in the old part of the 
building are amazing. They invited all of us for welcome dinner and equally 

                                                 

 
1
 This assumption is mainly based on author’s experiences during observation and interview process and on the other hand 
dwells on findings from the interviews with old (existing) residences due to very low response from new tenants.   
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participate in everything what tenant’s board is doing, while tenants in the 
upgraded part don’t care at all.’  
 

Future prospect of tenants association in the case of SZK doesn’t look bright. 
Namely there are two objective reasons for it. First is problem of common space. 
Before upgrading tenants associations consisted out of eight members and they 
organized meetings in some of tenant’s apartments. Now if meeting is to be 
organized, when there are sixteen to twenty four new members, depends of the case, 
and close to thirty members in tenants association, common room is more then 
necessary. But unfortunately in profit driven regeneration, provision of common 
room for such purpose was too expensive for developer and plan overlooked such 
need and didn’t required any common room. Consequently, work of the tenants 
board keep being maintained within old members and with informative procedure 
for newcomers. On the other hand many of new apartments are rented and owners 
are rarely there. Problem is when some bigger issues occur, tenants refer 
responsibility to owners. So any decision making process related to running issues 
end up unsolved, prolonged or in the most of the cases solved by part of tenants 
board consisted of old residents. Such circumstances create tension between new 
and old tenants and daily frictions that in a long run results in eroding of community 
structure or obstruction of its further development. Many times as S.I. pointed out 
this erosion is expressed through disrespect of commons or private:  
 

‘One of the tenants above cut our cable TV connection and plugs her self 
on our account. Entrance security doors are always broken. And often there 
is trash on the stairs.’  

 
One of the most prominent evidence of opposite understanding of commons is two 
behavioral extremes in common public space in between buildings that reflect 
private-public antagonism manifested through individual versus collective contest on 
daily basis. While on the one hand in order to preserve spirit of old SZK, one group 
of old tenants in the southernmost buildings in the neighborhood, keep organizing 
collective action beneficial for wider community. In delay of municipality to adjust 
common space after upgrading they organized voluntary local recycling for plastics 
with intention to use profit for maintenance of common outdoor space. Neighbors 
were separating recycling waste and collecting it in one of the tenants basement. As 
D.S. pointed out: 
 

‘With my grandchild I was walking every day to recycling station and 
separate plastic. It was great idea, kids were learning and neighborhood was 
clean.’ 

 
They couldn’t get recycling machine and action failed at the end. But they continue 
to bring plants from the nature and to maintain common space. They organized as 
well collective cleaning of the neighborhood under the action for ‘Clean City’. 
Furthermore, always tenants association supported humanitarian actions, donation of 
blood etc. Currently, few of them in the afternoons are recycling old TVs, radios and 
other electrical appliances. As they said: ’we are inventing reasons to be together and 
have fun’. All organization was very transparent with intention to include newcomers 
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as well. But just few of them participated. In many cases 
they were not interested. As P.C. described: 
 

‘We wanted to collect one euro per apartment to buy 
twenty odd roses but none of new tenants wanted to 
contribute, with usual comment: ‘why should I give, I 
might won’t be here next year, why I should care.’  
 

Strong feeling for common interest among old tenants is 
contested by prominent individualistic behavior on the 
other hand. The most usual example is silent occupation 
of public space for the purpose of private parking. As 
nobody took responsibility for parking during the process 
nor afterwards, gradually parking become the biggest 
problem in the neighborhood and tenants started to 
organize parking themselves. Parking never was problem 
before as there was always place for all, even if this was 
not always the same place. Nobody tend to mark or 
protect his own parking. But people who bought 
apartment in the upgrading claimed their parking place 
and started enclosing part of the land by chains and 
locked metal triangles protecting parking for their cars. As 
lots belong to the city, and without any permission to do 
so, this behavior is highly illegal and violent. As a domino 
effect some of the old residents started to do the same. 
Consequently, usual situation is that there is number of 
locked empty parking places on the one side, and in the 
same time cars parked at the street and over the side 
walks. With no control and sanction for such behavior 
this trend just increases its scale, scaling down usable 
common space and fueling tension among residents.  
 
 
The quality of outdoor space 
 
As quality of outdoor space play important role as 
platform or capacity for optional activity to happen and 
provoke possible social activity, content of common space 
between buildings is necessary to be analyzed. As 
observation on site showed and interviewed confirmed 
use of common space decrease in comparison with how it 
was used previously, taking into account number of new 
residents settled in the neighborhood. Considering 
content that supposed to invite optional daily activities 
such as kids play, spontaneous encountering, and reading 
book outdoor or playing sports, common space has not 
been changed dramatically after upgrading. It wasn’t 
adjusted and improved according to new demands. It 
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shows both insufficient capacities in quantitative sense 
regarding amount of content and in qualitative sense 
regarding diversity of content. 
 
Namely in the whole neighborhood there is five self made 
wooden benches in front of the entrances, out of which 
one is enclosed by wooden fence and leave impression 
that is reserved for private use, and one is regular park 
bench. And they are made mostly by old residents and one 
can hardly see youngsters sitting there. In that way 
spontaneous gathering in front of the buildings is 
prevented to a certain degree. (Figure 29) 
 
There are two play grounds for kids consisted of one 
sliding board and three flip-flops and swings for kids 
randomly displaced across the grass field without access 
paths. In both cases there is absence of benches or any 
other sitting place nearby. Consequently, parents who 
want to spend time with kids in the yard, reading a book 
or just sunbathing, are forced to stand all the time. As it 
was prominent in observation, lack of sitting places next 
to play ground affect the time parents are willing to spend 
with their kids outdoor. After a while (~15-20min) they 
get nervous and leave the yard.  
 
Furthermore, in front of one of those playgrounds 
(observation point 1) few containers are located in 
proximity of five meters. They are not visually enclosed 
and located on separate platform so the feeling is that they 
belong to the play ground. Half-open, they attract street 
dogs and in that way additionally decrease quality of space. 
Another play ground is located in front of the building 
that is still under construction almost five years and it is 
surrounded by construction material left over (observation 
point 6). It is not pleasant visually and it is not very safe 
for kids to play and consequently this playground is less 
occupied. (Figure 30) 
 
As cars are parked all around, visual and in many cases 
physical accessibility between parts of common space are 
relatively low and continuity of space is blocked indirectly 
(Figure 31). For cycling and skate boarding kids use street 
instead of sidewalks which are occupied by cars or locked 
by chains and metal triangles. In absence of sport ground 
football, tennis and other sports are practiced on the 
street. Surrounded and interrupted by cars, play comfort is 
very low. Additionally there is not increase of capacity for 
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day care and health services in the neighborhood regarding increased number of residents.  
 
In general quality of outdoor space is extremely low and hardly invites basic daily 
activities. Existing content is just oriented towards kids at the level of elementary 
school. For teenagers and adults as well as elderly there isn’t even a basic infrastructure 
that can allow/invite them to spend time in the neighborhood. Instead of being 
medium for social mixing and mingle platform for residents, common space just 
contributes to displacement of activity to nearby parks and in the city and accordingly 
obstruct possible spontaneous encountering of neighbors while doing daily leisure 
activates necessary for casual social relation, and further fostering of community life in 
the neighborhood.  
 
 

 
 
Figure 31 Parking situations in SZK 
 
 
Comparing intensity of social activities and how common space has been used before 
upgrading (based on interviews) and how it is used today after upgrading (based on 
interviews and observation) it can be concluded that the use of common space is very 
low and social interaction between residents in general decreased in respect to amount 
of people moved in after upgrading. It has to be taken into account that new residents 
need time to attach to the place but as well that there are other socio-economical 
forces and lifestyle trends that influence use of space. So conclusion has to be 
perceived as cross-section of the situation in real time. On the other hand what is 
prominent from the analysis is that beside the time needed for attachment to place, 
new residents are not seeing necessity to spend time in the neighborhood while the old 
one turned to themselves in enclosed social circles. To use Jacobs J. phrase, it seems 
that new and old residents so far ‘just share a fragment of geography’ ant nothing 
more. Community life and atmosphere of the old SZK is visible just in traces. One 
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who have never seen old one can hardly imagine the spirit it had. Upgrading becomes 
new home both for old and for new residents. As A.C. concluded:  

 
‘Everything is changed, environment and people, daily customs and rituals. SZK is 
not our anymore, it is everyone’s.’   
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Chapter Four:  
Concluding Discussion / Learning from the scales 
 
Discussion 
 
Even though context, in which urban development projects happen, plays important role, 
there are lesson to be learned across the operational scales in which those development get 
shaped, irrespectively of any given settings. There is a constant need for accumulating 
knowledge of the mechanisms behind the urban transformations, whether we are talking 
about new developments or regeneration projects. Any urban transformations begin with 
positive aim in mind and strive for better ‘after’. Despite the common goals of parties 
involved in such projects, each of them operates in different legislative environment, with 
different financial capacity and expectations, with different political or entrepreneurial 
agendas or with different urgency in respect to the project. All initial plans get more or less 
changed through the interplay of those individual preferences and conditions.  Therefore I 
believe that comparison between different scales, in which those processes happen, is 
constructive way to contribute to the overall knowledge of city building and in order for 
urban planning and design practice to be improved.  
 
In spite of a common problem of revival of decaying housing in Nis, there were quite 
different approaches, motives, intentions and expectations that actors involved in the 
upgrading process have had. In all three scales that were investigated, the most prominent 
problems were legislative frame and controllability over the process. But on each level 
different problem was highlighted. For instance, at the city scale biggest issue was 
fragmented governance and unadjusted work of public institutions within the process. On 
the other hand, for the executive body at the neighborhood level financial construction was 
of major concerns. While for the residents management of the negotiation phase was crucial. 
However, the main objective was regeneration and it was common for all. From that point 
of departure there are valuable lessons that actors on each scale can learn from each other 
and in that way contribute to more successful outcome on mutual benefit in the future 
upgrading projects.  
 
In analyzing the scales investigation focused on upgrading as a process and as a product.  
Even though process and product were main categories for investigation of the upgrading, a 
few elements emerge prominently as a common determinant for all scales in respect to 
which process were mostly influenced and materialized. Those elements are motives, 
interests, legal rights, financial resources, controllability, and time perspectives. In this way, 
dividing the issue into components, it was easier to evaluate similarities and differences 
between the scales and operational mechanism behind. In order to sum up the analyses 
following discussion will continue with cross scale comparison.  
 
If we consider overall upgrading process, the biggest discrepancy between the actors across 
the scales one can observe, was in their initial motives to run/enter the process. The only 
motive that planning authorities at the city scale had to start upgrading process was 
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adaptation of flat roofs with inevitable production of residence space. But according to how 
upgrading was initiated we can agree that focus was on roofs reconstruction. On the other 
hand, actors at the neighborhood scale or executive body saw just excellent business 
opportunity and platform for building career in construction and real-estate industry with the 
lowest possible risk. Although, there was obvious necessity at the city scale to trigger the 
process, in practice for both parties it was more a matter of choice then the matter of need. 
While motives of the residents were based on emergent need for revitalizations of their 
homes, and not just roofs but all possible reconstructions. There was no other solution and 
they had to accept whatever was offered. For them it was not a matter of choice.  The 
paradox is that the one who were in the urgent need had not any influences on the dynamic 
of the process; when it will start, how it will be organized etc. However, unrelated to each 
other and without strategic frame to underpin and connect them, different but strong 
motives, remained as continues drawback throughout the process.   
 
 

Components City 
scale/regulatory 
body 
 

Neighborhood 
scale/executive 
body 

Street scale /recipient 
body 

Types of actors 
involved 

Municipal 
communal agency, 
parking service, 
Naissus, EPS, IFU, 
CPO, CCI 
 

Private developers, 
banks, real-estate 
agencies, 
architectural firms 
and contractors  

Existing and new 
tenants 

Motives/Vision Renovation of 
decaying flat roofs  
 

Business 
opportunity  and 
career in 
construction 
industry 
 

Urgent need for 
reconstruction  
 

Interest  Carrying out revival 
on minimum of 
public expenditures 

Maximization of 
individual profit 
 

Maximization of 
individual profit 
through satisfaction of 
collective gain/old 
residents 
 

Financial 
resources  
 

Weak 
 

Good Very weak/old 
residents; not 
relevant/new residents 

Legal rights 
 

Weak Not well defined  Strong but not 
utilized/old residents 

Control over 
process 

Extremely weak;  
Presence of semi 
closed control  

Good Weak/old residents 

Time perspective  Not relevant Momentous   Short term  
 

 
Figure 32 Cross scale comparison  
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In contrary with what one can expect, based on dissimilarities of motives and that is logically 
different interests, it seems that interests among the actors on each scale were very similar in 
its nature, and that is maximization of the individual profit. When it comes to the city scale, 
by ‘individual’ is considered both personal gain and profit of public companies and 
institutions that operated as separate units in the system, with transparent individualistic 
agenda in the case of upgrading. Among them national water and electricity companies 
(Naissus and EPS) demonstrated highly entrepreneurial behavior. Irrespectively to common 
benefit of all citizens, in order to increase number of customers they indirectly supported 
illegal activities in the process and prevented its advancement along the way. While at the 
city level, in general it was a chance to carry out revival of collective housing on minimum of 
public expenditures. 
 
In the case of residents, at the neighborhood scale, there were not attempts of achieving 
common strategy between neighbor tenants associations in order to strengthen tenants’ 
position in the process. Instead, each of them established its own set of interests and 
conducted process independently. But here it has to be considered that it was rather new 
situation for them and without proper mediation in the process it is ambitious to expect such 
level of organization and governance. That trend is continued within the tenant’s 
associations, with various strategies for maximization of individual utility, in many cases at 
the cost of collective gain and erosion of community. It is needles to discuss interests of 
private developers in the project that is fully dependent of the market. This multilevel 
entrepreneurial behavior within the process was materialized through highly uneven 
outcome of the upgrading, in terms of its quality of both construction and common space 
between buildings. At the street level, this asymmetry remains visible at each corner in the 
upgraded neighborhoods. However, we have to acknowledge that there were exemplary 
cases of collectivity and well established common interests that we saw in the SZK that, 
unfortunately were not fully facilitated and therefore lost the strength to evolve further. They 
will be further discussed under ‘Social or community related gap’. 
 
For every regeneration process of large scale, such happened to be in the case of Nis, 
financial recourses are of great importance for its success. Even though if there were 
discussions in the CPO and IU at the very beginning that city itself should undertake the 
whole upgrading process, financial recourses of the local government to support (to 
prioritize upgrading at the cost of other capital investments) were insufficient, and they 
remained as such so far. Additionally, there are hardly a few percents of publicly owned 
rental apartments in collective housing. Therefore, with lack of interest, they kept mediating 
position in the process. On the other side, tenants associations consisted of impoverished 
households hardly succeeded to keep up even with running costs in past decades. Their 
financial capacity to run capital reconstruction investments on their own was out of 
question. Accordingly, tension that remained between private households and aging of large 
housing stock on the one side, and financial incapacity of the city government on the other, 
opened door to private developers, and let the market define the rules and dynamic of the 
process.  Ironically, it happened that upgrading has experienced progress when other state 
sectors collapsed.  
 
An obvious concern that arises from such financial model for upgrading is who actually 
formulates the visions for the development of the city, or for a specific part of the city. Even 
though if the issue cant be simply polarized, question that stay unclear, is the process driven 
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by initiatives taken by the local government or by initiatives taken by the business sector? 
Who actually made it possible? Another question that calls for analysis is: how long decaying 
housing would remain neglected if there wasn’t privatization of large state enterprises that 
financially fueled first wave of upgrading? As well as what will be the financial strategy for 
revitalization of modernistic high-rise housing stock that couldn’t fit in this financial model 
of revival?     
 
After whole sale privatization in the beginning of ’90 tenants associations became a 
collective owners of the properties (collective housing). Therefore, legal rights of the local 
government to influence the tenant’s decisions making process regarding upgrading were 
relatively weak. On the other hand, legal frame for developers continued to change along the 
process: as they commented, negatively for them. In practice they were more obliged to 
respect tenant’s rights and the public properties in the same time, for instance 100% of 
tenants’ agreement and obligatory parking lots. As a consequence, many of them backed 
down from the process. In parallel with enforcement of legislative frame for the upgrading 
from the higher scale, along the process tenants associations became more aware of their 
legal rights and accordingly that gave open door to redefinition of the role they played in the 
process. Even though, their rights from the very begging were strong, they were not utilized 
them fully. Here I am discussing both collective rights at the level of association and 
individual resident rights in respect to upgrading process, because both have been improved. 
Collective rights because tenants became more aware of them and individual because from 
2011 any capital investments has to have 100% agreement of all tenants.     
 
In spite of the fact that revival as a process in its nature considers a long term vision for the 
objects and areas in question, in the case of the upgrading in Nis, time component was of 
marginal concerns. Planning authorities didn’t have any development plan for the upgrading 
at the city scale: established priorities regarding conditions of the buildings or neighborhoods 
and developed plan for interventions in phases. Accordingly, time perspective of upgrading 
process at the city scale was out of frame. It was and still is considered more as 
natural/spontaneous phenomena. Thus, actors at the city scale retained a lethargic attitude 
towards the process along the years.  
 
On the other hand, as dynamic of the process was dictated by market, actors at the executive 
scale in general had just momentous ‘freelens’ perspective; literally from building to building 
with risk assessment in mind. While conditioned to wait, on the one side, from the IU for 
their area to be defined by PDR, and on the other side suitable market condition to attract 
developers, residents had no influence on time dynamic of the upgrading neither on the 
larger scale nor when it comes to neighborhood or street scale. For example in the SZK 
there are two buildings, which five years after they started with upgrading, still remained 
unfinished, making surrounding common space as construction site. Developers left and it is 
a question for how much long buildings will remain as half finished.  There are not 
mechanisms that tenants can use to push the project forward.  
 
As upgrading was perceived as ‘self-organizing’ process on the side of the city planning 
authorities, and therefore carried out without specific frame in any sense, as it was explained 
above, consequently control over the process on the side of institution accountable for it 
was weak. As it progressed sporadically and in waves, control was conducted in similar 
manner. In absence of specifically established evaluating criterions for upgrading and the 
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work of executive body, control remained at the general level. Consequently, anomalies such 
as asymmetric densification, unbalanced typology of apartments, absence of common rooms 
etc. became a rule along the process and affected to a great extent quality of the final 
outcome. In the same time, unaware of their legal rights and frustrated because of collective 
financial incapacity, tenants controllability stayed in the domain of single property and within 
the self pre-defined limits, that were in many cases depressingly low. Disusing control we 
can’t avoid discussing rights that are being controlled. And as Harvey put it forward, we 
inevitably have to confront the question of whose rights are being identified in the process, 
while recognizing, as Marx said "between equal rights force decides'1. In this case, investors 
and contractors, aware that both sides need them if process is to be carried out, using 
financial dominance as a force, took over control of the process to a great extent. Thus, as 
business interests dominated, the vision for the future of the upgrading was structured on 
the bases of the individual preferences, which is extremely prominent at the street scale.  
 
The physical regeneration of the collective housing that was upgraded produced visible 
differences between the cases regarding aesthetics and quality of construction. Connection to 
old typology would help in maintaining the identity and feeling of community. Design 
connected to the character of the place strengths the sense of belonging. In spite to that, in 
most of the cases investors wanted to erase existing identity and overlay it with something 
completely different. As the upgrading was mostly functional and conditioned by existing 
forms, the aesthetic distinctions were achieved through saturated color codes used on the 
facades, which in most of the cases were generic and without respect to local contexts. There 
was no attitude to renovate the building as the building thought to have the value for the 
residents and value for the city. Instead, aesthetic was generated throughout superficial 
contest between investor and contractors, where design was employed not to improve living 
conditions and urban experience but as contesting make up device in favor to increase 
attractiveness of the project on the market with hope to invite residents of higher income. It 
was only the better appearance of the buildings that is the goal aimed for.  
 
Therefore the layer of new living space, in the upgraded part of the buildings, emerged 
detached to a great extent from physical and social reality on the ground. In most of the 
cases design was used tendentiously to create transparent break with identity of the former 
development. In that way was created architecture of polarization, which strongly 
communicates antagonism between old, undesirable, former public, lower quality, collective 
and new, contemporary, higher quality and individual. Articulated by the forms of the 
facades, typologies of the apartments, quality of the interior halls, quality of entrance doors, 
in the case of SZK with thermo insulation etc. clear cut between upgraded and existing part 
of the building was established. However, this model is perfect example of localized and 
materialized logic of market driven development. In larger push for profit, in order to 
achieve the image of a higher value of new apartments on the market, developers artificially 
created competition at the micro scale (scale of the building) using design as a tool. 
Consequently, phenomena that occurred considering social dimension of upgrading are 
emerging of polarized sense of belonging and attachment to place. The impression from the 
interviews was that while the residents from the old part of the building tend to maintain the  
                                                 

 
1
 Harvey D. 2012, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution, published by Verso,  London, pp  
XV 
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Figure 33 Architecture of 
polarization, neighborhoods of ‘Nova 
Zelenicka Kolonija’, ‘Rasadnik’ and 
SZK (photo PV) 
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sense of belonging to old neighborhood neglecting new development, new tenants on the 
other side, tend to neglect old part and remain attached just to the upgraded part of the 
building/neighborhood.1 I want to point out that this is more present in the cases of full 
upgraded neighborhoods than in the cases of single building (Figure 33) 
 
On the other side, as the implementation were organized at the building not at the 
neighborhood scale, there are instances where some of the tenants associations within the 
neighborhood didn’t want to undertake upgrading from various reasons, such as the case in 
‘Rasadnik’, ‘Čarnojeviceva’ or some of the neighborhoods in ‘Knjazevačka’ street. Isolated 
decaying object remained as testimony of resistance to chaotic renewal process driven by 
market forces.  Tension between the renewed and the old buildings creates the feeling of 
discontinuity and social segregation, as well as erosion of community, because the bad 
outcome of the upgrading is considered as reflection of bad relation between tenants. Thus, 
social dynamic behind the process remains materialized in the uneven landscape of renewed 
neighborhoods. So, overall upgrading aesthetics can be characterized as patchwork collage, 
which affects the spirit of new/revived neighborhoods. (Figure 34) 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 34 Isolated decaying object in ‘Rasadnik’ (photo PV) 
 

                                                 

 
1
 Observations elaborated here are based on the case study of SZK neighborhood and have no tendency to be 
generalized at the city scale. 
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In order to give a comprehensive overview about the 
quality of the upgraded housing at the city scale, in terms 
of material being used, additional investigation is needed. 
Therefore I will briefly comment here results from the 
observation and interviews. In upgraded neighborhoods 
in Knjaževačka Street, just approximately ten years after 
upgrading was finished, many facades eroded and colors 
almost vanished and some of the roofs already started to 
decay. In ‘Čarnojevićeva’ and ‘SZK’ neighborhoods 
because of bad finishing works, basements are constantly 
getting flooded after snow and rain. In ‘SZK’ residents 
complained that some of the roof started leaking, just 
two years after upgrading was finished. Another common 
image is uncovered heating and water installation in the 
common halls and to low quality of sounding insulation 
in upgraded flats. (Figure 35)  
 
One thing that remains as a prominent similarity for all 
upgrading projects without exceptions is ruined common 
space between the upgraded buildings. That brings 
another 
layer of asymmetric development and antagonism of the 
revival process in Nis. Namely, phenomena that occurred 
here is that we got spaces that has to be urgently 
regenerated as a direct consequence of the regeneration 
process. However, quality of outdoor spaces decreased in 
the areas where upgrading was undertaken. Envisioning 
of common green spaces to become meeting point for 
new and existing residents, where the maintenance is 
performed by collective inhabitance using it, were not 
more than utopian model. Complete absence of initiative 
of planning authorities to secure that vision, made this 
model fail. Instead, those spaces became contesting 
grounds for parking, creating frictions between neighbors 
on a daily base. Because of regulation inconsistency and 
ambiguity, obligations and responsibilities for common 
spaces remain unclear. And as consequences in some 
cases such as neighborhood in Branka Radicevica st. 
where common green spaces are almost fully turned into 
parking or as in Knjaževačka street sidewalks are turned 
into garbage containers plateaus. The irony is that 
problem of public spaces between the buildings is 
perceived at the city scale as collateral damage of an 
increase car dependency trend and not as direct legacy of 
the upgrading process (Figure 36). 
 
Participation of the residents in the upgrading process 
played a crucial role. But, negotiation process, served not 
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much as instrument for maximization of residents’ benefits but rather as blanket for vague 
participatory development, in which residents rights were consciously manipulated by 
monetary compensation offers and legislative gaps. Unfortunately, ultimately driven by profit 
with basic functionality of the upgrading in mind, prioritizing its exchange and physical 
value, developers and authorities at the city scales totally neglected that the maintenance of 
the communities, through acknowledging their rights and meeting their objectives along the 
negotiation process, have a great importance and matters for the social life afterwards. 
Instead of moving towards people oriented revival process, using their inevitable 
participation and focused on use value of space, actors on the city and neighborhood scale 
pushed forward transparent agenda of targeting places rather than people and buildings that 
needs redevelopment not the people that need homes. That consequently leads throughout 
negotiation to wincing sense of community and adds to the rising trends of high 
individualization.  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 36 Green spaces into parking lot, Branka Radicevica st. (photo PV) 
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In contrary to the belief that new form of urban 
governance widened participation and deepened 
democracy, post-political condition in fact annuls 
democracy and evacuates the proper political dimension1, 
downloading responsibilities from municipal level to the 
level of neighborhood and even smaller units such as 
tenants association of a single building, along with 
increasing inequality in access to decision making 
(responsibility without power). There was not a single 
policy that secured democratic arena necessarily for 
residents’ participation. The whole negotitio was 
structured as unwritten agreement but with already 
predefined conditions, where residents were more 
making choices out of offered objectives from the list, 
then crating its own and fighting for them.  
 
However, uneven power relation in negotiation between 
developers and residents has been enveloped in ‘fair play’ 
role game, which officials from CPO used to transfer all 
responsibility for any undesirable consequences of the 
upgrading on tenants and developers, and released 
themselves from the same. Results from the interviews 
proved that. Anomalies that happened along 
implementation process, tenants partly took as their own 
incapacity to carry out negotiation, transferring/sharing 
negative results within each other, and partly transferring 
the same to investor and contractors. Such attitude 
created frustrations and the feeling of guiltiness and 
regret that remains as crack in the community structure 
in many cases. This led us to confirm that these model of 
housing regenerations lead to rather regressive social 
changes in the area. 
 
However there are achievements that have to be 
acknowledged, whether they were done intentionally or 
not. Firstly, considerable part of the collective housing 
was regenerated. Even though if in many cases quality is 
critical and not highly satisfactory still conditions of the 
buildings were improved whatsoever. For instance, 
construction of the buildings SZK between seventy and 
eighty years old, was reinforced, totally ruined roofs were 

                                                 

 
1 Swyngedouw E. 2011, ‘ The Zero-Ground of Politics: Musing on the  
Post-Political City’ in Urban Asymmetries: Studies and Projects on  
Neoliberal Urbanization Edited, by TKaminer, T., Robles-Dúran,  
M. & Sohn, H. 010Publisher Rotherdam 2011 pp. 24 
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replaced with new one etc. Secondly, through maximally efficient use of space (it refers to 
buildings not to common space between them) noticeable amount of new housing was 
provided. Taking into account that upgrading, as housing model, doesn’t require completely 
new infrastructure in terms of electricity and water supply, access roads, telecommunication 
networks etc. but just local extensions of existing one, part of public budget were saved. 
Thirdly, because of renovation and added facilities such as heating system, elevators, internet 
and cable TV, owners of the old apartments in the upgraded buildings got double benefit: 
firstly, apartments use value increased and consequently the quality of life in those 
apartments, and secondly, revival brought increased exchange value at the real-estate market. 
Fourthly, considering all process, regarding mobilized working labor in the time of severe 
economic circumstances, upgrading underpinned construction industry in the city to a 
certain extent. Additionally, it served as medium for transformation of the part of the capital 
that was generated after privatizations of the state enterprises. Namely, investing in the real-
estates and consequently into upgrading, part of public capital remained in the city. 
Furthermore, it can be assumed that living standards of students increase slightly, because 
many of apartments in the upgrading were intentionally bought for renting purpose with 
student population in mind.1 As unintentional consequence of not carefully analyzed and 
produced apartments’ typology, demographic structure in upgraded neighborhood is 
refreshed. This brings many challenges in the renewed neighborhoods but it brings much 
potential as well. And finally, it indirectly forced planning authorities to change some of the 
regulations for the better of the city, residents and development of housing sector in general. 
For example regulations related to parking and equal rights of all residents in decision 
making process at the level of tenants association.  
 
 

Potentials for further research-learning from the 
accidental and filling the gaps 
 
In the case of Nis, upgrading renders how a small, I would argue, accidental initiative in this 
case, can mobilize horizontal developmental forces to run an urban transformation process 
demanding in many respects. Namely, as it was elaborated, process was carried out 
sporadically over seventeen years (since 1995) without any formal strategic program from the 
side of planning authorities that supposed to provide guidelines and suggestions regarding 
priorities, time perspective, legal rights, expectations etc. Having that in mind, we have to 
agree that process in practice has nothing to do with intentions from the actors at the city 
scale. Instead, it has a lot to do with decade long struggles over how the qualities of living in 
the decaying collective housing will get improved and it has to do with many people seeking 
some kind of response to structural changes towards market oriented governance that 
brutally marginalized housing sector and the qualities of daily life of citizens. In time of great 
economical recession, when more than fifty percent of the population in Nis hardly survive, 
tenants associations who had neither experience in negotiations about capital investments 

                                                 

 
1
 Author based this assumption on interviews with tenants and real-estate agencies. For generalization it need 
further investigation.   
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nor professional advisors or consultancy regarding it, and financially incapable to carry it out 
themselves, together with investor and developers, learning day to day from each other and 
from financial and legislative struggles, succeed to revive considerable part of collective 
housing stock. In doing so, as investigation shows, they produced practical, valuable 
knowledge based on everyday experience that has to be acknowledged and utilized as 
constructive asset in the future housing revival programs. Following discussion has intention 
to map most prominent lessons learned from the cross scale analyses with suggestions and 
questions for further research. I will elaborate on crucial criticalities that investigation 
brought at the surface: financial, strategic, legislative, control and social or community 
related gaps. 
  
 
Strategic gap 
 
As this investigation shows, one sporadically defined, local legislative act, in combination 
with unpredictable structural changes and fueled by market logic, had ability to evolve into 
chaotic urban transformation process of noticeable scale. The case of upgrading in Nis 
portrayed, number of critical issues that unfortunately at the city scale even if responsible 
officials were aware of it, and according to their interventions in practice, remained as a 
marginal concerns. Nevertheless, aside from positive outcomes, upgrading created 
tremendous problems and challenges as well. Therefore, even though it might seems very 
obvious, there is an urgent need for larger scale recapitulation of upgrading process, 
necessary for development of platform for future housing revival strategies, especially related 
to high-rise socialist housing blocks that were not part of this revival model.  
 
 
Financial gap 
 
If we compare all scales, in order to analyze financial capacity necessary for upgrading and 
renovation to be undertaken, it seems that there was more lack of strategic thinking towards 
possible solutions for generation of initial capital then objective lack of source of finance for 
the project. In this case, both tenants associations and planning authorities can learn valuable 
lesson from developers. Developers were basically in the most disadvantageous position in 
the process, because they had to meet requirements of two other scales, both legislative and 
quality wise, but in the same time to meet the needs of the future tenants as well. But 
nevertheless, they succeed to manage the situation and fill finical gap necessary for process 
to begin. By this I am not referring to their private capital but to strategy they used to run 
the project in the cases where private capital was insufficient. One of the most common 
strategy, as it was explained in the analyses, was giving noticeable simulative discount to the 
clients who wants to buy apartment but who are willing to pay initial payment in advance 
(before the project even start) and pay progressively the rest along the construction works; 
basically to finance their own apartments not to buy it. Even though with considerable risks 
related to the dynamics of the implementation, this model was perceived as very successful 
according to developers, and it was used by many of them to start the business in 
construction industry. In the case of developers, risk was related to high profit expectations 
in the shortest possible time, while in the same time they constantly exceeded the initial 
financial resources in attempt to maximize the profit and met with possible delay in 
finalization, because of legislative ambiguities.  
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There is a question why neither city nor tenants associations didn’t try to wok with similar 
model, even though if their risk and expectations were much lower then one that developers 
had? If we consider that both parties supposed to work with revival as main objective, not 
profit, then using this model could be sufficient for achieving the same.  
 
On the one side, city could utilize this model very simply. As a mean of subsidize, 
apartments in the upgrading produced by city, can be offered at the market slightly below 
the current prices. In that way, together with discount for pre-paid clients, initial capital for 
the beginning of construction can be provided. After full price is paid, generated surplus 
capital can be invested in another housing regeneration project. Basically this model can 
work as domino effect. Additional benefits at the city scale will be: better control over 
produced typology of apartments and quality of work, predictable time perspective, and 
possibility to allocate certain percentage of apartments for social housing program using 
additional subsidize from the government. On the other side, the same model can work for 
tenants associations with one difference. As they focused on the renovations of their homes, 
generated surplus capital can be shared among tenants, invested in improvement of common 
space or saved for other capital investments in the future. This model can provide a 
possibility to the community to get together and allow them to define their problems and 
create solutions without external market pressure and in doing so to, instead of eroding, to 
strengthen social network and community structure. And more than that, working directly 
with future residents and their needs create platform for smooth integration with them 
(Figure 32).  
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Figure 38 Conceptual financial models for upgrading 

 
 
Legislative gap 
 
Analysis of the city is carried out today using mainly analytical and quantitative tools that 
ignore many realities that influence urban areas and the people living in them. There is 
ongoing problem in planning practice in Nis, and I believe in many other cities, and that is 
wasting of practical knowledge produced along the process. Throughout the analyses some 
extraordinary legislative gaps were illustrated. For example, legal provision of water and 
electricity supply to illegal apartments, decision making based on the consensus of majority 
with negative consequences on individual rights, overlapping obligation for provision of 
parking within the PDR etc. But as the analyses exemplified, because they become visible 
late in the process, delayed reaction and in some cases even without it, made the 
consequences of those legal irregularities enormous. As we saw, materialization of regulative 
anomalies was not instantly visible at the city scale or at least not registered as potential 
problem and accordingly their possible long term consequences remained neglected.  While 
in the same time, at the neighborhood and street scale those critical issues were experienced 
and noticed immediately. But the problem that exists is disconnected information flows and 
its utilizations between the scales. Professionals in academia and bureaucratic administration 
tend to neglect simple but valuable knowledge from the people on the ground. To use 
Harvey’s expression:  
 

‘…what we academics so often forget is the role played by the sensibility that arises 
out of the streets around us, the inevitable feelings of loss provoked by the 
demolitions, what happens when whole quarters get re-engineered…’1 

 

                                                 

 
1
 Harvey D. 2012, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution, published by Verso London. pp  
XI 
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We can’t afford to wait for analysis years after the process is finished. In time of rapid and 
chaotic urban transformation we need instant information along the process for fast 
improvements. Thus, future upgrading or revival processes, as well as other types of urban 
transformation, can be improved by using self-evaluating model (as I like to call it legislative 
self-detoxification model). What I mean by that is introduction of the obligatory analytical 
reports (perhaps monthly reports) for tenants associations and contractors that will have to 
contain analyses of the implementations, observations, criticalities but suggestions for 
improvements of the process as well. At the end of the process final report is required. IU 
and CPO will be obliged to give a feedback report with planed improvements in a given time 
(perhaps per semester). In that way, planning authorities will have transparent insight in the 
realities on the ground but obligation to react to it, as well. Furthermore, actors between the 
scales will be able to use the knowledge produced on a daily bases, inform each other and 
improve the process instantly. Consequently, transparency and accountability will enforce 
each other. Accordingly, tenants associations that have in plan to undertake upgrading or any 
capital revival investments in the future will have summarized experience on their disposal. 
In that way knowledge flow will be secured and available in usable form. (Figure 32)  
 
 
Controllability gap 
 
Analyzes rendered fascinating controllability gaps along the upgrading process. Upgrading 
and regeneration of the collective housing didn’t have the same meaning and importance for 
the actors involved at the different scales. Unfortunately, ones for whom process matters the 
least, in a sense of its use value, developers, had the most control over it and vice versa ones 
who care the most for the quality of the outcome, residents, had marginal influence on the 
control. And in the same time, the one who supposed to have control, actors at the city 
level, were practically indifferent. Again as it was the case with legislative gaps, the flow of 
information between the scales was the crucial problem regarding effective control over the 
process. But here focus is more on empowerment of actors involved in the control at all 
scales.  
 
Obviously, at the city scale radical measures regarding control at the structural levels have to 
be done, which consider introduction of intra and inter institutional control between the 
institutions involved in the process. But this won’t be enough if we want control in general 
to be improved. In order to secure efficient control we have to identify rights for all parties 
involved in the process. Therefore similar to self-evaluating model, I suggest auto-control 
system. For developers, as executive body, one of the biggest issue control wise was the 
unequal control of the other investors involved in the process that has as a consequence 
unequal and selective operational environment and formation of clientilism. Thus, in the 
auto-control system developers will be obliged to control the work of other developers and 
to be controlled by others in a given time period (perhaps in quartiles) and in a given 
legislative form, and submit to the CPO. In that way, more balanced working environment is 
aimed to be achieved. But in order to underpin control on both scales internal control from 
the tenants associations, the ones who really care about the quality of the upgrading, is 
suggested. Namely, within the auto-control system, it will be required from tenants 
association to carry out thorough control of both developers and contactors on the one side, 
and construction inspections on the other side. Tenants have to be changed monthly in 
order for control to be transparent and any exclusive activities to be prevented. Rapport will 
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be required in quartiles (but perhaps based on weakly control) and will be submitted both to 
CPO and to developers. Accordingly, transparency of the control will noticeably increase 
and positively effect upgrading as product at all scales, protecting rights of parties involved 
in the process and preventing legislative gap to remain hidden along the process. The ability 
to have comprehensive view of the process will be beneficial for all involved in.  (Figure 33) 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 39 Conceptual self-evaluation and auto-control mode 
 
 
 
Social or community related gap  
 
As the upgrading process was fully driven by and organized according to market logic, 
absence of social programs was not surprising notion, because it doesn’t generate any 
financial profit. According to interviewed subjects, over the seventeen years the only 
discussions about possible improvement of the process that have been carried out were 
regarding aesthetics and legal frame. There was not even attempt to support or introduce any 
social program within the projects and to acknowledge social and cultural values of the 
buildings, neighborhoods and common spaces, due to their role for communities that lived 
there and have been developed through generations.  
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The most pragmatic indicator is that importance of the 
common room, as necessary facility for normal 
maintenance of tenant association activities, was totally 
neglected in the projects. In the cases such as SZK 
neighborhood, where number of new apartments and 
consequently new members of tenant association, 
increase in some instances even three times, absence of 
common room was negatively reflected on the activities 
of the tenants association. Consequently, integration 
with new and existing residents is prevented to a great 
extent. Thus, those activates were fragmented and 
displaced within the smaller community groups.   
 
Within a context of the transformation of everyday life 
in the urban areas of Eastern and Central Europe, 
households have developed new types of strategies to 
‘make a living’ and have also continued historically and 
culturally situated practices, actively reworking them 
under new conditions.1  Although fragmented, and in 
spite of mentioned challenges, one of the communities 
in the SZK demonstrate potential of those ‘make a 
living’ strategies for further development of community 
and integrations on the neighborhood level.  
 
Various practices that draw upon resources generated in 
the past were noticeable in their case, such as collective 
conserving of food and wood storing for the winter, 
organized blood donations, running a recycling system 
for plastic for maintaining a common space, making 
benches and outdoor tables etc. Additionally, there were 
as well micro social enterprises such as tattoo salon, 
clothes trade and recycling of old TVs and radios (Figure 
40).  Burawoy et al.2 refer to these practices as the assets 
of households that in the broader sense provide wide 
range of culturally situated asset structures that network 
households into a wider social economy as they call it 
economy of ‘gifts and favors’.  
 
Deeper research and mapping of such practices in the 
part of collective housing sector that is in plan to be 
upgraded or has already been upgraded, can be useful 

                                                 

 
1
 Smith A.2007, Articulating Neoliberalism -Diverse Economies and Everyday  

Life in “Postsocialist” Cities, in Contesting Neoliberalism ed. Leitner H. Peck J.  
Sheppard E., The Guilford Press New York, pp. 212 
2
 Burawoy, M. Krotov, P. & Lytkina. T 2000, ‘Involution and destitution 
 in capitalist Russia’. Ethnography, 1, pp. 43–65. 
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for developing social programs for those neighborhoods. In doing so, it is more important 
to understand the value for community behind the practice then the practice itself, 
considering the context in which practice is rooted. Referring to nature of these practices in 
respect to postsocialism and neoliberlism Smith pointed out: 
 

 
‘Everyday city life in the postsocialist world is bound up with the (re-)creation of 
rhythms, practices, and networks situated within the legacies of state socialism and 
presocialist periods, which sometimes work with, and sometimes against, neoliberal 
commodification. These practices and networks are not necessarily forms of 
resistance to neoliberalism, nor should they be framed as such. Rather, they 
constitute ways of “getting by,” what Schatzki (1996) has called the “held-
togetherness” of urban social life.’1  

 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 41 Conceptual diagram for skill and favor exchange tenants collectives SaFETC 
 
 
In the case of Nis, as postsocialist city, especially now in time of the large unemployment, 
working with models of reciprocal non-commodified labor and micro social enterprises, as 
platform for developing of social programs for regeneration of collective housing, can be 
highly beneficial. For instance, organization of ‘skill and favor exchange tenants collectives’ 
within the neighborhoods can be one model for facilitation and management of such 
initiative (Figure 41). This model can help integration of new and existing residents. 
Contrasting demographic structure that occurred in upgraded neighborhoods will be 

                                                 

 
1
 Smith A. 2007,  ‘Articulating Neoliberalism -Diverse Economies and  Everyday Life in “Postsocialist” Cities in Contesting 
Neoliberalism  ed. Leitner H. Peck J. Sheppard E. The Guilford Press New York, pp. 216-217 
See also Schatzki, T. 1996,  Social practices: A Wittgensteinian approach to human activity and the social, Cambridge, UK: 
Cambridge University Press,  
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considered as advantage, as it brings diversity of possible mutually complementary skills and 
services that can be exchanged. In that way inter-generational benefit can be achieved. For 
instance, elderly man can exchange service of babysitting for daily health care of neighbor 
nurse, unemployed lady can earn preparing lunch for young busy neighbor couple, house 
painter can exchange his service for car maintenance etc. Those exchanges of ‘free labor’ in 
which we are not expecting immediate return of equivalent labor are already present in our 
relations with family, friends and cousins. Management of these practices at the 
neighborhood level can help cohesion, strengthening the sense of belonging, development 
of other means of profit and diverse type of micro-economy, and community building. 
Furthermore, such environment will establish positive initiatives for resident self-sufficiency 
in terms of opening small businesses. To underpin this and similar models future revival 
project have to have strong shift towards people oriented development. 
 
 
Transition between the scales 
 
From the elaborated dissuasions and cross scales analysis, we saw different criticalities and 
issues on each scale. What seems to be common for many of them, are missing constructive 
transition between the scales that prevent information and knowledge flow and its 
mobilization. Consequentially, policy changing is time wise unpredictable and unsatisfactory 
in many respects. As Colantonio indicates, it takes from a few years to generations of policy 
makers for new research ideas to be incorporated into policy prescriptions. He puts forward 
several elements that influence linkages between researches or knowledge about the process 
and policy among which are: feasibility and implementation costs and the nature of the 
dialogue and communication channels existing between researchers and policy-makers. 1   
 
Therefore, I am arguing for more practice base research, for adaptive model of policy 
changing along the process (Figure 42). In that sense, I am suggesting involvement of 
academia as vital transversal actor in the process of housing revival, actively involved on the 
ground: on the one side, as a mediator at the street and neighborhood scales in terms of 
providing necessary workshops, seminars, consultancy as educational support for all 
suggested practices such as control of construction works, analysis of legal frames, writing of 
reports, organization of financial strategy for revival project or management of reciprocal 
labor and social enterprises, and on the other side, as operative instrument for informing 
planning officials through continues research and analysis about situation along the 
regeneration process with possible suggestions and guidelines for policy makers. In that way, 
within their regular academic activities, young researchers and students will benefit from 
practice based research and be involved in development of strategy for community building 
at different scales during the regeneration process, as well as be exposed to mechanism of 
urban transformations.  In the same time feasibility and implementation costs will be 
reduced to a great extent, if not totally because monitoring of local indicators to of policies 
effectiveness will be part of ongoing academic activities and educational curriculum. On the 
other side, planning officials will have constant updating of the process on the ground 

                                                 

 
1
 Colantonio, Andrea 2009, Social sustainability: linking research to policy and practice. In: Sustainable development: a challenge for 
European research (26 - 28 May 2009 : Brussels, Belgium),  pp.10 
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available for further discussion and policy review. Continuous dialog between researchers 
and policy makers about insights, findings and suggestion aroused from the practical 
experiences and activities on the ground will strengthen relation in professional community 
and communication in the long run.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 42 Conceptual model for adaptive model of policy changing  
 
 
 

Some concluding thoughts   
 
In Niš, as in many other cities across Serbia, upgrading of collective housing was favored 
approach in lasts decades, in terms of renovation of decaying roofs and production of new 
space, and accidentally, as regeneration model, but not without protest from the actors 
involved in. The influence of intense structural re-systematizations at the regional level, 
indifferent attitude on the side of local authorities, unprepared residents and tenants 
associations, prominent market driven mechanism, inconsistent legislative frame and newly 
born developers, all contribute to the ongoing asymmetric outcome of the process.  
 
Challenges of managing urban development in CEE are great. The problem of regeneration 
of socialist housing is positioned as relatively young, and there aren’t many developed 
strategies regarding that issue. Additionally, it came along with other priorities that happened 
in parallel during transition period, especially in the Balkan region affected by civil war and 
mass refuge crisis, international isolation and large scale unemployment. Thus, we have not 
been at this issue for very long and it can be considered as relatively new kind of challenge.   
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During transition the notion of public and along with it the notion of common eroded and 
melted down in market forces to a great extent. Dwelling on binary between private and 
horizontal solution on the one hand and authoritarian state intervention on the other, 
management of commons, whether we are talking about spaces or social networks, faced 
crisis in this period. Discussion on commons is always positioned on tension between 
conflicting social, political and economical interests and it is often in danger from 
commodification or enclosure, such as example with public spaces in upgraded areas where 
common space is illegally occupied and used for private need (parking is most prominent 
example). Elinor Ostrom1 shows from her innumerable examples that individuals can and 
often come up with creative collective ways to manage common properties for individual 
and collective benefit but as well that is often from the very start property stay exclusive to a 
particular social group. The problem that usually occurs when it comes to governing the 
commons, and what her examples vividly illustrate, is the structure of decision making in 
respect to increase of scale. Examples from the upgrading just confirmed those conclusions. 
As it was shown, the clearest agreement on common was on building scale and governance 
happened to be relatively successful on that scale. As scale increase on the neighborhood 
level and include public space between building and involved more actors notion on 
common property become blur and consequently governance of it collapsed.   
 
This accidental model helps us understand the capacity of horizontal and bottom up forces 
to trigger and carry out the regeneration, in this case as a regeneration of many fragmented 
commons. This model contains potential to increase certain value such as sense of place, 
physical performance of the building or demographic diversity. But obviously it highlighted 
what Ostrom’s instances suggested, and that is calls for hierarchical form of organization and 
embracement from the top if the process is to be improved and successful in addressing 
larger scales. In contrary, process can have rather regressive outcomes, because in absence of 
proper strategy, upgrading is little more than trial regeneration platform and polygon for 
practicing of construction skills. This investigation can serve as departure point for further 
research for looking at housing and attached public spaces as a common, with intention to 
explore potential for its governance at different scales focusing on structuring the social 
systems rather than managing the space itself. As Harvey pointed out it takes political action 
on the part of society and people to appropriate certain spaces and goods in order to make 
them common.2  
 
In spite that outcomes of the upgrading at first don’t look very successful, upgrading 
brought some advancement. Process helped the rising awareness of developers regarding the 
benefits of planned growth and more precisely defined operational environment as well as 
the recognition of increasing importance of the quality of the urban environment in 
economic development.  
 
Regeneration of the buildings is very sensitive process that involves multiply aspects. 
Therefore, renovation should aim at the transformation not just of the physical qualities but 
it has to consider vitality of the other systems that exist within the neighborhoods. Although 
                                                 

 
1
 Ostrom, E. 1990, Governing the commons – The evolution of Institutions for Collective Action, Cambridge University Press 

2
 Harvey D. 2012, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution, published by Verso, London, pp. 73 
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design of the buildings play important role in regeneration and matters greatly, it can be 
beneficial just if it is integral part of long term social strategies and in alignment with 
economical opportunities. Just in that case, it can contribute to vitality of the neighborhoods, 
and help to maintain social identity and continuity, as well as create more connection with 
surrounding neighborhoods.  
 
Thus, moving forward, the next generation of upgrading and housing revival can address 
some social issues. But such shift could be accommodated just along with urgent changes in 
the planning practice.  We need planning effort to establish long term visions at a system 
level, taking into account all parts of the system instead keep being focused on isolated parts 
and dealing with inconsistent polices. Current practice has to be able to get beyond plastic 
understanding of space and embrace the social transformation in respect to build 
environment. Furthermore, planning has to go out of the institutional black box and to 
comprehend and utilize knowledge and skills created among horizontal forces involved in 
development and in doing so improve their efficiency. We can’t afford to abandon a 
knowledge and potential crated in accidental attempts that happens aside of main stream 
planning and development.  
 
Therefore, turning to innovation and proactive approach, shift has to move towards fusion 
of social policy and physical design. It is essential for all of us involved in place making to 
keep in mind that policy changes is not just the matter of planning officials but also highly 
dependent of proactive behavior of everyone involved in urban development.  
 
 
Contribution to the field  

 
Urban planning and design analysis tools and interventions have been slow in following 
technological and economical trends. They still serve rather as medium for materialization of 
these forces or as their testing ground. As a direct consequences of that social component 
still remain overlooked in urban development and residents are perceived as the one who 
has to adopt to changes not the one who suppose to lead the changes. Therefore the main 
contribution of this research to the field of planning and urban design would be promotion 
of the real time exploratory urbanism that strive for more adaptive policy changes and 
instant advancement of the process, embracing the knowledge produced by local residents in 
the accidental urban development and underpin it by system approach from the top.  

 
 

Self criticism 
 

As contribution for other researchers interested in this topic it is helpful to reflect on the 
research process and possible changes that could have been beneficial for the final outcome. 
Even though the topic of the upgrading itself at first looked as secondary priority, after first 
phase of investigation it became main research question. As the time frame didn’t allowed 
bigger changes in methodology, more in dept qualitative studies remained out of research 
frame. That reflects on the thesis central theme and focus is shifted on the structural level. 
Some methods such as ethnographic studies and following of the community in the SZK 
neighborhood, within particular period of time, would be beneficial and would enrich the 
investigation material. Another component that influences investigation is the lack of 
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research material on the urban transformation and housing regeneration in particular 
regarding the context of Nis. Therefore the investigation is intended to be more holistic in 
order to open as many as possible questions for further research. Thus, it faced problem of 
possible complexity in changing the scales and attempting to connect them, but in same time 
it create background for further more detailed research in political economy of the urban 
regeneration and investigation of process and system oriented urban design.  
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Chapter Five: Appendixes & Bibliography  
 

Appendixes 
 
Main page of internet based interview for the SZK residents. 
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Interview questions 
 
A group – Regulatory body (Officials from IFU, CPO, and CCI)  
 
                                                                                                           City Scale 
____________________________________________________________ 
 
 

1. Kada se okvirno nadogradnja pojavila kao trend?  
2. Koji su bili osnovni motivi? (Zasto nadogradnja umesto gradnje?) 
3. Da li je po vasem misljenju nadogradnja povezana sa privatizaciom stambenog sektora?  
4. Da li se pojavila sporadicno ili na osnovu unapred predvidjenog plana za povecanje gustine 

naseljenosti i obnovu objekata za kolektivno stanovanje?  
5. Da li od strane urb. Zavoda postoji zahtev za odredjenim procentom socijalnih stanova?  
6. Kako komentarisete to da se sa jedne strane vrsi densifikacija a sa suprotne deozvoljava 

gradnja naselja sa indiviualnim kucama i sirenje grada sa semom male gustine naseljenosti?  
7. U planu detaljne regulacije za S.Z. K. pod clanom 152 stoji da nadogradjeni ‘ objekti moraju 

biti uklopljeni moraju biti uklopljeni u postojecu urbanu matricu i imati pozitivne ambijetalne 
i arhitektonske karakteristike savremene arhitekture’. Kako se ovaj clan sprovodi i 
kontorlise? Da li postoji telo koje vrsi kontrolu projekta?  

8. U članu 1467 / 2.8 stoji da koriscenje ulica i zelenih povrsina za parking nije dozvoljeno. A 
upravo se to desava. Da li postoji mogucnost promene ili ce to ostati kao trajna posledica po 
jvni prostor u nadogradjenim naseljima?  

9. U PDRu stoji da je invetitor duzan da obezbedi plato i vizualnu barijeru za kontejnere za 
odlaganje smeca. Na terenu se bez izuzetka srecu upravo suprotni primeri. Ko je nadlezan za 
kontrolu i kako ce se ta posledica regulisati?  

10. Da li postoji diskusija na temu poboljsanja lagalnih okvira za nadogradnju? Da li postoje 
tribine, seminari i diskusije koji se bave problematikom nadogradnje?  

11. Kako vidite buducnost nadogrdnje?   
 
 

12. Kakav je efekat po vasem misljenju nadogradnja ostavila na arhitekturu grada?  
13. Kako bi ste prokomentarisali posledice nadogradnje na upoterbu zajednickog prostora 

izmedju nadogradjenih objekata (okupiranje zelenih povrsina, trotoara i ulice za potrebe 
parkiranja i sl.)?  

14. Da li ste culi za slucaj da su se stanari naknadno zalili zbog kvaliteta nadogradnje?  
15. Sta bi ste istakli kao pozitivno a sta kao negativno kod nadogradnje u arhitektonskom 

smislu?  
16. Da li je po vasem misljenju nadogradnja vise biznis model nego model planskog razvoja 

grada? 
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B group – Executive body (developers, real estate companies, construction companies and 
architectural studios)  

 
                                                                                             Neighborhood Scale 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Preduzimaci i investitori  
(Developers) 
 
1. Zbog cega ste se odlucili za posao sa nadogradnjom?  
2. U cemu je prednost nadogradnje po vasem misljenju u odnosnu na novogradnju?  
3. Da li ste imali uvid u situaciju u stambeni fond pre nego sto ste poceli da se bavite 

nadogradnjom?  
4. Da li banke odobrvaju kredite za izgradnju ili prodaju stanova?  
5. Na osnovu kojih kriterijuma birate potencijalu lokaciju za nadogradnju? 
6. Kakva je procedura za dobijanje dozvole?  
7. Da li je od strane urb. Zavoda postojao zahtev za odredjenim procentom socijalnih stanova 

koji bi morali da se prodaju po povoljnijim cenama?  
 

8. Kakv je process pregovora sa stanarima?  
9. Na cemu najvise insistiraju u toku pregovora?  
10. Da li postoji neka generalna strategija za dobijanje njihovih glsova?  
11. Da li postoji neki zahtev od strane uprave za planiranje za obezbedjivanje zajednickih 

prostorija, uredjenja zelenih povrsina i slicno ili je to samo na nivou dogovora sa stanarima  
12. Da li je cesca situacija da vi nadjete biro ili da biro uradi projekat pa trazi investitora?  
13. Da li vidite neku promenu u pogledu potraznje za nadgradjom ? 
14. Da li mozete da mi kazete kada je u zadnjih deset godina nadogradnja imala uspone i 

padove? 
 
15. Da li vi kao investitor vise volite da se vas objekat razlikuje od postojecg ili da bude isti kao i 

spratovi ispod?  
16. Da li mislite da to utice na atraktivnost?  
17. Da li postoje uslovi kako objekat treba da bude izveden da bi ste dobili dozvolu?  
18. Ko odlucuje o finalnom izgledu: vi, projektant ili stanari?  
19. Sta bi ste istakli kao pozitivno a sta kao negativno kod nadogradnje u arhitektonskom 

smislu?  
20. Da li bi ste se vi licno pre opredelili za nadogradnju ili novo gradnju?  
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B group                                                                                  Neighborhood Scale 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Arhitektonske i gradjevinske firme 
(Construction companies and architectural bureaus) 
 

1. Kada ste prvi put imali projekat nadogradnje?  
2. Da li ste vi radili projekte pa trazili investiture ili obrnuto? 
3. Ko je odlucivao o finalnom izgledu vi ili investitor?  
4. Kakve ste zahteve imali od investitora: velicine stanova, zajednicke prostorije…?  
5. Da li ste radili samo projekat objekta ili i uredjenje zajednickih prostora?  
6. Da li se desavalo da se projekat izmeni (obrada fasade) bez vaseg znanja? 
7. Kako vi na to gledate sa strane profesije?  
8. Kakva je onda moralna uloga arhitekata i urbanista?  
9. Zbog cega nadogradnja a ne gradnja?  
10. Da li ste se sreli sa dokumentom na osnovu koga se planski radi nadogradnja?  
11. Da li su investitori ispunjavali projekte do kraja?  

 
12. Kakav je vas strucni stav prema nadogradnji?  
13. Kakav je efekat ostavila na izgled grada?  
14. Da li mozete da mi navedete pozitivne i negativne primere nadgradnje? 

 

 
 
 
B group                                                                                  Neighborhood Scale 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Agencije za nekretnine 
(Real Estate firms) 
 

1. Kada je nadogradnja otprilike pocela da se pojavljuje na trzistu?  
2. Kakve su cene bile na pocetku u poredjenju sa danasnjim cenama?   
3. Za sta se pre ljudi odlucuju da kupuju novo ili nadogradnju?  
4. Koliko je prosecno stanova nadogradnje je u opticaju na trzistu?  
5. Da li vidite neku promenu u pogledu potraznje za nadgradjom ? 
6. Kako je pojava nadogradnje uticala na poslovanje sa nekretninama? 

 
7. Da li su se bolje prodavale nadogradnje u pojdeinacno nadogrdjenim zgradama ili u 

nadgradjenim naseljima kao sto je Kolonija?  
8. Kako vidite buducnost nadogradnje: skori zavrsetak ili nastavak? 
9. Da li bi ste se vi licno pre opredelili za nadogradnju ili novo gradnju?  
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C group                                                                                           Street Scale 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 
Postojeci (stari) stanari 
(Existing residences) 
 

1. Koliko dugo stanujete u SZK?  
2. Zbog cega ste se doselili u koloniju?  
3. Da li su i vasi roditelji stanovali ovde?  
4. Da li bi ste mogli da se setite po cemu se Kolonija razlikovala od drugih naselja?  
5. Kako bi ste opisali u kratko zivot u naselju kada ste se doselili (kada ste odrastali)?  
6. Kako su stanari koristili prostor izmedju zgrada?  
7. Da li su se ljudi u komsiluku cesto okupljali?  
8. Gde su se ljudi najcesce okupljali?  
9. Kako su provodili vreme?   
10. Gde su se igrala deca? 
11. Da li ste ikada imali zelju da se odselite iz Kolonije?  

 
12. Koje godine je pocelo sa pregovorima i kad je zavrsena nadogradnja?  
13. Da li bi ste mogli da opisete kako je poceo proces pregovora sa investitorom?  
14. Da li je pocetak pregovora bio od vrata do vrata ili je poceo sa kucnim savetom?  
15. Kako je izgledao ugovor koji vam je ponudjen?  
16. Da li je postojalo vise opcija, predloga ugovora?  
17. Sa cime ste se slozili u ugovoru a sa cime ne?  
18. Da li je u ugovoru bilo stavki vezanih za zajednicke prostore izmedju zgrada?  
19. Ako jeste sta je definisano njime?  
20. Kako je investitor predlozio resenje parkinga? 
21. Kako je investitor predlozio odlaganje smeca, i da li je o tome opste bilo govora?  
22. Da li je investitor ispunio sve sto je propisano ugovorom?  
23. Da li je samo pregovaranje promenilo odnose sa ostalim stanarima u zgradi?  
24. Da imate opet ponudu za nadogradnju sta bi ste promenili u pregovorima?   

 
25. Da li vam se vise dopada po izgledu stara ili nova kolonija? Zbog cega?  
26. Da li je prostor izedju zgrada i oko zgrade ostao isti?  
27. Gde se ljudi sada najcesce okupljaju u komsiluku?  
28. Vidjate li decu da se igraju kao ranije izmedju zgrada?  
29. Da li poznajete ljude koji su kupili stanove u nadogradnji?  
30. Kakv odnos imate sa njima: da li se druzite?  
31. Da li vidjate njih da provode vreme u kraju: setaju, igraju se sa decom….?  
32. Kako je regulisano parkiranje?  
33. Da li je kolonija po vasem misljenju zadrzala isti duh? (I po pitanju aktivnosti i po pitanju 

ambijenata?  
34. Sta bih ste dodali u naselju?  
35. Ako bi trebalai da kupite novi stana koju bi lokaciju izabrali?  
36. Dai mate priliku da odlucite opet da li bi ste se odlucili da glasate za nadogradnju?  
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C group                                                                                           Street Scale 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Novi stanari 
(New residents) 
 

1. Kada ste se doselili u SZK? 
2. Zbog cega ste izabrali bas SZK? 
3. Zbog cega ste se odlucili za stan u nadogradnji? 
4. Kako ste saznali za stanove u SZK? 
5. Da li ste kupili stan po zavrsetku gradnje ili preko projekta? 
6. Da li provodite svoje slobodno vreme u naselju? 
7. Da li se druzite sa komsijama iz starog dela zgrade? 
8. Sta bi ste istakli kao prednosti a sta kao mane stanovnja u SZK? 
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